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depression. 667 pages, illustrated, index. $16.
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ur Feature details the evidence that the anti-government assault
by so-called Indians in the Chiapas state of southern Mexico, is just
a British intelligence operation carried out with the willing complici
ty of the U, S. State Department and its stooges linside Mexico. It
certainly has nothing to do with resistance to the North American
Free Trade Agreement.
Lyndon LaRouche's associates, with EIR and its sister publica
tion in Spanish, Resumen Ejecutivo, playing key foles, have led the
serious opposition to NAFTA and other free-trad� looting schemes.
We have also been the most precise in exposing, for nearly two
decades, the narco-terrorist phenomenon which �s run in the Ibero
American subcontinent by the same free-traders, qn the model of the
British Opium Wars against China of a century ago.
As we go to press, we learn that the Mexicarl weekly Siempre!
has printed a seven-page feature quoting extensively from Lyndon
LaRouche and from Marivilia Carrasco, the lead�r of his collabora
tors in Mexico in the Ibero-American Solidary Mjovement (MSIA).
So the battle lines are clearly drawn inside Mexico.
In Strategic Studies, an Armenian analyst and political figure,
Mr. Karen Vardanian, lays out for EIR readers the situation in the
Transcaucasus, and more broadly the pattern of ex anding war which
links wars from the Balkans all the way to the border with China.
Readers will learn much from his shrewd comp.1ents on Russian
political developments and on the large vote for Vladimir Zhirinov
sky, characterized by Lyndon LaRouche as "a Third Rome Russian
populist"-"the Rush Limbaugh of Russia, ownefl by the same peo
ple who own the Communist Party."
The moral? Beware of populism. Wherever you find a populist
movement, be it an "indigenous" concoction in the Americas, the
phony "Islamic fighters" being shipped into Bosnifl (or their Croatian
counterparts led by Mate Boban), the Limbaugh phenomenon direct
ing anti-liberal rage into losing causes in the United States, or the
Zhirinovsky charade in Russia, a closer look is sure to reveal the
British oligarchs licking their chops. Not to mention their old cohorts
in the Russian KGB, who have taken over the governments of the
three Transcaucasian republics and can be expected to use the ex
panding wars to further the criminal drug trade, among other things.
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Correction:
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Homelessness, hunger grow
for tenth consecutive year
by Anthony K. Wikrent

For officials of U . S . cities , the heralded "jobless recovery"
is turning out to be a cruel joke . The economy remains en
mired in the Second Great Depression , and the ranks of hun
gry and homeless continue to grow . Two factors appear to be
at work: First, the exhaustion of state and local budgets has
blown gaping holes in the "social safety net," through which
uncounted thousands of destitute people have fallen; and ,
second , formerly "somewhat affluent" people and families
who have been tossed aside in the tsunami of corporate re
structurings that have supposedly made U. S . companies
"leaner and meaner," have exhausted their savings , and are
beginning to appear as applicants for emergency food and
shelter assistance .
Ten years ago , the U . S . Conference of Mayors , alarmed
at a sudden surge in the number of destitute and homeless
citizens needing food and housing assistance in America's
cities , organized a temporary Task Force on Hunger and
Homelessness . This past December, the task force issued its
tenth annual survey of the 26 cities its members preside over.
In introductory remarks , St. Paul, Minnesota Mayor James
Scheibel , co-chair of the task force , noted that the task force
"was created to work on what we believed would be a serious
but relatively short-term problem . Unfortunately for all con
cerned , it didn't work out that way . "
"Again this year," Scheibel continued , "we asked those
responsible for delivering services to the hungry and the
homeless to tell us what they experienced during the past
year. Again this year they reported that requests for help--
for both food and shelter-were greater than the year before ."
A systemic crisis

Reflecting the systemic crisis of falling living standards
of the U . S . working class, the task force survey found that
30% of the adults seeking food assistance were employed .
"They simply don't earn enough to buy food for themselves
4
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or their families and at the same time pay for the other basic
necessities of life , " Scheibel explained . Scheibel made spe
cial note of the fact that , for the first time , families with
children comprised as large a percentage of those seeking
housing assistance as single m�n (Figure 1).
Los Angeles registered a 3$% increase in the number of
requests for emergency shelter, including a staggering 50%
increase in requests for shelteri by families. Of the 26 cities
surveyed, only Portland , Ore$on saw greater increases : a
43% increase in the number of requests for shelter, including
an 88% increase in requests by families . The next largest
increases were by Kansas CitYi with a 24% increase in both
overall requests , and requests by families; and Boston , which
saw 28% more families requesting shelter.
While Los Angeles reported 10% more requests for food,
including 1 5 % more by families, the largest increase regis
tered by the 26 cities in food requests , was by Santa Moni
ca-part of the Los Angeles b�sin-which reported a 28%
increase in food requests over�ll , including a 35% increase
in requests by families . Portland also registered a 35% in
crease in the number of families seeking food .
On Jan . 8 , officials in Boston reported that the number of
homeless families had nearly doubled in the past 1 2 months .
Boston' s annual homeless ce11iSUS showed a total of 4 , 809
people living on the streets or illl shelters , a 9% increase over
1 992 . But the number of homeJess families-men , women,
and children living together�was up by nearly 92% , the
survey found . There were 38 men , 544 women , and 1 ,0 1 8
children living as families i n e hIergency shelters across the
city , compared to 2 1 men , 29Qwomen, and 522 children at
the end of 1 992.
At the same time , the number of Boston homeless men
and women in state detoxification and mental health pro
grams dropped by 27% and 45%, respectively , according to
the census , indicating that people were forced out onto the
EIR
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FIGURE 1

Composition of homeless population
in 26 U.S. cities
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For the first time. in 1993. families with children were as large a
homeless group as single men. Cities covered by survey:
Alexandria. Boston. Charleston. Chicago. Cleveland. Denver.
Kansas City. Los Angeles. Louisville. Miami. Minneapolis.
Nashville. New Orleans. New York City. Norfolk. Philadelphia.
Phoenix. Portland. Saint Louis" Saint Paul. Salt Lake City. San
Antonio. San Diego. Santa Monica. Seattle. Trenton.

streets .
Boston Mayor Thomas Menino said that the shocking
statistics point to the need for more affordable housing , job
training , and facilities for the homeless mentally ill . "It is
time that every community in this state and nation . . .
stepped forward ," he said , according to a UPI report.
John Pearson , head of the Community Action Program
Office of Children and Family Services for Mulpnomah
County , Oregon , which includes Portland , said, "We tried
to pinpoint exactly what the cause is . . . . We are seeing a
lot of little changes, and they add up . " First, Pearson said, "I
think we 're getting much better at knowing who ' s out there
as homeless . We have a much better count on how many
people are out there , on the streets . We have better informa
tion , more refined information . "
Then, Pearson continued, a number of local and state
property tax measures have had a devastating impact on bud
gets for social services . This comes at a particularly bad time ,
just when "more and more folks are getting squeezed out of
jobs , or being forced to work reduced hours . So, they make
less money , and they're just barely making it. You have a lot
of people with less than full-time employment. "
This means less income for many people , which i n tum
means "the stock of affordable housing is getting filled up.
People have less wages, and can't afford where they were
living . They're getting evicted, and looking for cheaper
housing . The problem is, it' s just not there . "
EIR
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Pearson noted that the state of Wa&hington had disbanded
its general assistance program "long t ago," even before the
state of Michigan made headlines early last year by shutting
down its welfare program.
The biggest problems , Pearson concluded , are the lack of
low-cost housing , declining wages, ard loss of jobs . "That's
pushed more people over the edge . The big changes relate to
poverty . If we can reduce poverty , we can solve a lot of the
problems . "
A new class o f needy people .

Arnold Garcia, senior management analyst for the Com
munity Dev�lopment Dep�ment �f ¥ s Angeles , sai� , "The
only reason 10 general [for mcreasmg requests for assistance]
has been the reduction in general relief benefits for the low
and moderate income population. For example , there is now
a longer waiting period for families ithat receive assistance
from Aid for Dependent Children . Before , they could apply
for renewal of assistance every yeat. Now , they can only
apply once every 24 months . "
Asked about the effect o f layoffs from the aerospace and
defense industries , Garcia responded, "We' ve been seeing
that happen to people around the Bprbank area. " Because
they once worked in very highly paid�obs, these people have
more of a cushion than the chronically un- and underem
ployed , and substance abusers , who'comprised most of the
homeless population in the 1 980s . Garcia reported that these
formerly well-paid workers are now "living in trucks and
motor homes . They're having to stay! [parked] on streets . So
there' s a problem , because a city or4inance precludes them
from staying in the same area for more than 72 hours . "
"Now we're starting to see a newiClass o f needy people,"
Garcia continued. "At one time or another they were some
what affluent . The most we can do wiith our limited resources
is provide them with a brochure inStructing them how and
where to get clothing , or emergency food , or apply for other
assistance . "
The collapse of state and local budgets is of particular
concern . In the Council of Mayors ' r�rt, the cities' officials
estimated that, on average, they were unable to meet about
one-quarter of the requests for emergency shelter. Some 2 1
cities reported that they were unalie to meet all requests
for food assistance; in those cities, a 7% of the demand for
emergency food assistance was estimated to have gone
unmet.
The other co-chair of the task force , St. Louis Mayor
Freeman Bosley , Jr. , summarized th� survey findings. "What
is the single most important thing Washington can do to make
the future a little brighter, to prevent homelessness from
occurring in the first place? We pos¢d this question to those
dealing with homelessness in the survey cities. The answer
from most cities . . . is create mOTe jobs . More housing
with supportive services also would! help , they said , but an
improved economy with additional job opportunities is clear
ly the key to solving the problem . " !
Economics
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New Malaysian
banking system gives
usury a good name
by Esmatullah Wahab
The Malaysian government on Jan . 3 adopted an Islamic
financial system, with the launching of an Islamic interbank
money market and check-clearing system . Adviser to the
Bank of Negara (central bank) Nor Mohamed Yakcop , in
making the announcement , noted that Malaysia was the only
country to have a Muslim financial system that ran parallel
to the conventional banking system practiced by the West .
"The launch of an Islamic interbank money market and
check-clearing system completes the setting up of the world' s
first full-fledged Islamic financial system i n Malaysia," Da
tuk Yakcop is quoted .
The ironic net result of the monetary mechanisms in
volved in the shift, Malaysian sources and ofhers make clear,
is that it will give usury a good name . At a time when large
numnbers of developing countries are reeling under the usuri
ous interest policy of the western bankers , and getting brow
beaten by the International Monetary Fund-World Bank duo
to accept-at a great risk to their economic and political
systems-various structural reform and adjustment policies
dished out by the IMF, Malaysia' s decision to re-name inter
est as "profit-sharing" will no doubt gladden the heart of the
international financial institutions belonging to the deader
than-a-dodo-bird Bretton Woods system. What the Malay
sian government has actually done is to convert the bankers'
interest into profit-sharing .
Ostensibly , the purpose of adopting an Islamic financial
system is to present a counterpoint to conventional banking as
practiced by the West . In fact, however, the Islamic financial
system, as adopted by the Malaysian government , is basical
ly an endorsement of the western banking system , if not
worse .
Malaysia's innovation was prompted by the issue of inter
est payments , or riba. which are forbidden by Islamic law .
The Bank of Negara adviser explained how this difficult
obstacle was overcome: "The Islamic interbank money mar
ket operates on the basis of al-mudharabah or profit-sharing ,
which strictly means that the provider of funds will earn a
profit from his investments instead of being paid interest . "
Some Malaysian bankers cited i n wire service reports
said the difference between this Muslim banking practice and
6
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the conventional banking system was "purely cosmetic . "
Datuk Yakcop also pointed �ut that the profit earned from
the money lent would be shar�d between the provider and
borrower at a rate that could rfnge from 70-30 to .�0-20 or
90- 1 0 , depending on the loan p¢riod . In other words, instead
of paying the lender interest , tile borrower will now have to
pay the lender a part of the genp ine profit resulting from the
investment of the borrowed mohey during the loan period . If
the IMF and the World Bank , ard other major western bank
ers , had adopted this Islamic fin!lncial system, the developing
countries could perhaps have b¢en bankrupted much faster.
While the Malaysian government has succeeded in fina
gling the complicated issue of tiba. it is yet to be seen how
it responds to the Islamic just ce system which one of its
provinces is planning to adopt. Thus far the Malaysian gov
ernment has strongly opposed the Kelantan initiative . If this
justice system is given the go-atlead by the sultan of Kelantan
for implementation in his own province , which is now under
control of the pro-Islamic PAS b arty , the Malaysian govern
ment may have to decide whethh to cling to the conventional
western justice system at the n�tional level ; change over to
the Islamic justice system, whi�h is practiced in only a few
Islamic countries; or manipula¢ the situation in such a way
that Malaysia can be both an Is'amic nation and at the same
time be perfectly at ease with t�e western nations .

f

The Pakistani parallel

I

The thin veil with which the Malaysian government has
covered itself to evade the contrpversy of riba is not original .
In Pakistan , during the martialjlaw regime of the late Gen.
Mohammed Zia ul-Haq , the ri�a issue was also forded with
success . General Zia , who mai�tained a facade as a devout
Muslim , had developed an indi�enous method to satisfy both
the clerics and the bankers , b�th of whom were his solid
backers . By a stroke of his pen� not unlike the imposition of
the Islamic financial system in! Malaysia, General Zia had
decided that bank interest rate$-both deposit and lending
rates-would fluctuate every week in order to suggest that
the bank was really making prqfits and not earning interest.
The all-powerful general ' s little charade to evade riba made
both the clerics and the bankerslhappy.
However, subsequent to the �eneral ' s untimely death and
the return of democratic government in Pakistan , this little
charade has fallen apart. The i Shariat Bill (Islamic law) ,
which two earlier governments ihad failed to adopt, was op
posed by the clerics and the banJ<ers alike (though for differ
ent reasons) . Those who did n<jJt accept General Zia's cha
rade , but were afraid to speak otJt lest Islamic justice be dealt
out to them , are now openly rej�cting it , making it plain that
if the Islamic financial system i$ adopted , it should be a true
one and must be free of bank interest. Bankers , on the other
hand , are threatening that if bariks cannot earn interest, they
will not remain viable , and no tPreign investment or foreign
credit will reach the shores of P�istan .
EIR
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The International Monetary Fund
puts Algeria up against the wall
by Muriel Mirak-Weissbach
To understand the drama being played in Algeria, imagine
the scene of a thief breaking into a house , armed, who de
mands of the head of the family all his belongings . The man ,
a gun pointed at his temple , stutters that he cannot comply
with the demand . Why? Because of his wife , standing behind
him , also armed with a gun. The thief, making short work of
the excuse , says point blank: "No problem , tum around and
shoot her." Behind the woman , is the extended family, ready
to act.
What should the man do?
That is the dilemma the current government in Algeria
finds itself in, caught between the impossible demands being
made on it by the International Monetary Fund (IMF) and the
consequences , should it fulfill them, for a population which
has found its political voice in the Islamist movement, led by
the Islamic Salvation Front (FIS) .
Algeria, once a relatively prosperous nation in the pro
cess of industrializing , has been suffering under the burden
of a $26 billion foreign debt . Servicing this debt absorbs
about 80% of the country' s foreign exchange earnings,
roughly equal to its entire earnings from gas and oil , or $9 . 5
billion a year. Furthermore , Algeria requires $ 1 0 billion a
year for imports . About $3 billion is available in credits from
France, but the remaining $7 billion has to be found in credits
which are not there . In an attempt to bridge the chronic gap ,
the government of Prime Minister Redha Malek has been
talking to the IMF over the past few months, about possible
multilateral refinancing .
Although the IMF is open to rescheduling , and to offering
a $ 1 billion loan , many of the creditor nations are not. Ac
cording to a Financial Times report in December, Japan ,
for instance, which has $4 . 5 billion in Algeria's long- and
medium-term debt, made known that it would stop all credit
flows and trade agreements if a multilateral rescheduling
arrangement were made . Most of the debt Japan holds is not
state guaranteed . A break with Japan would mean not only
drying up credits , but also endangering liquid gas and con
densate plants being built in Algeria by Japanese companies .
France , whose loans to Algeria are a bit larger, has guarantees
from its credit agency , and favors some sort of rescheduling .
The other major creditor is Italy , which refinanced its $2 . 7
billion loan between 1 989 and 1 99 1 .
EIR
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What the IMF is demanding as conditions for a little
liquidity with which to survive a few months , is deadly.
According to the French daily Le Figaro of Jan . 4 , the Fund
has ordered a 50% devaluation of the Algerian currency , an
across-the-board subsidy cut, liberalization of trade , "real"
interests rates estimated at 3 3 % , and a balanced budget.
Since there is a state monopoly on foreign trade , and major
industry as well as the service sector are in public hands , this
program would wipe out the state ' s share in industry , with
obvious political repercussions among those enjoying em
ployment and economic advantages there . The Wall Street
Journal proposed on New Year's Eve , that the public sector
be simply dismantled, and that shares be given "to the citi
zens , who would then be free to either hold onto them or sell
them in the secondary market . " The paper proposed a "debt
equity conversion in order to encourage foreign direct invest
ment," considering that "Algerian debt trades at a significant
discount in the secondary market. " Finally, it said, if total
privatization were not acceptable , ·deregulation should at
least be introduced to enhance private sector competitive
ness . The IMF package, concluded the Wall Street Journal,
is the sine qua non of any solution .
On the social level, the IMF recipe would add another 1
million to the unemployment rolls , which already stand at
1 . 5 million . Only 3 . 5 million people out of a population of
26 million are employed. Among YQuth , who make up 70%
of the population , unemployment stands at 30-40% . Le Fi
garo has calculated that if the active labor force were further
reduced by a million, ten citizens would be dependent on the
salary of one employed person .
Options confronting the gov�rnment

The question banking circles have been scratching their
heads over is, what kind of governm¢nt could possibly imple
ment such a shock therapy program?There are basically three
options being floated . One is a Pinochet solution, a military
dictatorship which calls itself that, and which makes known
its intention to eliminate any and all opposition by whatever
means . This would lead sooner or later to civil war, of uncer
tain outcome .
The second option involves a coalition government with
some Islamist forces of the opposition , a kind of Allende
Economics
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approach; the intent would be to force the opposition to shoul
der the responsibility and blame for the social fallout from
the IMF "reforms . " This would break down in short order,
and pave the way for civil war.
The third option is a Khomeini-style Islamist seizure of
power, which , according to a scenario outlined by the French
daily Liberation on Dec . 20, would ensue if the powerful
military were to side with the Islamists , or be divested of
power through an insurrection . This scenario would trigger
an exodus of foreigners , including vitally needed techni
cians , not to mention the political reverberations throughout
other states in North Africa in a similar financial and social
bind .
There is a fourth option , which has not been discussed
thus far in public: a government of national unity . Liberation
mentions the idea of a unity government , following electoral
reforms which would prevent any party from ruling alone;
but the French newspaper proposes that such a coalition be
directed to fulfill the IMF conditionalities .
The only hope for Algeria lies in a government of national
unity which respects national self-interests and safeguards
its sovereignty . This means that it must be founded on a
commitment to liberate the country from the stranglehold of
the IMF and rebuild the national economy . To understand
whether such an option is viable, it is necessary to review the
current political and military status of the country .
An undeclared civil war

Algeria is already in a state of undeclared civil war, a fact
which has not been acknowledged by the IMF, but which is
preoccupying responsible leaders within the French estab
lishment as well as German Chancellor Helmut Kohl . Large
ly due to the economic breakdown and social discontent cre
ated by the IMF prescriptions , the Islamist opposition party
FIS asserted itself at the polls as the major party . In 1 990, in
the municipal election , it garnered 45 . 6% , and in the legisla
tive elections the following year, it received over 3 million
of the 5 million votes cast in the first round . At that point the
government cancelled the second round , and since then , has
tried to rule with an iron hand . The FIS was outlawed , and
social protest was rapidly followed by the outbreak of terror
ism, organized by the Armed Islamic Movement and the
Armed Islamic Group. According to a Dec . 27 profile by
ABC News correspondent John K. Cooley in the Internation
al Herald Tribune, the vanguard of the terrorists is made up
of "the Arab and other Muslim veterans of the 1 980- 1 990
jihad, or holy war, trained under the management of the CIA
in the arts of guerrilla warfare , terrorism and sabotage to fight
the Soviets in Afghanistan . " An attempt to pacify the nation
by bringing in Mohamed Boudiaf from exile to lead the gov
ernment, ended in his assassination , attributed to the Islam
ists but reported to have been organized by a hostile faction
within the ruling elite .
Throughout the past two years , the political strength of
8
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the FIS has grown , instead of waning . In addition to the
flocks of unemployed youth , there are increasing numbers of
middle-class citizens , of all pr essions , who sympathize
with the opposition . Thus, it is d fficult, if not impossible , to
imagine a solution to the crisis ithout taking the FIS into
account .
Sectors of the government hafle at various times indicated
willingness to negotiate with tht FIS , most recently in De
cember, but the conditions posed by both sides preclude
agreement . In late January , a � overnment committee will
convoke a national conference of electoral parties , but, hav
ing excluded the FIS , it has been unable to guarantee the
participation of other opposition parties , such as the Socialist
Forces Front (FFS) of Ait Ahme� and the former ruling party,
the National Liberation Front (FUN ) . Both have made known
that "without the FIS , this me�ing would be ridiculous ,"
according to L e Figaro . The s$ne paper reported that the
Movement for Democracy in AI *eria (MDA) of Ahmed Ben
Bella shares the same view: "W� will not go to the national
conference if the FIS does not go� for that would be useless. "
Spokesmen of the FLN have ch�acterized the meeting and
its sponsors as illegitimate , an� have called for elections
:
immediately .
In an interview with EIR , R abah Kebir, the leader of the
FIS abroad, expressed his party '� opposition to the IMF and
indicated his willingness to enteriinto negotiations with other
Algerian forces . During a Dec . l� press conference in Bonn ,
Kebir had posed as one of the rus conditions for talks , the
establishment of a "free and ind4pendent" committee of Al
gerians representing the political� religious, and judicial lay
ers of the country . He also cond� mned the brutal murders of
foreigners , saying the FIS "wa� not behind such calls for
murder. " He stated in his intervi�w that the anarchy was out
of the control of the FIS . Clearly! , any serious steps taken by
the FIS to assume responsibilitj for overcoming the crisis
must include measures to stop th� violence .
Most importantly , Kebir all *ded to "wise men" wit:un
the regime who , it is assumed , Irecognize the need to deal
with the opposition in a manner conducive to stopping civil
war and reestablishing national S<lvereignty . According to the
measures introduced after the alimulled elections , the High
Committee of State has until t� end of January to find a
solution . It is to be hoped that su�h "wise men" will demon
strate the ability to articulate a s � ution respecting the sover
eign interests of the nation . This 'lDeans coming to terms with
the economic causes behind thelcrisis , and with the IMF's
role . It means finding the coura�e to buck the IMF, as the
Nigerian government has begun �o do .
The man being held up in hils own home , with militant
wife and family, must use the fqrce of reason to disarm the
thief and show him to the door, �o that he may set about the
most urgent task of making peace in the family, and providing
a life outside of crime for his brethren . His future depends on
it.

�
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China's plunge into 'critical year'
draws parallels to crisis of 1989
by Mary Burdman
Fears about the growing tensions and economic problems in
China helped cause" the Hongkong stock market to plunge on
Jan . 6-7 , its biggest fall since the crash of 1 987 . The market,
which had been skyrocketing for the past year, fell by another
4% on Jan . 1 2 . Reports from Hongkong say that what is
causing the most concern is the extent to which even the
official mainland press, to say nothing of the "semi-official"
Beijing-backed Hongkong press , is reporting the threat of
instability in the period leading into the Feb . 10 New Year
Spring Festival , China's most important national holiday .
At the holiday , by tradition, all old debts must be settled
and, now , hundreds of millions of people leave home to seek
new jobs . At this critical time , China is in the throes of a
national policy fight over whether only very rapid growth
Deng Xiaoping ' s "reform" policy--or more measured devel
opment based on solving China's enormous problems of lack
of infrastructure and energy , can work. The debate has been
public in the official Chinese press for the past year at least,
but the stakes are getting ever-higher. Most remarkable is the
fact that the official press is alluding openly to the economic
crisis of 1 98 8 , which led to the national protests of 1 989 and
to the Tiananmen Square massacre . Leaders of the interna
tional Chinese dissident movement have been warning that
1 994 will be a critical year for China; their views are already
being borne out.
On Jan . 3 , the China Daily reported that purchase of elec
tronics and household appliances had grown to "ravenous pro
portions" because of fears of price hikes due to new taxes. In
China, "the fear of inflation has repeatedly resulted in large
scale buying frenzies . . . . Still fresh in the public' s memory
is the shopping frenzy which broke out in 1 98 8 , when people
hoarded huge quantities of daily necessities-from salt to toi
let tissue-fearing price hikes were imminent. The current
buying spree seems to be similarly inspired ," it said .
Two days later, it was reported that "major Chinese cities
are seeing a new gold rush," after it was announced that
Beijing was going to end its dual currency system by phasing
out the "Foreign Exchange Certificates" beginning on Dec .
29 . In Beijing , gold sales were 60 times the normal rate .
The currency change may have prompted the "rush," but
underlying this is the fact that , as the China Daily reported,
"Chinese people often buy gold to keep the value of their
savings and avoid inflation . "
EIR
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Emergency food shipments

The critical situation was building in the last weeks of
On Dec . 2 1 , the Beij ing government had to impose
emergency price controls on 27 basic commodities as prices
shot up by 30-40% in Chinese cities in just the previous week
alone . Price controls on these commodities had been lifted
last May . To keep prices down, the government announced
that shopkeepers who exceed the maximum prices will be
punished and, according to one report in the European press,
600 officers are deployed to check prices in Beij ing.
By early January , it was reported in Hongkong that emer
gency extra shipments of rice , wheat , and other grains were
being rushed to the eight most densely populated provinces
and the cities of Beijing , Shanghai , and Tianjin. The provinc
es are Guangdong , Guangxi , Fuj ian, Hainan, Zhejiang in
the southeast, and Yunnan , Guizbou , and Sichuan in the
southwest . The semi-official Hongkong China News Agency
reported that an additional 1 40 freight trains will be used this
month to transport 700 , 000 tons of grain , 100 , 000 tons more
than originally planned; other reports say that the total will
reach 4 . 1 million tons by March . The Beij ing Internal Trade
Ministry denied the report, but it is taken as credible in
Hongkong .
China's farmers , who have been paid mostly with worth
less paper "IOUs" for the past three years , despite urgent
and repeated efforts by the central government to get local
authorities to pay them in cash, were withholding grain from
the market after the government announced in early Decem
ber that it would raise prices 1 0 % in 1 994 . The "plummeting"
of production and reserves of sugar and edible oil will also
cause the government to "sharplY'jack up" prices in 1 994 ,
said the China Daily on Dec . 4 . farmers ' costs are "rock
eting" so high that acreage in prod\llction dropped "severely"
in 1 993 , and , despite its bumper wheat crop , China still has
a grain shortage . It has had to injlport
500 million tons of
.
wheat a year.
Last year, before the New Yj::ar, the government was
forced to announce emergency plans to pay all debts to Chi
na' s 900 million peasants . Consist�nt reports all year of peas
ant unrest and appeals in the national media to local officials
to lift the burden on the peasants� give the lie to claims by
Beijing that the debts had been p�id . Now , it is the tum of
China's teachers .
1 993 .
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On Jan.

12, the State Education Committee announced

Warnings of troubles to come

that China ' s public school teachers had to be paid by the New

In this s ituatio n , the national government i s making some

Year. Most teachers have not been paid at all for the past

fast move s , but voices of caution continue to be raised. On
I
Jan . 1, China ' s new tax and ba king policies went into effect ,

year , and total pay owed them is

$35 million . Many have left

teaching altogether, especially in the countryside , and in the

I

l

w ithout prior annou ncement . �ithin days , there were reports

cities many have gone to private school s . But whatever the

that Deng Xiaoping , at 89 still C hina ' s center of power, had

Education Commission ' s i ntentions , it has no funds and no

appeared in various provinces , to demonstrate that he is still

abi lity to force the local authorities to pay the teachers, Prof .

alive and to throw his weight behind the fast-track faction.

William Jenner of Canberra National University told B B C in

Hongkong ' s Wen Wei Bao, a known mouthpiece for Beijing,

an interview . The fact is , the state is giving up responsibil ity

announced that he had appeared on J an. I in Shanghai , the

for education i n rural China. The number of children getting

place of his last appearance the Iyear before . The South China

secondary or even primary education has gone down by one

Morning Post of Hongkong quoted one Chinese official say

third in rural China since the Deng Xiaoping reforms were

ing that "the central [Communi t] Party leadership is faltering

first initiated , while the number of children has gone up by

and the patriarch fears that rad'cal reforms cannot be imple-

one-third .

montoo w ithout, 'ITong oont" "

I

Scientist warns against
ecologist 'totalitarianism'
French scientist Haroun Tazieff warned that "ecologist

catastroph ism based on a de ificati on of the earth an d
nature," could bring about a new Hitlerite "totalitarian
"

ism"

"

and foster the murder of

m

ill ions of poorer, non

white peoples, in an intervie w in the Paris daily Le Figaro

on Jan . 4.

Tazieff, wh o wrote the preface to the book,

in

the Ozone

I

The Holes
Scare, an d is a lead ing volcanologist in

France, was asked his reaction

to

the evaluations made

top meteorologists, who attribute a greaf and
alarming significance to the current bad weather in Eu
rope. Tazieff said that the weather is indeed strange, but it
is not abnormal, historically, for the weather to go through
by some

some strange patterns.

answered, "} don't know that, 'n science, the concept of
the democratic majority has an usefulness whatsoever-'
it cou ld even be a major imbeciity. We know of too many
new hypotheses that are critici2 ed an d fought against by a
majority of scientists. Becaus the scientific majority is
like all other corporati st maj< rities, it groups together
the medi ocre . Withoutmentio ing that quality which the
scientists share with, among ot ers, artists-jealousy."
In this connection, Tazieff i ted "the case of Professor
Benveniste, and h is h ypothes i on the memory of water.
I do n t understand anything 0 wha t he is doing, I am
in capable of taking a position, t ut that has no importance.
What matters, is that they mak the worst problems for a
scholar of great value , who is )roposing a revolutionary
discovery. That is typical." B nveniste and his historic
experiments wi t h water were th su bj e ct of a witchhunting
campaign led by Nature maga z ne, w h ich used extraordi
nari ly bru ta l measures to ostrac ze him as a fraud.
Asked about the al armist n anner of speaking" which
'

"

many environmental researche"S often use, Ta,zieff said:

"Alarmism and catastrophism serve to make some people

�
1

un
ruliness is witness to a more important disorder, caused
by human industry": "I know nothing about it, and nobody
knows an yt hi n g about it," he s aid. "There are catastroph
ists, but I am not one of them. We can talk about a heating
up of the climate only inso far as everything is take n into
consideration rigorously, by in tegrat i ng all the measure
men ts of the planet. The m ajo rit y are happy to observe the
climate from France , Switzerland, or Baden-Wur

rich , abet their drive for wealth and vanity. But I strongly

temburg."

white-skinned peoples, inc1udir g in this the Japanese,

Tazieff rejected outrig ht the suggestion t hat this
"



?

fear th at this is not the WhOle . oblem. In the domain of

I s uspect tha catastr ophism is only at
.
service of a totalitarianism
f a new type, based on the
. .
. e . I was 19 years
new deification of the earth an of natur
.
old in 1933, and I shal l recall nti! my last day, that the
three first laws imposed by h itlee were the three first
ecologist laws in the world. I fe lI" that this movement bas,

the enVironment,
the

..

as its only tendency, to separ

te

on one side the

rich, .

and
the other side the impoverished, dark-skinned people'
with the key point being to put millions of human beings

on

Science has no 'democratic majority'

As for the supposed majority of scientists who support

such t heo ries as the ozone hole or global warming, Tazieff
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to death."

-Mark Burdman
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Demonstrations at the
United Nations in
February 1 992 protested
Bush ' s meeting with
Prime Minister Li Peng,
the butcher of
Tiananmen Square,
during U.N. meetings.
Leaders of the
international Chinese
dissident movement
warn that 1 994 will be a
critical year for China.
Li Peng himself voiced
official fears of the
instability that the
reform drive will cause .

However , local S hanghai authorities refused any com
ment on the story , AFP reported , and China is ful l of rumors
'

that Deng is dying , which is one of the contributing factors
to the plunge of the Hongkong stock market .
Prime Minister Li Peng gave a sober interview on Jan .
with the

3

China Daily . While speaking of a "new era , " he also

of which are already bankrupt , could coll apse once banks are
no longer obligated to extend credit to them .
On Dec .

28, the S tate S tatistics B ureau said that China ' s

Gross Domestic Product growth w i l l total 1 3 % for 1 993 , and
the rate w i l l drop to

10% in 1 994. After the tum of the year,

Wang Changsheng , deputy director of the S tate Information

said: "The better our s ituation , the more cautious we should

Center' s Economic Department ,

be in pushing forward the reform drive . . . . Too-rapid

slowed down to

strides in price reform would cause instabil ity , and the recent

history of "boom-and-bust economic s . "

panic buying of grain in some areas is a les son to all of

said growth would be

9- 10% in 1 994, i n a bid to end China ' s recent

"China should act with caution i n

1 994,

a s i t needs a

us . " State control i s sti l l necessary on prices of commodities

stable fi nancial market to pave the way for its bold reforms , "

which affect the national economy and livelihood of the peo

Wang told the China Daily i n a n interview Jan . 2 . Wen Wei
Bao c ited "top Chinese leaders" on Jan . 7 , saying that they

ple , Li said , calling still-to-be-made price reforms on oil ,
electric ity , rai l tickets , and other commodities "the hardest

plan to curb excessive growth in coming years . "If reforms

nuts to crack . "

are not carried out wel l , the scale of infrastructure proj ects

The "Economic B lue Paper" for

1 994 said that China ' s

j umps and prices rise rapidly , there w i l l be social disruption

rate o f economic growth has peaked and i s expected to slow

and [China] w i l l miss an opportunity , "

down in

an "authoritative source" as saying .

1994, the China Daily reported Dec . 16. Economists

of the State Council , the Academy of Social Science s , and
State Statistical Bureau all predicted that the Gross N ational
Product will grow by

1993.

10%

in

1994,

down from

1 3.5%

in

Wen Wei Bao quoted

Other articles gave even more serious warning s . On Jan .

5, a front-page commentary in the official Economic Infor

mation Daily stated: " Without stab i lity we do not have any

The fall in growth is attributed to a shortage of raw

thing . W ithout a stable social environment, we will not ac

material s , inadequate transport , continuous price hike s , and

complish a thing . . . . I f an enterprise cannot pay its salaries

the government ' s retrenchment program implemented in

or i f it has to borrow money to pay salari e s , this i s a problem

July . The economists called for China to adopt a "soft l anding

of the distribution of benefits . If it is not handled well , there

package" to further cool down economic growth .

will be troub le . "

Farmers ' incomes are expected to remain very low , and

I n the national

China Youth Daily o f Jan .

4, a n article by

to only rise at half the rate of c ity dwellers . In addition ,

a researcher at the Chinese Academy of Social Sciences

the central government ' s fi nancial problems will remain as

raised the most serious question facing China: What will

1993,

with a rapidly growing budget deficit .

happen when Deng fi nally dies? "Of all the variables in the

The foreign trade deficit is also expected to conti nue , but the

contemporary Chinese political structure , the least certain is

serious as in

current big gap between imports and exports is expected to

the question of unity during the period of transfer of power"

close . While some econom ists called for allowing the central

from Deng ' s generation to younger leaders , the article stated .

bank to carry out i ndependent monetary policies , there was

"If the process of transferring power is m ishandle d , the con

also concern that the large-scale state enterpri ses , one-th ird

sequences would be disastrou s . "
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in the past five years to
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Agriculture

by Suzanne Rose

Farm debt moratorium requ i red
The Farmers Home Administration did wrong by farmers in 35%
offoreclosure cases .

T

he Farmers Home Administration,
the government lender of last resort to
farmers , announced in January that
35% of the loans in foreclosure which
were submitted to the agency for re
view under Agriculture Secretary
Mike Espy ' s 1993 partial moratorium,
were found to have errors in the fore
closure proceedings. This means that
35% of the time the agency did not go
by the book in placing the loan in fore
closure . Nor did the FmHA offer the
farmer all of his servicing rights under
the 1987 Agricultural Credit Act,
which offered various loan restructur
ing plans for delinquent farm loans .
Responding to the report, Food for
Peace activist and South Dakota farm
er Ron Wieczorek , whose own request
for loan servicing has been denied ,
said, "A 35% overturn of these cases
by the FmHA is intolerable . What
about the farmers who didn't even
apply for a review? Did those 1 , 800
farmers give up because they could no
longer expect fair treatment from their
government agency?
"Contrary to what FmHA
spokesmen say , these farmers are not
bad managers . They are in this plight
because it is actually the policy of the
FmHA and USDA to put the family
farmer out of business . If 35% of the
cases reviewed showed mishandling
by the FmHA , what about all the farm
ers who were put out of business prior
to the moratorium? Shouldn't they ex
pect fair treatment also?"
Espy ' s March 6, 1993 offer of a
moratorium until loans in foreclosure
were reviewed, came amid a broader
fight initiated by Food for Peace for a
full moratorium on farm loans pending
an investigation into the practices of
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mob-linked bankers , such as Minne
apolis-based Carl Pohlad, who are us
ing farm loans as speculative instru
ments, looting farm banks , and
depriving farmers of credit .
In the fall of 1992 , during the presi
dential election campaign, Food for
Peace activists , together with civil
rights leader Rev . James Bevel, had
organized hearings in the Dakotas and
Nebraska, where farmers testified that
police-state measures were being used
to enable certain financial interests ,
grain traders , and meat cartels to cen
tralize control over agricultural re
sources and asset-strip the farm
economy .
Many of these hearings were
chaired by Washington State Supreme
Court Justice William Goodloe (ret . ) ,
and the proceedings, known a s the
"Goodloe Report," were widely circu
lated . 1t concluded that "the finance in
dustry in North and South Dakota is
operating under a collusive plan to liq
uidate farmers by unlawful overreach
ing , foreclosures, and work-outs . This
plan is being implemented to create a
unification of land under central own
erships , forcing citizens to leave the re
gion by the tens of thousands , leaving
economic depression behind . "
I n South Dakota, Food for Peace
activists demanded an investigation in
the legislature , and 100 farmers
showed up at hearings to testify in ear
ly 1993. In the midst of this furor, on
March 6, 1993 , at the national con
vention of the National Farmers
Union in Sioux Falls , S . D . , Espy an
nounced a partial moratorium which
affected a tiny percentage ( 2 , 5003 ,000 farmers) of the farmers in
volved in the FmHA 's direct lending

program . The moratorium did not af
fect loans to farmers from commercial
banks , some of which are guaranteed
by the FmHA , hor did it affect the
nation' s second :largest farm lender,
the Farm Credit � ystem .
The Governthent Accounting Of
fice calculates that as of September
1993 , over one-third of the 225 , 000
direct loans of the FmHA were delin
quent. Many more farmers adversely
affected by weather over the last two
years , includin� the flood of 1993 ,
and a decade of prices of less than
50% of parity (what it costs a farmer
to produce plus a reinvestable profit) ,
will find themselves in bankruptcy
over the coming year , unable to make
loan repayments: or finance inputs .
According to the Nov . 25 Agri
News, Iowa fann income is expected
to drop 25% during 1994. An Iowa
State University study , reported in the
January 1994 Farm Journal, says that
two-thirds of th� state' s farm families
didn 't earn enough to meet living ex
penses in 1993 .
A moratorium is on the table
again. The question is whether farm
ers will allow themselves to be bought
off by crumbs , such as the latest De
partment of Agriculture gambit of
providing fund� for "rural develop
ment . " Some farmers will be given
funds to produce specialty crops for
yuppie markets while people around
the world starve . The alternative is
presented by economist Lyndon
LaRouche , to rid our thinking of free
market axioms which allow food to be
treated as a commodity or asset for
speculators , and to engage in a politi
cal fight to enforce parity pricing and
rebuild the entire economy .
Unfortunately , the opposite view
was expressed b y the new director of
the FmHA, former Farmers Union
lobbyist Mike bunn , who said that
better supervision of FmHA ' s lending
programs was �eded.
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Health
German officials urge
ban on cows from Britain
The federal public health office in Germany
has called for a general import ban on British
cows and beefbecause of the spread of bovine
spongiform encephalopathy (BSE) in Great
Britain. There, every week, about 700 to 750
cows become infected with this deadly dis
ease, which affects the central nervous system.
The agent for BSE has not yet been iso
lated, and the disease can also be transmitted
to sheep and other animals. Experts believe
that infection of humans cannot be excluded.
Leading German scientists are supporting
strict measures against importation, and have
warned the government not to make the same
mistakes, including lack of response to the
threat, as it did at the beginning of the AIDS
outbreak. They have called for a coordinated
approach and an increase in research in order
to detect the agent.

Africa

most damaging setbacks so far to a general
trend toward market economics in Africa," the
London Financial Times reported on Jan. 1 2 .
The Abacha government has "dropped even
the rhetoric of transparency and financial ac
countability ," the paper said. It reported that
the new budget "gives priority to some notori
ous projets such as the Ajaokuta steel works,
the aluminum smelter, and the new capital in
Abuja."
Abacha announced in his 1 994 budget
speech that all foreign exchange offices would
become agents of the Central Bank of Nigeria.
"As such they are to henceforth sell foreign
exchange at the rate prescribed by the CBN ,"
he said. The foreign exchange offices must
"therefore not sell [foreign exchange] to fi
nance imports nor should they sell more than
$2,500 or equivalent to any customer."
Interest rates are expected to drop down to
between 1 2 and 2 1 % , compared with current
levels of up to 60% . In response to statements
that the decision puts the country "on collision
course with the IMF," General Abacha said,
"It is no longer enough to insist on reforms
whose patterns of effects have been catalogued
country after country and yet for the interna
tional community not to appreciate what are
the likely outcome of changes that it advo
cates ."

Nigeria jettisons
IMF 'reforms'
Nigeria "effectively abandoned the market re
forms ofthe past seven years," when Gen. Sani
Abacha, the new head of government, an
nounced on Jan . 1 0 that he was fixing the Nige
rian currency, the naira, at 22 to the dollar, the
International Herald Tribune reported.
Abacha announced that he had taken steps
to prevent the free flow of imports in order "to
create a favorable atmosphere for economic
revival . . . . Government will actively moni
tor this decision. " Under the International
Monetary Fund (lMF) "structural adjustment"
program introduced in Nigeria in 1 986 by
now-ousted General Babangida, the naira had
tumbled in value, and was trading at about 48
to the dollar.
The break with the IMF and the World
Bank has caused "consternation" among inter
national financial institutions . It is "one of the
14
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Dope, lnc.
Mafia has 'British
connection, ' says paper
The ease with which criminal money can be
laundered through the financial networks of
the British Commonwealth has encouraged
the highest levels of the Sicilian Mafia to locate
many of their operations in London, the Italian
daily Corriere della Sera reported on Jan. 3 .
The recycling of dirty money has reached such
"shocking dimensions," that one can now
speak of a "British connection" to the Sicilian
based mafia, it said.
This expose confirms, in significant part,
the charge made in 1 978 in Dope ' /nc. , a book
commissioned by Lyndon LaRouche, that
British "offshore" arrangements are the key to

international drug-money laundering. The pa
per points implicitly to the British monarchy's
role in proteping money-laundering globally.
Over � past 10 years, leading mafiosi
have flocke� to London, as the ideal location
to "wash" dfug money. In London, the paper
comments, I"dirty money never stinks . . . .
The islands �fGreat Britain are full of offshore
firms, whici) have transformed the islands into
authentic fi�cal paradises. " These "offshore"
businesses qave "privileged relations with the
countries of the Commonwealth," and meet
"no serious bbstacles" in money laundering.
Corrier� stresses that British banks notori
ously "ignoie the source of their clients' mon
ey." There lire various "white collars above
suspicion" vfho are seIling "precious advice on
financial flows" to their best clients, and the
criminal outfit Cosa Nostra has learned to ex
ploit this tf its own advantage. Reliable
sources repl]lrt that the United Kingdom has
been chosen �y Italian organized crime as their
"secure hidi�g place. "

Japan
Government paralyzed
amid e�onomic crisis
"The Hosokawa government is paralyzed," a
senior Jap�ese source told EIR recently,
which is "a mere reflection of a more serious
paralysis ov�rall ," including the economic cri
sis. The Li!Jreral Democratic Party "has evi
dence it is about to make public, not only that
Hosokawa's:power broker, Ozawa, is tainted
with taking large sums of campaign money
from Sagawlt Express transport firm, but that
[Morihiro] lIosokawa also took from the
same. It has paralyzed the government entire
Iy . By now I-JPsokawa has lost mostofhis busi
ness backing, and the minute the LDP can re
veal firm pr()Of Hosokawa took the payoff,
Hosokawa i� out. I foresee at least six months
of political <1f1d economic confusion."
Regardiqg the weak economy, the source
noted, "No ohe now wants to buy stocks. Only
by . . . ordering large public pension funds to
buy more stock did the government manage
any stabilizlltion of the Nikkei before the
EIR
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March 3 1 fiscal year end of 1 993 . On the side
of industry, it is not sales of goods per se that
is the problem. Rather, during the 1 985-90
'bubble economy' years, companies invested
huge sums in new capacity. As a result, now
they have enormous unused capacity. Thus,
the companies are not making the usual capital
investment, so they don't need bank loans.
Banks for their part are still sitting on a huge
mountain of bad real estate debts from the ex
cesses of the 1 980s, far, far more than the bank
of Japan and Ministry of Finance will admit.
So, banks are very reluctant to lend to busi
ness, instead making money in money market
and derivative activities.
"It is very unhealthy . . . . Since the col
lapse of communism in 1 989, the consensus
on where to head and with whom, has broken
down. It is still not at all clear to us, if we try
to rebuild something with the United States,
whether Asia will allow a stronger Japanese
presence, what will happen in Europe . . . . It
all leads to the present, very dangerous pa
ralysis. "

Middle East
Jordan and PLO sign
banking agreement
Jordan and the Palestine Liberation Organiza
tion signed an agreement on Jan. 7 on coopera
tion on banking and financial matters. Observ
ers believe that the deal should clear obstacles
in the path of infrastructure projects, which
could begin by the end of January .
The Italian daily Corriere della Sera noted
that the conflict between Israel and Jordan over
which would sign an economic cooperation
agreement with the PLO, had arisen because
both wanted access to World Bank funds, esti
mated at $2 billion.
Once the board of governors of the Pales
tinian economic council approves the priorities
discussed between the PLO and World Bank,
and the engineering consultants have been ap
pointed and the designs approved for the proj
ects, the bids can be prepared. The projects,
which include municipal roads, schools, hous
ing in the refugee camps, and solid waste treatEIR
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ment, can then begin immediately. If no fur
ther obstacles arise, concrete evidence of
progress should be visible within two months.
Under the agreement, the Jordanian Cen
tral Bank will have wide-ranging monetary re
sponsibilities in the Occupied Territories . The
Jordanian dinar will remain the legal tender,
as it has been during the Israeli occupation.
The deal allows for "international and Arab
currencies" as well, referring to the Egyptian
currency, to be circulated in Gaza, and to the
dollar, which will be used, not as legal tender,
but as a "means of settling accounts between
the Palestinian National Authority and the
projects financed by the World Bank . " The
agreement will also allow Jordanian banks to
reopen branches in the territories.
Mohammed Z. Nashashibi, chairman of
the PLO Economics and Planning Commis
sion, said the agreement was "positive for both
sides" and one which "will increase coordina
tion between the Palestinians and Jordanians."
On Jan. 8, he told EIR that the PLO got more
than expected, referring to Jordan's acquiesc
ing to greater PLO say in banking. The Jorda
nian banks will be reopened in the West Bank
and Gaza only "after PLO consultation," and
a "Joint Technical Committee will take care of
all financial, fiscal, and monetary issues in the
Occupied Territories," and not the Jordanian
Central Bank alone, as Amman originally de
manded.

International Credit
Ramos vetoes cuts in
Philippines debt service
On Dec . 30, Philippines President Fidel
Ramos vetoed a congressional attempt to cut
back on debt service payments in the 1 994 bud
getto service the $33 billion foreign debt. Con
gress had chopped $ 1 . 10 billion in debt pay
ments from the budget, the biggest cut in
Ramos's $ 1 3 billion spending plan.
Congress can overturn the presidential
veto through a two-thirds vote of both houses,
but Ramos allies now control both the Senate
and the House and a veto override is not consid
ered likely.

• RUSSIA'S industrial production
fell by 1 6% in 1 993, on top of a drop
of 1 8 % in 1 992, according to figures
released by tbe state statistical com
mittee on Dec . 30, Interfax news
agency reported. And on Dec . 29,
Deputy Prime Minister Yuri Yarov
stated that 49 . 1 million Russians,
about one-third of the popUlation,
live below the "minimum for surviv
al" level .
• INDIA plans to seek China's help
to expand its coal industry, a govern
ment statemetlt said on Jan. 7, Reu
ters reported. lndia expressed interest
in China's experience and technolo
gy in mecha$ized long-wall under
ground minirig . China, the world' s
largest producer o f coal, produced
1 , 1 40 million tons in 1 992-93 ; India
mined 238 mjllion tons.
• SUDAN President Omar Hassan
al-Bashir announced plans on Jan. 1
to build the �-Hamadab dam across
the Nile River north of Khartoum,
Reuters reported. The project "means
the end of poverty" because it will
meet all Sudan ' s agricultural and in
dustrial needs, he said.
• T AIW AN'S national oil compa
ny has received government approval
to explore fo� oil and natural gas with
China in disputed fields in the East
China Sea, tbe United Evening News
reported on Jan . 3 . "It would be too
late to cooperate . . . if we wait until
after the mainland awards fields we
claim to a foreign firm," an unnamed
Chinese Petroleum Corp. official
said.
• BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB,
the drug company , announced a re
structuring otl Jan . 4 that will elimi
nate 5 ,000 jobs worldwide out of a
work force of 5 1 ,000 . In the next two
years , 3 ,500 workers will be laid off,
while 1 ,500 will leave under "early
retirement . " Company stock shot up
$ 1 . 25 per share in response to the
"good news . "
• JAPAN will give Zimbabwe $7 .4
million to build roads and water res
ervoirs in remote rural areas, in an
agreement signed on Jan . 6 .
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Shining Path North
narco-terrorlhits
North Ameripa
by Cynthia R. Rush

i

I

In less than two weeks , the narco-terrorist grouping �nown as the Zapatista N ational Liberation Army (EZLN) has transformed Mexic�' s domestic political situation
in a breathtaking and very dangerous fashion . As alresult of the EZLN ' s military
assault on six towns in the southeastern state of Chtapas on Jan . 1 , and President
Carlos Salinas de Gortari ' s capitulation to the fierfe domestic and international
pressures which followed, the very existence of Me,qico as a sovereign nation-state
is now jeopardized , with implications for the stab � ity of the entire hemisphere ,
I
including the United States.
As we document below , the EZLN ' s assault �n Chiapas and its claims to
be acting on behalf of impoverished Mayan Ind�ns of the region against an
"authoritarian" Army and free trade economic po$cies, is a fraud . Rather, this
northern version of Peru ' s murderous Shining Path rSendero Luminoso) terrorists
represents a new phase in the Anglo-American esta,lishment's plot to dismember
the sovereign states of Ibero-America, along with t�eir most vital national institu
tions-the Army and the Catholic Church-and etiminate from the hemisphere
all vestiges of western Christian civilization .
.
The destruction of the Mexican Army is a nece,sary objective of the Chiapas
insurgency to clear the way for dividing the natioQ into warring ethnic enclaves
'
not unlike those created with the aid of British intel igenCe in former Yugoslavia.
Mexico is only the first target . Almost overnight, the surfacing of the Chiapas
insurgency has activated a continent-wide terrorist Jd "indigenous" support appa
ratus whose leaders are loudly predicting similar viplence in their nations. At the
center of this mobilization is the Sao Paulo Forumj, the Cuban-created umbrella
group of the continent' s leftist and narco-terrorist otganizations .

:

l
I

I

British intelligence is EZLN 's mother
EIR warned over a decade ago of plans to bring �e barbaric warfare of Peru ' s

Pol Pot-like terrorists to Mexico . We said at the tim¢ that Quechua Indians did not
16
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Indians in Zinacantla n .
i n t h e western area of
the Chiapas highlands .
among the areas being
terrorized by the narco
terrorist killers .

create Peru ' s Shining Path ; foreign anthropologists and eth
nologists trained in London or at the Sorbonne in Paris did ,

B ank and the World B ank , as well as the Inter-American
a type of Tri latera l Commission for Ibero

Dialogue ,

as part of a project designed principally by B ritish intelli

Ameri c a . Parading around spokesmen such as Guatemala ' s

gence . The pawprints of Anglo-French ethnologists , who

terrorist leader Rigoberta Menchli Tum , their purpose i s not

made Mexico their laboratory for such operations , are all

only to destroy national sovereignty but exterminate those

over the Chiapas project . Earl ier in this century , such French

very Indian populations they claim to defend . Over

ethnologists as Paul Rivet , J acques Soustel le , and C laude

Peruvians have died over the last decade as a result of Shin ing

Levi-Strauss conducted detailed profi les of Mexico ' s Indian

Path ' s bloody warfare .

25 ,000

populations . We show i n this report that a sophisticated Shin

Mexico ' s Siempre! magazine was the fi rst outside of

ing Path-l ike narco-terrorist apparatu s , with an "indigenous"

ElR ' s Resumen Ejecutivo to counter the enormous psycho

cover, has been operating in Mexico for years . The interna

logical warfare and lies about the causes of the Ch iapas vio

tional medi a ' s line about desperate Indians spontaneously

lence by publishing an extensive interview with Marivilia

rebell ing against oppression , i s a l ie .

Carrasco , a leader of the Ibero-American Solidarity Mov e 

In

1 847, i t was the British who instigated a violent upri s

ment ( M S IA) which shares the thinking of American states

ing of the Mayan Indians i n Mexico ' s Yucatan Peninsula

man and EIR founder Lyndon H. LaRouche , Jr. The Anglo

against the state ' s mestizo population , as part of their geopo

American establishment , Carrasco stated , "uses indigenism

litical gameplan for the entire region . U nder the direction

as a weapon against nation-state s . They have deliberately

of British intell igence ' s Lord Palmerston and his protege

created an ethnic strategy . . . . London universities did the

Giuseppe Mazzini , creator of the insurrectionary Young Italy

ethnic profi les of the nations which made up Yugoslavia.

and Young Europe , similar "Indian" and other wars occurred

. . . Of course , this could n ' t happen without the economic

throughout Ibero-America, designed above all to balkanize

policies of the International Monetary Fund and the World

the continent and smash any nascent nation-building tenden

Bank . The Yugoslavian s ituation we now see reflected in

cies which threatened the dominant role of free trade policies .

southeastern Mexico and i n Central America . "

Today , it is the financial and political institutions de

Initial l y , the Mex ican government ' s response to the

manding the continued imposition of British free trade , and

EZLN assault in Ch iapas was that "this is not an Indian

the phony "democracy" which goes along with i t , which

uprising . " Ruling out negotiations with the terrori sts , govern

organize and fi nance the continent ' s many "Indian rights"

ment communiques reported that

movements . These include the Inter-American Development

bersh i p , which it estimated could number i n the thousands ,
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30% of the EZLN ' s mem
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was Central American . While some of its members may be
Indian s , the government concluded , its leaders were white
professionals , "experts in conducting acts of violence and
terroris m , well educated, both Mexican and foreigners . "
On Jan .

6, the Interior Mini stry issued a detailed profile

of the EZLN ' s sophisticated capabilities , including its weap
onry ,

15

training centers ,

1 72 communications base s ,

and

methodology . It also charged that priests belonging to the
Catholic Church ' s l iberation theology faction , represented in

i
Mexico into the same type of U N . -brokered power-sharing
arrangement with terrorists whi h has had such devastating

consequences in EI Salvador .
On Jan .

10, S alinas annou

ed that he was sacking his

interior minister , Patrocinio Go zalez Garrido , who as gov
ernor of Chiapas before joining

replacement was Jorge Carpizo who prior t o being named
attorney general had run the N tional Human Rights Com

the Chiapas diocese of S an Critobal de las Casas by "red

mission , from where he directe

bishop" S amuel Rui z , are a crucial element in the EZLN ' s

the Army . In additio n , S alina

organization . I n his Jan .

"Commissioner for Peace and

9 homily i n San Cri stobal ,

Ruiz

e cabinet had taken a hard

line toward the region ' s pro-te orist networks. Gonzalez ' s

several witchhunts against
named Camacho Solis as
conciliation . "

referred to the Zapatistas as "our rebel brethren" who took

The international media, W 1 1 Street , and the U . S . State

up arms only because they had reached the limits of tolerance

Department greeted the c abinet hakeup with approval , laud

for "an accumulation of aggression . " Ruiz ' s supporters lik

ing Camacho as a "reputable" figure and noting that this

ened him to the late pro-terrorist archbi shop of El Salvador ,

meant S alinas was seeking a "p litical rather than a military

Oscar Arnulfo Romero .

solution . " The Mexican stock m

ket had a miraculous come

Almost immediately , the domestic and international hu

back one day after the announc

ent . S alinas ordered a uni

man rights lobby , as well as spokesmen for the Sao Paulo

lateral cease-fire , in which the

rmy would respond only if

Foru m , went into high gear . Even though the Army had

attacked , and Camacho travele

to Chiapas , met with Ruiz ,

been ordered to respond only defensivel y , it was accused of

and held a press conference in

hich the bishop proclaimed

indiscriminately bombing the region ' s Indian population and

himself the "interlocutor of the

ntire Mexican church , sup

violating their human right s .

ported and accompanied by th

Presidential candidate Cuauhtemoc Cardenas , whose
Revolutionary Democratic Party (PRD) belongs to the Sao

church in an explicit and

incontrovertible form . "
Some o f the Anglo-Americ n establishment ' s more fa

think that it doesn't matter
� sink into anarchy or civil

Paulo Foru m , accused the Army of preparing to implement

natical policymakers stupidly

a "scorched earth" and "strategic hamlet" policy , and de

whether nations such as Mexic

manded a unilateral cease- fire and involvement of foreign
human rights agencies and non-governmental organizations .
In this he echoed S amuel Ruiz , who also offered to mediate
in the crisis . International media echoed the hysterical attacks
on the Army made by Amnesty International and Americas
Watch , whose representatives traveled to the region to moni
tor the situation . No media covered the Defense Ministry ' s
Jan .

11

statement refuting these accusations and explaining

its strategy in the region, including the fact that it is providing
protection and food and medical assistance to the population .

war. They operate according to Ithe malthusian plan to write

off the Third Worl d , erecting wh�t amounts to physical walls,

"Limes , " between North and Sputh as did the Roman Em

pire . This is a version of the

1 97� plan devised by Rockefeller

Foundation agronomist Willi �m Paddoc k ,

pver

Mexico into the United States

An about-face
The S alinas government ' s vulnerabil ity in the face of

who recom

� border to create the internal
social and economic chaos that yf ould slash Mexico ' s population by 30 million peopl e .
I
There will be calls for preci � ely such steps to be taken as
indigenous terrorism inevitablyi spills over the border from
mended closing the U . S-Mexic

the coming weeks and

months . There have already bee � bombings and threats made

to Mexican consulates in more ttian one U . S . c ity , and Maoist

aiY Communist Party are pre

these pressures is that it includes within it factions linked to

groups such as the Revolution

the very narco-terrorist insurgency which has surfaced in

pared to launch terrorist action* inside the United States in

�estabilization of the United

Chiapas . From the very beginning , individuals such as For

defense of the EZLN . Thus , the

eign Minister Manuel Camacho Solfs urged "prudence" in

States will be the lawful outc0 ttie of Mexico ' s destruction.

dealing with the crisis , and he spec ifically demanded that

Or, the Anglo-Americans m�y well decide to activate the

r¥ foundations have churned

the Army be restrained from acting aggressively to defend

option that " U . S . think-tanks a

national sovereignty . Negotiation , Camacho argued , was the

out for years : the U . S . militaT)! will have to intervene into

only viable route . Beginning on J an .

Mexico to "protect the oil fields' or U . S . c itizens in the event

2, Camacho maintained

constant phone contact with Samuel Ruiz .

S alinas is also hostage to international banks and Wall
Street investors on whom he depends to maintain the myth

of a Marxist terrorist insurgen
raised as far back as

l
cjy .

This option was publicly

1 980 by th� Institute for Policy Studies

and by Henry Kissinger' s Center for Strategic and Internation

ju-ios of a potential U . S . mili
t

that Mexico is in good economic shape . The "mini-crash" of

al Studie s , which presented scen

the Mexican stock market on Jan.

tary occupation of Mexico ' s oi fields based on a projected

10, was an additional factor

in finally causing him to capitulate to those who would drive
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terrorist upsurge along the Mex can-Guatemalan border.
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LaRouche: 'This is
a foreign invasion'
Lyndon LaRouche made these comments on the Zapatista
insurrection in his weekly radio interview with "EIR Talks"
on Jan . 5 . The interview is put up on satellite each week and
is accessible to any radio station .

This is not an indigenous movement. This is, together with
the Guatemala insurrection , organized from outside Central
America. Most of these movements in Central America were
organized from outside Central America by people such as
anthropologists sometimes working under the cover of mis
sionaries . These are intelligence officers of foreign intelli
gence services in the United States and elsewhere . We have
documented this operation in the four southwestern states of
Mexico , including Chiapas , for ten years. So this is not
something that came up recently in response to the North
American Free Trade Agreement [NAFT A] or anything else .
That is absolute nonsense .

The context for the occurrence of this at this time , is not
so much NAFTA; the context is an operation run through
people like Luigi Einaudi , the former senior plotter for the
Western Hemisphere of the State Department, a man who is
less well known but much more capable, for example, than
a Henry Kissinger, by far. Einaudi set up an operation whose
objective is to destroy the military and church institutions,
that is, the Catholic Church and the military , and other na
tion-state apparatus , in all of the countries south of the U . S .
Rio Grande border. That's policy which we 've documented
in EIR again and again and again, in great detail , right from
the documents produced by the circles of Luigi Einaudi and
others .
There are those in the State Department and elsewhere
who are behind this . This comes together with the first major
attack on the Mexican Army as an institution . Other armies
have been attacked: the attempt to destroy the Peruvian
Army , which is an Indian-based army; the attempt to destroy
(naturally) the Argentine Army , the Brazilian military , the
Venezuelan military; the Chilean military is targeted , though
it' s been treated more carefully than others; and now , after EI
Salvador, after Guatemala, finally, these fellows get around ,
with Luigi Einaudi' s policy , to destroying the Mexican
Army .
A two-pronged attack

They have two ways they do it . They try to blame the
Mexican Army-falsely-for the massacre , so called , in
EIR
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Tlatelolco Square in Mexico in 1 968 , the so-called student
shooting , which was done by snipers from the roof, who
were not Army , and it was done against the Army . The
snipers were shooting against the Army , as well as against
the students . It was a provocation!, which is a long story .
You have the simultaneous l!� unching of [the Chiapas
insurrection and] the attack on the Army on the issue of the
square , where the films from that I period exist which show
who was doing the shooting . The ;Sao Paulo Forum move
ment , which is working with Cuauhtemoc Cardenas in Mexi
co , accuses the Army of the mas�cre of 1 968 , which is a
complete lie , and they all know it.i But this is being steered
from the United States, or from c ertain forces in the United
States.
I
At the same time , they take I!. longstanding capability
which has been built up on the Guatemala border in four
southern states of Mexico , including Chiapas . They use in
part the camps of Guatemalan re f�gees as one of the bases ,
and they use Guatemala itself as a l base for organizing . The
people who are doing the organizing of this Zapatista bloody
sideshow are foreign (chiefly) antfiropologists and mission
aries .
These are the covers used b}1 the foreign intelligence
services, non-Mexican intelligenc� services , which created
and are running this operation whi¢h they have built up over
the past ten years , using in part tht cover of the indigenous
peoples ' movement, which in poi.t of fact is nothing but a
foreign intelligence operation and 11 cover for destroying the
nations of Central America, Peru ,: and so on .
The Mexican Army , which i$ a very small army, al
though a competent one , is now forced , through an attack
on its borders by foreign-based , low-intensity-warfare oper
ations against the integrity and in$titutions of the nation of
Mexico , to act to defend its natiQn , just as if Cuba under
Castro had sent an armed force u�ing some U . S . recruits ,
say , the Weathermen , of several hundred people , into the
state of Florida and was shooting Up Dade County . This is
a foreign invasion. in fact , even tbough it uses nationals as
part of the operation . And thus thb Army has to operate to
defend the nation against warfare l conducted covertly by a
foreign nation .
Remember that Cardenas has ! involved himself in the
Sao Paulo Forum, which is run through Lula [candidate of
the Workers ' Party] in Brazil , which also ran the Causa R
[Radical Cause] party in Venezudla , which is coordinated
by the U . S . secret operations thrdugh Fidel Castro , and it
is the Sao Paulo Forum, of whidh Cardenas ' s movement
has become a part, which is the su�cessor to the Communist
International in the attempt to desttoy the Spanish- and Por
tuguese-speaking part of the Westetn Hemisphere from with
in, with these kinds of low-inten$ity operations . And the
key , the most dangerous people involved , the most corrupt,
the most evil , run under the cover of anthropologists or
ethnologists , as they're called in France .
Feature
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The Shining Path
apparatus in Mexico
The Peruvian narco-terrorist group Shining Path has an im
portant support network inside Mexico . Given the freedom
with which that network operates , it would appear that it
has the protection of high-level government circles . There
is no other explanation for the fact that a group of Mexicans,
various of whom have known terrorist or pro-terrorist back
grounds , felt confident to sign their names to a paid newspa
per ad backing Shining Path , and later reiterated the support.
It is public knowledge that there exist in Mexico organi
zations modeled on Shining Path , such as Peasant Torch
(Antorcha Campesina) , the Workers Party , and the Indepen
dent Proletariat Movement. Further, as the magazine Pro
ceso revealed in 1 992 , there also exists a large number of
"former" militants of communist organizations of every
stripe occupying posts of varying importance in the current
Mexican government.
Although the authorities have minimized the fact, Shin
ing Path operates on Mexican territory , as was demonstrated
by the attack against the Peruvian Embassy in Mexico in May
1 992 , during which a dead dog was hung at the entrance ,
Shining Path' s signature warning when they are going to
assassinate someone .
In a letter in the government daily El Nacional on March
7 , 1 992, Hugo Garavito Amezaga, a Peruvian columnist
living in Mexico , wrote: "Mexico has a primary role , togeth
er with other pro-Shining Path international centers
France , Belgium, and Sweden-because of its influence in
Latin America and as a pathway to the United States. Ac
cording to the correspondence of Abimael Guzman , the sup
port of the Mexican group , the Jose Carlos Mariategui Cul
tural Center, has existed since 1 984 . " It is believed that, apart
from propaganda and recruitment, one of the functions of the
Peruvian Shining Path apparatus in Mexico is to help in
laundering drug money and in trafficking in weapons.
Information suggests that Shining Path has operated in
Mexico for 15 years , and that its bases of operation are lo
cated in Mexico City and in Chilpancingo , Guerrero , from
which it reaches into other areas such as Oaxaca and Chiapas .
In Mexico City , its operations are headed up by Serapio
Mucha Yayos and Guillermo Nonalaya, and in Chilpancingo
by Camilo Valqui , who is president of a human rights com
mittee and teacher at the Guerrero Autorromous University .
That university continues to be an enclave of the "former"
Mexican Communist Party (PCM) , which first became the
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PSUM and is today part of Cuauhtemoc Cardenas ' s Party of
the Democratic Revolution .
The first public warning ab()ut Shining Path in Mexico
was issued by Garavito Amezaga, with his letters to El Nacio
nal. On March 5 , 1 992, Arnez�ga denounced the presence
of Shining Path at the International Book Fair organized by
the National Autonomous Uni1ersity of Mexico (UNAM)
and by its engineering faculty .! In booth K- 1 5 at the fair,
warned Amezaga, Shining Patl1 pamphlets and books were
being sold by a Support Committee for the Peruvian People' s
War, headed b y Mexican Gab�la Salas , who authored the
introduction to the book, Peop�' s War in Peru . Gonzalo' s
Thought (second edition , Mexi�o , 1 99 1 ) . Also part o f the
support committee are David Orozco and Eugenio Tapia.
Garavito noted that the booth was tended by the American
Frank Witman , a representative �f the Chicago-based Libera
tion Distribution , linked to the Maoists of the Revolutionary
Communist Party of the Unit� States, a member of the
Revolutionary International MOf/ement.
One month earlier, the terrqrists had given a conference
in the auditorium of Section D� of the National Education
Workers Union (SNTE) , underl the control of the National
Coordinator of Education Workprs (CNTE) .
On Aug . 1 7 , 1 992, pro-Sh�ing Path journalist Miguel
Angel Ortega published an inte�iew with Eugenio Tapia in
the daily El Financiero, in which Tapia identified himself as a
member of the Mexican SuppoI1 Committee for the Peruvian
People' s War. In the intervieWj, Ortega gave directions on
how to solicit material from Shi�ing Path. On Aug . 27 , when
a group of aged Mexican leftists" several of them with terror
ist backgrounds , and several golitical groups such as the
Independent Proletarian Moverpent (MPI) and the Support
Committee for the Peruvian Pe�ple ' s War, published a paid
ad in the daily La Jornada supporting Shining Path, Ortega
published a brief apology for S �ining Path in El Financiero
on the same day .
i
Those assuming responsibility for the Shining Path ad
included Mario Omar Falcon , Fausto Trejo, and Eugenio
Tapia. Falcon is a "revolutionary painter" who brought Puer
to Rican terrorists into Mexico� and who in the early 1 970s
headed up riots which overthr¢w then-UNAM dean Pablo
Gonzalez Casanova. Fausto TnUo is a psychiatrist active in
leftist circles who advised Falqon in the early 1 970s . The
organizations that signed includ�: the Support Committee for
the Peruvian People' s War; the! MPI; CLETA; the Revolu
tionary School of Popular Cultu�e/Martyrs of ' 68; Delegation
D-23 , Section XXXVI of SNT�, corresponding to the state
of Mexico; the "Judith Reyes" Committee; the Lozano Fami
ly Committee .
The CNTE and friends

The pro-Shining Path sentiment within the national teach
ing profession in Mexico is especially serious . Within the
CNTE , for example , there co-etist two Maoist factions: one
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radical , around Section IX of the SNTE , and a "moderate"
faction headed by Teodoro Palomino , who controls Section
X of the SNTE (secondary school teachers) and who also
heads the Workers Party (PT) , created in 1 99 1 and consid
ered by some to be the "Personal Party of Salinas . " The
PT is one of the communist groups that evidently receives
government protection . In a La Jornada interview on Jan . 2 ,
1 99 1 , Palomino spoke of the relationship between the PT
and the CNTE , and said that the CNTE is "an organization
of the masses, pluralist, autonomous, and independent of all
parties and political organizations . " But, he admitted , he was
making a concerted partisan effort to bring the largest number
of teachers possible into the PT .
In the same interview , Palomino said that the origin of
the PT is the Maoist movement Mass Line (Linea de Masas) ,
founded by Adolfo Orive Alva and Alberto Anaya. Said
Palomino, "The Mass Line organization has been growing
since the '60s . . . . A large number of us who make up the
PT have been active in various groups under the Mass Line
tendency . "
I n Proceso (No . 827 , September 1 992) , Patricia Davila
reported that Alejandro Gonzalez Yanez , the recently elected
mayor of Durango and a PT activist, "explains that when, in
1 968 the organization 'Poiftica Popular' [Mass Line] was
created , certain individuals in the official [PRI] party ' helped
us , ' such as Oscar Levin , today a congressman from the
Federal District; Adolfo Oribe, who was in the Department
of Hydraulic Resources and in the National Farmers Confed
eration (CNC) ; and Hugo Andres Araujo, current head of the
CNC . . . . Because people from ' Poiftica Popular' are among
the Salinas cadre , it has caused the rumor that the brothers
Carlos and Raul Salinas de Gortari are backing our movement
. . . which isn't true . "
Peasant Torch

Peasant Torch was the first Marxist-Leninist-Maoist or
ganization to join the PRI , and which has shown many simi
larities to Shining Path . Its founder, agronomist engineer
Aquiles Cordoba Moran , told the daily Unomasuno in Febru
ary 1 990 that the Antorchistas "are the fruit of a political
current that originates with the Leninist Spartacus League
founded by Jose Revueltas" in 1 960 .
Peasant Torch was founded in 1 974, in the southern part
of Puebla state , and currently has active bases in the states of
Puebla, Coahuila, Durango (area of La Laguna) , Oaxaca,
Veracruz , Tlaxcala, Mexico state , Morelos , and Michoacan .
Cordoba says that the group is in 23 states and has "800,000
members . " Despite the many accusations against it, many of
them for assassinations , Peasant Torch was accepted into the
PRI in 1 985 , assigned to the CNC , and today is run by
"former" communist Hugo Andres Araujo.
In El Financiero on Feb . 9 , 1 990 , Luis Fernando Roldan
noted that the group "does not directly repress the peasant
movement; rather it attacks militants from opposing groups
EIR
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or leftist parties and physically eliminates them . By be
heading the leadership , they prevent the expansion of these
groups with the clear intention of eradicating possible out
breaks of opposition to the regime . When the group sets up
in a community , its first action is to foment division , and then
move on to verbal and physical confrpntation . Thus , it resorts
to intimidation , ambush, kidnapping , surrounding the
victim . "
Peasant Torch has extended its methods to the poor neigh
borhoods of Mexico City , and there are unpublished accounts
of individuals who have witnessed its actions-in the classic
style of Shining Path-in the neighbiorhood of Cerro de Chi
quihuite , Delegacion Madero , where it beat three people to
death .
As to Peasant Torch' s financing i every indication points
to government agencies . In the Fe� . 22 , 1 990 issue of El
Financiero, Roldan said, "With tIie appointment of Raul
Salinas de Gortari , the President' s brpther, as technical secretary of Pronasol [National Solidarity Program] . . . the Antorchistas have undertaken more dfiring actions . . . . It is
the ruling party which created Peasant Torch to give itself
consensus and legitimacy, and it i� the ruling party which
can dismantle it. "
Pronasol , and other govermnent agencies
In a Sept. 7 , 1 992 article in ProC(!so entitled "Yesterday,

Leftist Opponents; Today They Ruq. Pronasol ' s Programs , "
journalist Carlos Acosta Cordova ptovides a list o f "former
communists , former Maoists , formfr Trotskyists . . . even
former guerrillas" who have been iI1lCorporated into the gov
ernment apparatus , including thoslt who hold positions in
Pronasol . Among them are:
,
• "Adolfo Oribe . Previously: fo�mder and head of Prole
tarian Line [or the Maoist Mass Lin� ] . . . . Now: director of
Pronasol , adviser to Carlos Rojas . " Acosta does not mention
the fact that Oribe got his degree in '1conomics at the Univer
sity of Paris (Sorbonne) , under MarXist-Maoist wife-murder
er Louis Althusser, who gave Oribe tpe express task of found
ing an "Althusserian" movement in Mexico.
• "Gustavo Hirales Moran . Pr� iously: an activist with
the Mexican Communist Youth; guttrrilla leader; member of
the [terrorist] 23rd of September Communist League . . . .
Now: adviser to Carlos Rojas , Pronllsol coordinator on ques
tions of peasant organization . . . aM columnist for . . . El
Nacional. "

• "Pedro Uranga. Previously : lCj3.der o f the Socialist Cur
rent, member of the guerrilla grou� that participated in the
attack on the Madera military barr�cks . . . in 1 965 . Now:
director of social and peasant organlzation of Pronasol . "
Acosta added that "in lesser po�itions there are not only
people from the ranks of their political organizations ," but
"even foreigners; the most visible , tlj.e Guatemalans and Uru
guayans, show clear indications o� previous experience in
mass organizing . "
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The Truth Commission lies � in
drive to destroy the Armed Forces
I

by Hugo LOpez Ochoa
On Oct. 2, 1 993, for the first time in 25 years , the leftist rite
of commemorating the student massacre that occurred in
1 968 in the Plaza of the Three Cultures of the Tlatelolco
apartment complex in Mexico City , attracted somewhat more
than the usual handful of romantic students tied to the past .
About 50,000 demonstrators , led by Cuauhtemoc Cardenas ,
candidate of the leftist Revolutionary Democratic Party
(PRD) , demanded that the events of that day , which have
been known since 1 968 as the "Tlatelolco Massacre ," and
for which the left has always blamed President Gustavo Diaz
Ordaz , his Government Secretary Luis Echeverria-Presi
dent of Mexico from 1 970 to 1 976--and the Mexican Army,
be cleared up once and for all .
The demonstration was thought by some to be the launch
ing of Cuauhtemoc Cardenas ' s electoral bid for the presiden
cy of Mexico .in the Aug . 2 1 , 1 994 elections , but in reality it
was part of an operation which goes far beyond mere electoral
theater: It was an important element of a vast intelligence
operation run from abroad and intended to cause the outbreak
of civil war in Mexico, with the included objective of disman
tling the nation' s Armed Forces , as part of the program of
the Inter-American Dialogue , the PRD and the Cuban-linked
Sao Paulo Forum to balkanize Mexico.
Cheering on the 'Zapatistas'

All the organizations and "intellectuals" who called the
demonstration have been shamelessly running around since
Jan . 1 of this year as part of the political support apparatus
"in defense of the human rights" of the narco-terrorists of the
Zapatista National Liberation Army (EZLN), who an
nounced their arrival on the scene New Year's Day with their
armed takeover of four towns in the state of Chiapas , on the
border with Guatemala.
At the demonstration backing the EZLN were , among
others , the National Coordinator of Education Workers
(CNTE) , founded by Teodoro Palomino , who now leads the
faction of the Maoist Workers ' Party , which is demanding
that the Mexican Armed Forces leave Chiapas ; the People 's
Independent Movement (MPI) , tied to Peru 's barbarous
Shining Path narco-terrorists ; the University Student Council
(CEU), the student branch of Cardenas ' PRD; the National
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Assembly for Human Rights; ithe Francisco Villa Popular
Front; and the terrorist front based in Oaxaca state and tied
to the EZLN , known as the Prof;UP .
But the summons that brought all these organizations
together did not come from among their own ranks-many
of these organizations are nothihg but propaganda facades
but from the multimillion-dollar pUblicity campaign that cre
ated the so-called Truth Commission to investigate the 1 968
events .
The EI Salvador model

In July 1 993 , forty-five members of what was once the
National Strike Committee (CNH) of the 1 968 student move
ment, created the "25 Years Sirlce ' 68 National Committee ,"
which began organizing for tlj.e immediate formation of a
"Truth Commission" to investitate the Tlatelolco Massacre.
Formally installed on Sept. 1 , the self-selected "Truth Com
mission" revealed that its immediate objective was the de
mand that the government open up the official archives of
various cabinet departments cOlVering this period, ostensibly
in order to "clarify" what occurred , and to "determine who
was responsible . " It became clear at once , however, that this
had nothing to do with any impartial effort to ascertain what
happened , but was simply part! of the campaign to discredit
the Armed Forces , at the very moment that the Armed Forces
were attempting in a thousand and one ways to alert the
government to the existence of a narco-terrorist network in
Chiapas .
The model for the Mexican Truth Commission is EI Sal
vador's so-called Truth Comm�ssion , formed and run by the
United Nations in 1 992 to completely justify the Salvadoran
guerrillas of the FMLN , and give the coup de grace to the
Salvadoran Armed Forces .
Mexico is now heading down the same path. In its report,
made public on Dec . 1 6 , 1 993 ,; the commission charged that
President Diaz Ordaz was responsible for genocide against
the students . On Dec . 2, journalist Raymundo Riva Palacio
described in El Financiero, a three-minute segment of film
"that shows the Army executilljg a pincers movement to sur
round several hundred personS, in the first moments of the
massacre ," and that the studeJilts "at no point were able to
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react to this aggression ," which , he said, "contradicts the
version of events maintained for decades, that the Army was
responding to aggression" by the students .
However, on Dec . 23 , Defense Secretary Gen . Antonio
Riviello Bazan played an 8- to l O-minute film clip to a group
of reporters that, according to those who saw it, clearly shows
that there was a third group of participants shooting at both
the students and the army . The first shot seriously wounded
General Toledo, in command of the Army troops , leaving
the soldiers without leadership from the first moments . The
film clip also shows a sniper firing from the Chihuahua build
ing of the Tlatelolco apartment complex . Not only that:
While the opposition' s version , propagated for the past 25
years , has the shooting commencing after a helicopter shot
off signal flares, the film clip shown by the defense secretary
clearly revealed that these flares originated from the flat roof
of the building of the foreign relations secretariat, next to
the apartment complex . Other segments show the soldiers
aiming up , that is to say , at sharpshooters , and not horizontal
ly , as would have been the case had they been shooting at
students .
On Dec . 26, Raul Alvarez Garin , a member of the Truth
Commission, former student leader in 1 968 , and now a PRD
federal deputy, hysterically told the press that the video
shown by General Riviello Bazan was "cause for indigna
tion" and an "insult," because "everyone knows that the
Armed Forces everywhere in the world are repressive . " With
this mentality , could an impartial investigation of the events
possibly be hoped for? In his interchange with the journal
ists , General Riviello Bazan referred to a list, presented
by the Truth Commission , of 90 members of the Olympia
Battalion , a military unit formed in 1 968 to handle security
for the Olympics that were held that year in Mexico City ,
and which has always been referred to by the left as the
"third force" who, disguised as civilians , had provoked the
shootout.
But to this date , "We have not seen the lists of those
who burned trucks , of those who placed bombs . We have
not seen the lists of those who gave money for these things.
We have not seen the lists of those who wanted another
system of government," he emphasized, clearly referring to
the Soviet KGB and Cuban DGI intelligence operatives who
were leading the students . And a few days earlier, another
general had indicated that the Truth Commission list might
be phony to begin with .
There is no doubt that to fully clarify what happened on
that day is a very complicated matter requiring an investiga
tion in which the Army must have the right to present its
defense . In fact, General Riviello himself proposed the for
mation of an impartial commission to do just this. But a
review of the list of those composing the "25 Years Since
' 68 Committee ," shows that they were all student leaders
or leftist intellectuals at that time , and that their present
activities leave no room to doubt their partiality today .
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There is not one who is not presently involved in the
campaign to tie the hands of the Army in its efforts to
confront the EZLN narco-terrorists .,
Who' s who in the investigati�n

Following are the leading members of the Truth Commis
sion , whose activities and affiliations speak for themselves:
Mariclaire Acosta Urquidi is fl member of the Inter
American Dialogue and of the PRI). She led the Mexican
Human Rights Commission , financed to the tune of $45 ,000
by the National Endowment for Democracy in Washington .
Lorenzo Meyer, also a member of the Inter-American
Dialogue , is a propagandist for Cuauhtemoc Cardenas in the
United States .
Alonso Aguilar is a member of the Editorial Council of
America Libre (Free America) , the �fficial organ of the Sao
Paulo Forum.
Jorge G. Castaiieda, a founder of the Inter-American Dia
logue, is involved with the Woodrow Wilson Center at Princet
on University. It was a series of sqminars at the center on
demilitarizing Latin America that led to the creation of the
Dialogue, and to the preparation of th� "Bush Manual" against
the armies of Latin America. Castaneda presents himself to
the press as "Cuauhremoc Caroenas'$ friend," as he described
himself to the Wall Street Journal in � Jan. 4, 1 993 article. His
book Utopia Unarmed, The Latin A�rican Left after the Cold
War, written in 1 993 , justifies narco-terrorism.
Jose Agustin is notorious for his impassioned defense of
the use of drugs and LSD .
Bernardo Batiz is a former PAN party leader who is now
a member of the Democratic Forumi Party , which is backing
Cardenas' s presidential candidacy.
Carlos Montemayor, author of War in Paradise, sup
ports narco-terrorism. His Jan . 2 , 1 994 article in La Jornada
was perfectly in character in asserting that the intervention
of the Army to dislodge the EZLN f�om the four towns it had
taken was "a serious error. "
Miguel Angel Granados Chap. i s a disciple o f renegade
Benedictine priest Gregorio Leme!rcier, and of infamous
deschooler Ivan Illich, who were il tum cofounders of the
Theology of Liberation heresy ill Cuernavaca (Morelos
state), where they headed an indoctrination center for narco
terrorists before and after 1 968 . President Luis Echeverria
dismantled their base of operations , the Center of Informa
tion and Documentation (CIDOC) . Granados Chapa was also
an intimate of the "red bishop of Cuernavaca," the late Sergio
Mendez Arceo .
Froylain LOpez Narvaez is a col�mnist at Proceso maga
zine , which is run by Julio Scherer, who has been heading
the campaign against the Army from the beginning .
Elena Poniatowska, a writer and member of the Interna
tional Pen Club and author of sever!ll books on the events of
1 968, is a sympathizer of CuauhteDiloc Cardenas and part of
the so-called Cuernavaca mafia.
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Foreign bankers are running
the ' indigenous ' people 's movement
by Gretchen Small
The headquarters for the radical , terrorist-linked "indige
nous" movement in Ibero-America is in Washington, D . C . ,
at the Inter-American Development Bank, the World Bank,
and the Inter-American Dialogue . Although special working
groups dedicated to fomenting "indigenous" divisions have
been established at each of these institutions , the overlap of
personnel among them makes clear they function as one unit.
It is this interlocked Washington committee which central
izes the money, policy planning , and programs for action
of the radical "indigenous" movement now assaulting the
continent.
Controlling the purse-strings

For some time , the World Bank has maintained an Advi
sory Committee on Indigenous Peoples and Poverty in Latin
America , to coordinate funding programs in this area. But in
late 1 992 , an Indigenous Peoples' Fund was established un
der the Inter-American Development Bank, initially in the
IADB ' s Environment Protection Division , to centralize inter
national funds for the "Indian" assault on sovereignty in the
area. From the outset , the fund coordinated actively with
the United Nations-its ratification documents were to be
deposited with the U . N .-which has run the international
network of radical , largely Marxist, Indian separatist organi
zations which have run the "indigenous people ' s movement"
since the 1 970s .
The stated purpose of the fund is to foment race-based
separatist movements . Fund literature claims that "old pat
terns of . . . assimilation" of peoples of different ethnic back
grounds into national unity are being "cast off' in Ibero
America, in favor of the creation of "autonomous" units ,
with "legal recognition" of separate "land and territories ,"
languages , cultures, etc . Thus the Guiding Principles assert
that: 1 ) "Indigenous peoples exist as 'peoples within the Na
tional States , ' and as such are entitled to rights as original
inhabitants , including the preservation and defense of their
lands as the basis of their physical and cultural existence" ;
and that: 2) "indigenous peoples have the right to control and
manage their resources , institutions, identities and ways of
life . "
The fund 's objective i s to serve a s a "clearinghouse"
for-that is , to centralize-private and public monies being
channeled into the "indigenous peoples" organizations and
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projects , provided those projects meet the political criteria
established by the IADB . Accoirding to the New York Times
of Aug . 24 , 1 992 , fund backers projected that it would pour
some $40 million behind "Latin American indigenous
groups . " With that kind of mopey , it is clear how the fund
serves , as its literature claims , as the centralizing forum for
"dialogue and coordination among indigenous peoples , gov
ernments within and outside the Iregion , and international and
non-governmental agencies . "
Setting u p the operation originally was a team o f U . N . ,
IADB , and International LaboI1 Organization "experts" (an
thropologists , economists , lawyers) , coordinating with vari
ous radical "indigenous" grouP$ , the "representative organi
zations" which the fund has set out to "strengthen . "
One such group , which ha� played a leading role i n the
fund from the beginning , is the Lima, Peru-based COICA
(Coordinadora de las Organizac.ones Indigenas de la Cuenca
Amazonica) , founded by radicall "indigenous" organizations
of the five Amazon countries i(Peru ' s Aidesep , Ecuador' s
Confenaie, Bolivia's CmOB , Colombia' s ONIC , and Bra
zil ' s UNI) .
COICA has played a leading role internationally in seek
ing to end the existence of the n/ltion-state . In 1 989 , COICA
issued a statement called "The Indigenous Peoples ' Perspec
tive on Autonomous Development," which declared: "We
do not legitimize any government at all , past, present or
future , in any of the Amazonian countries , as long as they do
not recognize that we are the original peoples in this land,
and that justice demands a recomposition of our territories . "
COICA also ran the organiZJing committee for the World
Conference of Indigenous Peqples on Territory, Environ
ment, and Development, held il1l Rio de Janeiro, Brazil from
May 25-30, 1 992, as a preparatory meeting to the Eco '92
summit . At its conclusion, that summit issued the so-called
Kari-Oca Declaration and Indigenous Peoples Earth Charter,
a violently anti-development tr�ct which demanded that the
United Nations be granted legal powers to impose sanctions
against, send military missions into , and try in a special
World Court the officials of any government which these
groups accuse of violating "indigenous peoples ' rights . " Des
ignated as "crimes" against "indigenous collective rights" are
such measures as "assimilation and integration" into national
life of citizens of Indian heritage, use of resources or enforceEIR
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ment of national laws within areas delimited as Indian territo
ries , and even the building of roads , electricity , and tele
phone service in "their" lands , because "the effects of such
industrialization destroy the lands . "

Issuing the marching orders
In February

1 993 ,

the Inter-American Dialogue , the pri

vate Washington-based group of Western Hemisphere bank
ers , policymakers , and politicians which has increasingly
dominated U . S . pol icy toward Ibero-America over the past
ten years , set up a special project entitled "Ethnic Divisions
and the Consolidation of Democracy i n the Americas . " Head
ing the project i s staff member Donna Lee Van Cott , a spe
cialist in "ethnic conflict" who also serves on the World
B ank ' s Advisory Committee on Indigenous Peoples . Van
Cott , who has a background in Mayan anthropology ( includ
ing doing field work i n Yucatan , Mexico) , wrote her master' s
thesis for Columbia University o n Peruvian racial conflicts .
Making up the advisory committee to the Ethnic Divi
sions project , are leaders of several "indigenous peoples"
groups , the World B ank , the Inter-American Development
B ank , the U . S . government-funded Inter-American Founda
tion , and the Organization of American States . Included in
those ranks are Ann de Ruyettere , the anthropologist who
coordinates the Indigenous Peoples Fund at the IADB , and
Diego Iturralde , who runs the fund ' s operations in La Paz ,
Bolivia. The IADB fund and the Ethnic Divisions project

Rigoberta Menchu at IADB event in Washington . October 1 993 .

coordinate their operations closely , as shown again in their
cooperation in sponsoring the visit to Washington , D . C . in

Bolivia and Ecuador , federations o f Indian peoples have

December

chal lenged the legitimacy of the H ispanicized state , de

1 993

of Bolivian "indigenous" leader and vice

president , Victor Hugo Cardenas .

manding that their governments acknowledge the local au

In its literature , the Dialogue claims that the goal of its

tonomy and cu ltural separateness of the i ndigenous peoples .

Ethnic Divisions project i s "to stimulate a debate among

As these nations and others in Lati n A merica struggle to

the peoples of the hemi sphere on the rel ationship between

consolidate recent democratic gains , they must also address

governments and i ndigenous peoples , " and that it plans to

the indigenous groups ' assertion of a variety of nationalisms ,

issue a report of "practical policy recommendations" on eth

an assertion that require s a more tol erant and plural istic mod

nic conflict at a l ater date .

e l of democracy . "

The true goal of the project , however, extends far beyond
"stimul ating a debate . " On Nov .

4, 1 992 ,

the Christian Sci

I n a Houston Chronicle article o f July

4 , 1 993 ,

Van Cott

agai n hailed Menchu and the Campesino Unity Committee

ence Monitor published an article by project director Van

(CUC ) , which is a front for the terrorist Guatemalan N ational

Cott which championed the so-called indigenous movement

Revolutionary Union ( U N RG) , urging that Menchu and the

as a means to splinter the nation-states of Ibero-America and

CUC "expand the foothold they gained" in running Guatema

1 993

eradicate "the very concept of national identity and national

lan politics during the June

culture . " The article was dedicated to Guatemalan terrorist

Jorge Serrano . MencM ' s role , and the election of V ictor

overthrow of President

spokesperson Rigoberta Menchu , arid attacked the Guatema

Cardenas as vice president of Bolivia under Pres ident Gonza-

l an military for carrying out counterinsurgency operations

10 S anchez de Lozada, are signs of "the emergence of Indian

i ntended to separate the small terrorist forces from "the

power" in the hemisphere , she wrote .

Mayas ' l arger political res istance . "
V an Cott wrote : "In virtually every country i n Latin

Van Cott captured the cynic i s m of this crew toward the
actual interests of Ibero-America' s citizens of Indian descent ,

America, indigenous cultures are challenging the legitimacy

when she noted that without the support of "indigenist" activ

of nation-states that exerc i se dominion over their ancestral

ist V ictor Cardenas , the "wh ite , mill ionaire m i n i ng baron"

territory . They challenge not just the state ' s d isposition of

Gonzalo S anchez de Lozada never would have been elected

their l ands , l anguages , resources , and heritage , but the very

President of B o l i v i a . She neglected to report that S anchez de

concept of national identity and national culture . . . . In

Lozada is a member of the Inter-American D i alogue .
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u. s. Maoists back
Shining Path terror
by Jeffrey Steinberg
When riots broke out in the Adams-Morgan section of Wash
ington , D . C . in the summer of 1 99 1 , it was the Revolutionary
Communist Party , a relatively small, militant Maoist group ,
that played the leading role of agents provocateurs . The inter
national apparatus of which the RCP is a part provides sup
port for narco-terrorists like Peru ' s Shining Path and the
Zapatistas in Chiapas , Mexico . It also represents a significant
capability for unleashing terrorism in the United States itself.
In April 1 992 , when South Central Los Angeles went
up in flames following the acquittal of four police officers
accused of beating black motorist Rodney King , it was again
the RCP that staged a demonstration that triggered looting
and trashing of downtown stores and offices . RCP agitators
teamed up with narco-gang members from the Bloods and
Crips , instigating the worst urban violence to hit America in
25 years . In cities like Seattle , San Francisco , and Atlanta,
where smaller-scale rioting and looting took place , RCP pro
vocateurs were also highly visible .
Later in 1 992 , riots broke out in the "Little Haiti" ghetto
of Miami following the ouster of dictator Jean-Bertrand Aris
tide from power on the island . Not only did the RCP ship
in operatives from Atlanta to help fuel the violence , but
Aristide ' s personal spokeswoman , Roland Durancy , is her
self an RCP leader, who joined the Maoist sect in North
Carolina . To this day , Durancy is the "voice" of Aristide in
the volatile and drug-infested Haitian community of southern
Florida.
The RCP is also at the center of an international narco
terrorist apparatus whose most prominent component is
Peru 's Shining Path . On March 1 2 , 1 984 , leaders of the RCP,
including the group' s exiled founder Robert Avakian , met at
the Bertrand Russell House in London to found the Revolu
tionary International Movement, an amalgam of Maoist com
munist parties from the United States, Britain , and a number
of Third World countries . Shining Path participated in the
founding of RIM , and much of the group' s activities have
consisted of terrorist and "liberal support" efforts on behalf
of the Peruvian narco-terrorists . In fact, the Jan . 9, 1 994
issue of the RCP's weekly newspaper, Revolutionary Work
er, features two pages of news on Shining Path , including a
report on an October 1 993 delegation to Lima of a front group
called the International Emergency Committee to Defend the
26
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Life of Abimael Guzman , the jailed leader of Shining Path .
The news coverage also includep a gloating account of a
series of car bomb attacks by Shining Path against the main
police headquarters in Lima and a funeral home run by the
Peruvian Air Force and Navy-i!n celebration of the l ooth
anniversary of the birth of Mao Zedong .
Brainwashers and social engineers

The RCP, formerly called the Revolutionary Union
(RU) , was a late- 1 960s outgrowth of the terrorist RYM II
wing of the Students for a Demo¢ratic Society (SDS) in the
United States. Among the grouJl>' s founders was William
Hinton , a State Department socia�ist who spent years in Chi
na with the American Friends Service Committee (AFSC) ,
as a propagandist for Maoism and the Cultural Revolution.
Hinton' s book Fansh en, his eyewitness account of the mass
exterminations of the Cultural Rdvolution, was "must read
ing" for 1 960s student radicals .
The core group of RU founders was composed for the
most part of trained social engineers , including anthropolo
gists and one former Air Force intelligence officer, trained at
NATO facilities in Italy.
In 1 974, EIR ' s predecessor news service unveiled the
role of the RU in recruiting and bralinwashing terrorists for the
Black Liberation Army and the F�LN Puerto Rican terrorist
group in New York City . RU ' s D(. Steven Levin , a psychia
trist , ran the drug detoxification p(ogram at Lincoln Hospital
in the South Bronx , New York, and ran Maoist indoctrination
sessions on drug addicts and criminals , turning them into
"revolutionaries . " They were th�n dispatched to carry out
killings of police , armed robberie$ , and kidnappings.
More recently, law enforcement investigators have un
earthed links between RCP leaders and prison-based drug
gangs that deploy gangs like the Bloods and the Crips.
Fuj imori calls for action

The RIM international apparatus ' s support for groups
like Shining Path has not escaped the attention of at least one
government . On Sept. 1 7 , 1 992; Peru' s President Alberto
Fujimori issued a memorandum I calling upon the govern
ments of the United States , Europe , and Ibero-America to
join with him in rooting out the in.ernational support appara
tus for the Shining Path butchers . Fujimori ' s memo named
49 people and 39 organizations involved directly in the inter
national narco-terrorist offensive J Having just succeeded in
capturing Shining Path leader Guzman and several other top
members , Fujimori called upon these other governments to
take similar actions to shut down land prosecute the Shining
Path apparatus in their own countJiies--e . g . , the RCP-RIM .
So far, no such actions have been undertaken by any of
the host countries . As a result, the recent events in Chiapas ,
which could have been preempted , were not . Similar capabil
ities exist for similar terrorism to take place in other coun
tries , including the United States.
EIR
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The plot to annihilate
the nations of Ibero-Americal
by Dennis Small
EIR Ibero-American Editor Dennis Small gave this speech
at a conference of the Schiller Institute and the Civil Rights
Movement-Solidarity, held in Kiedrich, Germany on Dec.
1 2 , 1 993 .
At the end of July of 1 990 , less than a year after the fall of
the Berlin Wall , John Reed, the president of the world ' s
largest bank, Citibank, visited Brazil , the most indebted na
tion of the developing sector. His purpose was to pressure
and threaten that country to more rapidly destroy its economy
and loot its population in order to pay its gigantic foreign
debt, which at that time totalled $ 1 1 8 billion . The way in
which Reed issued his threats is of immediate interest to our
subject matter today . Speaking to the Brazilian magazine
Veja, Reed warned Brazil of its future if it didn't knuckle
under to the bankers' demands:
"If we look at the map of the world economy , you will
see that there are countries that have disappeared. Where
did Burma end up? The fact is that, after the war, Burma
disappeared , poof. It was a rich country , like Brazil . Peru
and Bolivia will disappear. The Soviet Union had better
watch out, because it might disappear. "
These remarks o f Reed's should not b e dismissed a s a
mere political forecast, or a banker's typical exaggeration .
They must be understood for what they are: policy . They are
a statement of intent for the 1 990s by the Anglo-American
financial establishment, of their intent to annihilate entire
nations and peoples , to redraw the map of the world at their
whim , in a desperate effort to keep their bankrupt financial
system afloat and to maintain their malthusian world order.
Nor is it accidental that Reed mentioned the nations of
Ibero-America and the former Soviet Union in the same
breath . The bankers have the same fate in store for both
regions , to wit: a) the elimination of national sovereignty ;
and b) the forced imposition of a malthusian economic order
of unbridled looting .
Defeating this oligarchical gameplan also requires a com
bined , coordinated approach, but, obviously , in a contrary
direction . Lyndon LaRouche strongly restated the outlines of
such a strategy in an October 1 986 essay entitled "Conditions
in Which Moscow Would Accept Reagan' s SDI Offer": "The
keystone of any durable agreement to peaceful relations be
tween the U . S . A. and the U . S . S . R . is a fundamental change
EIR
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in both U . S . and Soviet relations loward Central and South
America," LaRouche explained. The reason is that "the abili
ty of the United States, Canada, ",estern Europe, and Japan
to develop an effective strategic I depth for the long haul ,
depends upon a radically change4 relationship between the
OECD and developing nations ge�erally. ' Latin America' is
the keystone for such a change ill strategic policy . " This is
so because "the Hispanic republ*s of the Americas , most
emphatically, have a distinct Rom*n Catholic culture derived
from the evolution of the Italian-sreaking heritage . It is this
cultural heritage which makes the$e republics , as a group, of
such decisive strategic importanc� today . "
Hence , LaRouche concluded� "What the world might
become during the twenty-first cltntury , will be decided by
our policy toward these Hispanic :republics today . " He then
reaffirmed what he himself calls the "LaRouche Doctrine ,"
consisting of three essential pointr
1 ) "All nations of the world a¢ absolutely sovereign;
2) "All states have the obli g ation and right to pursue
technological progress and the right to reasonable access to
credit and trade arrangements ; an�
3) "All nations should assist <)ne another in maintaining
their respective sovereignties and! in fruitful pursuit of tech
nological progress . "
Today , however, a diametri�ally opposite policy i s in
effect . The nations of Ibero-Ametica--of Central and South
America-are under deadly assal!JIt by the Anglo-American
establishment: Their sovereignty � their very existence as in
dependent nation-states, is on th� line . In fact, it is safe to
assert that there is a "Plot to Anjnihilate the Armed Forces
and the Nations of Ibero-Ameriqa"-so much so, that EIR
has just published a Spanish-lan$uage book with that exact
title , which will also be publisheq in English in early 1 994.
But just as there is an enemy �lot, there is also an upsurge
of nationalist resistance to it across Ibero-America. This re
sistance is quickly reaching proportions similar to that in
eastern Europe in the 1 989-9 1 pe�iod , although its character
istics are of course different in I many ways . In a number
of Ibero-American countries , forlexample , the civil-military
resistance movement is already engaged in irregular warfare
against an armed narco-terrorist i� surrection . But , as in east
ern Europe , the key to its prospecjts for victory is the fact that
many of the principal military �nd civilian leaders of the
Feature
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nationalist movement are friends and allies of the LaRouche
movement.
Much can be said about the institution of the nation-state
and its history to explain why the Anglo-Americans are out
to destroy it. But for purposes of our discussion today , I want
to focus on three of its central features, without which no
nation can long endure , and each of which , for that very
reason , is under full-scale assault by the oligarchy .
1) A national currency . A country that does not have its
own currency does not control its own credit system , nor
therefore , its own economy . It has no sovereignty . The attack
on this front goes under the heading of "free trade . "
2) National armed forces. A country without its own
military , cannot defend its national existence whe.n faced
with the ultimate test . It has no sovereignty . The assault here
goes by the name of "promoting democracy. "

FIGURE 1

,

The nations of I bero-Am rica today

3 ) A n underlying concept of man as imago viva Dei.

This view of man is indissolubly linked with the development
of the nation-state as its natural and highest form of social
expression . As Lyndon LaRouche has repeatedly insisted,
the "sovereign power of individual creative reason" finds its
most appropriate medium of development in the "perfectly
sovereign nation-state republic ," whose "sovereignty is to be
subordinated to nothing but the universal role of natural law ."
This third point is the locus of the most fundamental of
all the assaults on the sovereignty of the nations of Ibero
America. It is today expressed in the form of a vast, subver
sive attack on the Christian , specifically Catholic , cultural
matrix which is the basis of the progress of civilization in
Ibero-America, and an effort to replace it with a return to
bestial , pre-Columbian , pre-Christian indigenism, of the sort
associated with Aztec human sacrifice rituals, or the modern
variant of the same outlook found in the pagan Nobel Peace
Prize-winner Rigoberta MencM , or the horrific Shining Path
terrorists of Peru . This cultural warfare goes by the name of
the "Black Legend ," about which more later.
Let us now take up each of these three features in turn .
'Free trade' : dollarization
and loss of sovereignty

I'm sure you all read about the recent approval by the
U . S . Congress of the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) among the United States , Mexico and Canada,
which Wall Street has hailed as the model economic agree
ment for the entire world for millennia to come . When Wall
Street starts talking like that, hold on to your wallet !
Wall Street and the City of London' s problem is simple:
Its name is financial derivatives . Derivatives are actually
properly studied not by economists , but by oncologists , since
they are the most mind-boggling display of financial cancer
imaginable . Based on flat zero in physical economic terms ,
these instruments have grown from a total of about $ 1 trillion
in 1986, to over $ 1 2 trillion in 1 992 . This amounts to an
annualized growth rate over six years , of more than 50% per
28
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year-which is enough to mak� any self-respecting cancer
tumor drool with envy ! There is nothing in any area of the
world economy which is grow�ng at that rate , except for
drugs , which have been growing iat a mere 25% per year over
the same period of time .
I
How does the banking crow4 intend to keep this cancer
ous speculative bubble alive?
Let' s look at it from the anglet of Ibero-America's foreign
debt (Figure 2) . In 1 980, the !ptal foreign debt of lbero
America stood at $257 billion . Over the course of the next
1 2 years , in which IMF liberal ttconomic policies were im
posed on the nations of Ibero-Atinerica, they were forced to
pay out $409 billion in cumulative interest payments alone,
which is much more than the ori $ inal debt owed . Yet, at the
end of this 1 2-year period, lbero-�merica owed $5 1 3 billion ,
double what they owed in 1 980. <Dr to summarize, they owed
$257; they paid $409; and they e �ded up owing $5 1 3 billion .
257 - 409 = 5 1 3 . That ' s what I call "bankers' arithmetic . "
Quite a business !
.
Or take the equivalent pictu�e for the nation of Mexico
(Figure 3) . Mexico' s official foteign debt in 1 980 was $57
billion . They paid $ 1 24 billion <)ver the next 1 3 years , and
ended up owing $ 1 2 1 billion , or 2iY2 times what they original
ly owed. 57 - 1 24 = 1 2 1 . Again , l!>ankers' arithmetic .
But these are just numbers . How was all this debt paid in
reality over the 1980s? By gou$ ing it out of the flesh and
blood of the Mexican people . Byidriving the already miseraEIR
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FIGURE 2

FIGURE 3

I bero-America: I nterest payments and total
debt
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cord has very little to do with free trade . Rather, NAFTA ' s

over 40% of Mexico ' s 80 m i l l ion population today l ive in

most essential feature i s the part that was negotiated secretly ,

extreme poverty ; by provoking real unemployment rates of

and which estab l ishes a single , i ntegrated financial system

over 50%; by asset- stripping the Mexican economy to the

among the U . S . , Mexico , and Canada-but outside the con

bone , cutting real investment levels by half; by handing what

trol of any of the governments i n question . Mexico , i n partic

remained of the economy over to foreign fi nancial i nterests

ular, has been transformed i nto l ittle more than the 1 3th

under the so-called "privatization" program of the Harvard

regional branch of the U . S . Federal Reserve Syste m , in

graduate President of Mexico , Carlos Salinas de Gortari .
The effects of this on three critical parameters of Mexi
co ' s physical economy are shown i n

Figure

4. First , grain

which all its essential economic and monetary policy deci
sions are now to be taken by the private banking c lique which
runs the Fed . So much for Mexican-or U . S . -sovere ignty .

consumption per capita has plummeted from an index level

In addition to this loss of sovereignty , there is a second

of 1 00 in 1 98 2 , down to 72 in 1 992-a 28% collapse from

key feature of the N A FT A secret protoco l s : dollarization .

what I can assure you were already totally inadequate levels

What this boil s down to is a series of technical tricks to vastly

of 1 98 0 . Second , employment i n manufacturin g , as a per

increase the real foreign indebtedness of Mexico , and other

centage of the Economically Active Population , dropped

countries of Ibero-America , i n order to expand the volume

from an index level of 1 00 in 1 980 to a pathetic 66 in 1 992-

of loot that can be extracted from them . The more you owe ,

a one-third reduction . And third , energy consumption per

the more you can be forced to pay .

capita , which should rise in any healthy economy , has pretty
much stagnated for the past decade .
An economy w ith this physical economic profi l e , is an
economy that cannot long keep its own population alive .

Mexico ' s official fore ign debt
earlier, is currently estimated at
it public sector debt ,
least another

$2 1

(Figure 5 ) , as we noted

$ 1 2 1 b i l lion , $8 5 b i llion of

$ 36 b i l l ion of it private . But there are at

b i l l ion in Mex ican treasury bi l l s , or Ce

B ut as bad as this picture of the 1 980s is , it is nothing

tes , which are currently held by foreigners , mainly by Wall

compared to what i s under way already for the 1 990s . The

Street banks . Although these T -bills are denominated in

bankers ' strategy for this decade is overtly genocidal , and it

Mexican pesos , they are mainly extremely short-term note s ,

revolves around the recently approved NAFTA accord .

and since the peso i s freely convertible i nto the dollar, those

NAFTA stands for the North American Free Trade

Cetes are in fact payable in dollars on a moment ' s notice

Agreement , which is a complete m isnomer , because the ac -

i . e . , they are in fact part of Mexico ' s real foreign obligation s .
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FIGURE 4

FIGURE 5

Mexico : Physical economy parameters

Real foreign debt, 1 993
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So it is safe to say that Mexico actually owes at least

1 992

$ 1 42

should j u st go ahead and join t
eral Reserve Syste m .

billion abroad .

L
I

B ritish-designed U . S . Fed-

In Argentina, the bankers have pulled the same stunt ,

The next step down this path takes you to the situation

only inside out . In that country , the official foreign debt i s

existing i n Panam a . That co ntry ' s national currency is

billion . But since the dollar w a s made legal tender i n

called the balboa . But if someo?e gives you one balboa , what

$63

parallel with the Argentine peso , a giant bubble of doll ar

you actually get i s a U . S . dollar pil l . There is no national legal

denominated i nternal debt has also been generated . The gov

tender i n Panam a , other than the U . S . dollar. The country has

ernment itself has i ssued

$14

bil lion in internal bonds , pay

able in dollars , while the private sector has another

$19

bil

lost its sovereignty . You w i l l notice that Panama also does
not have its own armed forces that , too , is supplied by the

lion in doll ar-denominated debts , principally high-interest

United States . On both of these counts , Panama is the perfect

rate credit cards . So Argentina has another

bankers ' model , which they intend to make the future of

$33

billion in

dollar obligations , bri nging up its total real foreign debt to

every nation of Ibero-Amerid shortly , with the nations of

about

central and eastern Europe foll�wing close behind .

$96 bil lion .

Argentina has gone one step beyond making the dollar a

If we analyze the real foreigh debt of all of Ibero-America

second national currency . They have passed legislation

as we have with Mexico and Argentin a , it is safe to conclude

which prohibits their central bank from printing their own

that the continent ' s real foreign debt is not the officially

national currency or otherwise creating domestic credit , un

reported

less that new issuance i s matched , one-for-one , by an equiva

c loser to

lent amount of dollars on deposit in their central bank . In

$5 1 3 b i l l ion , bad as that i s , but probably something
$625 b i l lion , about 20% higher.

How in the name of heave

I

will the countries of Ibero

other word s , they have given up their right to control their

America be able to pay these debts ? B y w iping out their

own money supply and credit . They too have given up their

population s ; and by disappearing as sovereign nation-state s .

sovereignty .
Under these circumstances , one might ask why even

Mexico , agai n , i s exemplarY . T h e banks intend t o collect
on that country so violently , that they are now demanding that

bother to have a central bank? That i s exactly the argument

one-th ird to one-half of the nati�m ' s agricultural producers be

made by quack economist and drug legalization proponent

bankrupted and driven off the land with their fam i l ies . That ' s

M ilton Friedman , who believes that all central banks in

9 to

Ibero-America should be disbanded , and that the countries

these victims of NAFT A to gO, To Mexico ' s teeming citie s ,
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where there is already 50% unemployment? Not likely .
Across the border to the U . S . ? Not if the establishment has
its way .
The oligarchy 's plan is to construct hundreds of kilome
ters of steel wall along the U . S . -Mexico border, using dis
carded sheet metal that had been used to build runways in the
desert for the Gulf war against Iraq , and let the Mexicans
simply starve to death inside their own borders . They are
already erecting a new Berlin Wall; they intend to tum Mexi
co into a giant concentration camp .
Ladies and gentlemen: The "Limes" project is not some
nightmarish futuristic proposal of a few psychotic authors; it
is the policy of the Anglo-American establishment, and it is
already operational against Mexico .
Nor is this a new idea for the establishment. Back in
1 975 , Rockefeller agronomist and top depopulation lobby
fanatic William Paddock stated: "We 're going to clamp the
U . S . -Mexican border down. Then watch them scream ! Mex
ico cannot support its present population of 58 million on a
stable basis . The population will have to be cut to 30 million
people . "
That is a call to murder nearly 3 0 million Mexicans !
Lyndon LaRouche warned the world about this Paddock
Plan , in his first nationally televised address in the United
States , delivered on Nov . 1 , 1 976. Don't you wish the world
had listened to him back then?
'Democracy' : dismantling the military

Let us now take up the second of our three points: the plot
to dismantle the Ibero-American military .
There are two principal institutions in Ibero-America that
are standing in the way of the establishment' s assault on the
nation-state: the Catholic Church , and the armed forces , or
"the cross and the sword," as they are often referred to .
The western financial elite has been explicit in its demand
for the destruction of the military . In a full-page advertise
ment taken out in the New York Times earlier this year, Paul
Soros , partner and brother of the infamous speculator George
Soros , stated brazenly: "When you can be sure that the mili
tary influence in the government is really firmly finished , the
value of any investment goes up 30, 40 , even 50% . In Latin
America, whenever the army , as an institution , is part of the
country' s power structure , all investments are discounted . "
The establishment project to wipe out the military was
launched in earnest in 1 982. That year, the debtor nations of
Ibero-America, led by Mexico , almost brought the world
financial elite to their knees by threatening to declare a debt
moratorium and break with the policies of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF) . The strategy for how to do this was
designed by Lyndon LaRouche , in his famous "Operation
Juarez" policy proposal for Ibero-American integration,
which was studied closely in every Ibero-American capital .
And the establishment never forgot it.
In October 1 982, they established the Inter-American
EIR
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Dialogue to counter LaRouche' s influence . Its founding
members included the likes of Robert McNamara, Cyrus
Vance , and McGeorge Bundy . And if you' ve ever wondered
'
why the Clinton administration' s policy towards Ibero
America is such a disaster, it is useful to know that no less
than four members of his cabinet are members of the Dia
logue , including Warren Christopiler at the State Depart
ment . The head of the Latin Ametica desk at the National
Security Council, Richard Feinberg , was also president of
the Dialogue until he took his curreJ!lt post earlier this years .
His specific contribution to the Dial�gue was to set up a task
force called "Redefining Sovereignty . "
Then, in 1 986, the establishme�t hired a group of U . S .
and Ibero-American deconstructionists�pen followers of
the psychotic Theodor Adorno and Michel Foucault-to de
sign an all-out assault against the i�stitution of the military
in the region . They set them up at American University in
Washington; they bankrolled them with money from the State .
Department' s U . S . Information Service; they loaned them
experts like Luigi Einaudi; and th4Y had the U . S . Army' s
Southern Command supply logistic� for their meetings .
The heavy artillery they produc4d i s a 1 990 book entitled

The Military and Democracy; the future of Civil-Military
Relations in Latin America, whic� we at EIR named the

"Bush Manual ," and which quickly became known as such
among its intended victims in Iber<p-America. It reveals the
real reason why the establishment has proclaimed the Ibero
American military to be "Public E�my # 1 . "
The problem , the Bush Manual lauthors complain, is that
the military still believe that they h/lve a national mission to
defend the values of "the Christi�n West: honor, dignity,
loyalty , and to guard and guarant�e the development pro
cess . " They label such an outlook 'lmessianic , fundamental
ist, authoritarian , ethical-religious " and patriarchal ," and de
nounce it for premising itself (h�rror of horrors) , on "a
historical period predating the Enl.ghtenment. " I n the final
analysis , military men foolishly view history as a "battle
between good and evil . " All of these views , the State Depart
ment-financed study complain� , were "disseminated
throughout the rest of the subcontinent through numerous
technical missions , the most notorious of which was the pres
ence of Argentine Col . Mohamed AU Seineldin in Panama
between 1 986 and 1 988 . " Seineld(n , by the way , is one of
LaRouche 's strongest supporters and collaborators in Ibero
America.
The Bush Manual goes on to call for the military to be
"closed down ," because of their b�lief in the Christian tradi
tion: "They do not accept the idea tbat they are members of an
organization that can be created, ch anged, and even 'closed
down . ' Adherence to forms of thought derived from the
Christian tradition is a constant atpong the armed forces of
Latin America . "
And o n the subject o f the natiqn-state , the Bush Manual
authors are contemptuous : "The legitimacy of the armed forcFeature
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es as a political action is founded on the nation . They exist
because of and for the nation . It is to that mythical entity
the nation-that they owe ' subordination and obedience . ' "
A "mythical entity" ! The nation-state , the highest form
of social organization known to mankind , is described by
these criminals as a "mythical entity . " Does any doubt remain
as to what Citibank' s John Reed really meant when he warned
that entire nations will disappear?
The Anglo-American establishment has developed a
number of political and economic strategies to achieve their
goals of annihilating the armed forces and the nations of
Ibero-America.
Strategy # 1 : human rights. A gigantic media barrage
has been unleashed accusing the military of violating "human
rights" by their very existence . The Peruvian Armed Forces
are a particular target of this campaign: They are under con
stant international attack for supposedly violating the human
rights of the bloodthirsty Shining Path terrorists .
Strategy #2: democracy. Any civilian or military force
in lbero-America which rejects the establishment's economic
or political agenda is denounced for opposing "democracy . "
This i s then used to justify supranational intervention into
their internal affairs , supposedly to "defend democracy" and
establish what is euphemistically called "limited sover
eignty . "
Foe example, when the Haitian Armed Forces i n Septem
ber 1 99 1 overthrew President Jean-Bertrand Aristide , an
avowed Marxist and terrorist who was engaging in necklac
ing his opponents--chopping off their arms , placing a tire
with gasoline over their head, and then burning them alive
the military were denounced internationally for violating "de
mocracy . " Then an economic embargo was imposed to starve
the nation into submission , and an actual international armed
invasion remains a live possibility .
The State Department and the Inter-American Dialogue
have marshalled the services of communists and narco-terror
ists to impose their version of "democracy" across the conti
nent. A collection of narco-terrorist parties called the Sao
Paulo Forum , which was founded in 1 990 by the Cuban
Communist Party , are coming up for election between now
and the end of 1 994 . All of them are being actively supported
by the State Department, including:
December 1 993 : Venezuela's Andres Velasquez of the
Causa R party .
March 1 994 : Colombia's Antonio Navarro Wolf of the
M- 19.
August 1 994 : Mexico's Cuauhtemoc Cardenas of the
PRD .
October 1 994 : Brazil ' s Lula of the PT or Workers Party .
Strategy #3: reform the OAS. The establishment wants
to transform the Organization of American States into a su
pranational body empowered to intervene-including mili
tarily-into the internal affairs of its member states . The idea
here is to make the OAS into a junior version of the U . N .
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Security Council , complete witl their own brand of "blue
helmets . "
Strategy #4: Cut the military budgets. Robert McNa
mara has played a leading role on this front. In September
1 99 1 , he gave a speech to the ! IMF in which he blamed
the Third World ' s poverty on their supposedly exorbitant,
skyrocketing military budgets . I
This is a lie . The fact is that in lbero-America, less than
1 % of GNP goes to the military; lI-bout 2% is spent on health;
and a whopping 6% is spent on kIebt service . Furthermore ,
even these meager defense exptinditures have been falling
over the last decade , in many cascts by as much as 40 or 50% .
And in any event , the biggest budget-buster in lbero-America
is its debt service payments-a topic which McNamara
doesn 't even deign to mention (scte Figure 6) .
Brazil , for example , spends three times as much on annu
al debt service as it does on the military; Mexico spends 50
times as much; and for Ibero-America as a whole , $52 billion
is spent yearly on the debt , as compared to less than $8 billion
on defense .
The case of Peru is perhaps the most scandalous (Figure
7) . The government military budget was a pathetic $429
million in 1 990 , compared to $ 1 .425 billion spent on debt
service to the banks . This was done despite the fact that the
nation is at war with the Shining Path terrorists , who have
annual resources from the drug !trade totalling about $720
million , according to some estimaltes . This is 68 % more monEIR
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FIGURE 7
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ey than the national Armed Forces have at their disposal !
Not surprisingly , it has been Ibero-America's military
nationalists who have been leading the battle against the
Anglo-American establishment over the past few years .
Many of them have a close working relationship with the
LaRouche movement, as is also the case with civilian group
ings sharing this outlook. In 1 992, a tremendous wave of
resistance to IMF policies and to the Bush Manual exploded:
• in February 1 992 in Venezuela, there was an attempted
military coup against the corrupt, IMF-run Perez gov
ernment;
• in April 1 992 in Peru , President Fujimori rightly shut
down the pro-terrorist Congress and Supreme Court, and
launched an all-out offensive against Shining Path, with
spectacular success;
• in October in Brazil , President Collor was impeached
for his corruption and support of the IMF; and
• in November in Venezuela, there was a second coup
attempt against Perez , which failed. But in May 1 993, the
efforts paid off, when Perez was impeached and finally driv
en out of office.
The Black Legend: war on 'imago viva Dei'

The historical roots of the oligarchy's commitment to dis
mantle the lbero-American military go back to a centuries-old
project of cultural warfare known as the "Black Legend," which
is our third and final theme today . The Black Legend is the BritEIR
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ish-spread lie that Spanish culture is qy definition authoritarian,
autocratic , and dictatorial because of 1jhe dominance of the Cath
olic Church and the military , and that progress and growth will
continue to elude the Hispanic nation/> until they get rid of these
institutions, and implant in their ste�d "pluralist democracy,"
"invisible hand,"
Enlightenment pragmatism, Adam Smith's
.
and bestial indigenous religions.
The U . S . State Department h�s promoted this view as
explicit government policy: "The Mrvasiveness of hierarch i
cal structures with deep historic andJ cultural roots has created
ingrained authoritarian habits . The :religious and military in
stitutions-'the cross and the swor4 ' of the Spanish conquest
and key pillars of traditional order �ver since-must yield to
new values and organizational divttsity . "
What are the "new values" beipg promoted by the State
Department and their establishment patrons? There is no bet
ter summary of the profoundly apti-Christian world view
being espoused , than the followiQg shocking statement is
sued in 1 98 1 by the International Indian Treaty Council,
on whose board of directors sat �t the time Guatemala's
Rigoberta Menchu: "European faith-including the new
faith in science-equals a belief t11Ftt man is God. American
Indians know this to be totally absurd . Humans are the weak
est of all creatures . Humans are only able to survive through
the exercise of rationality , since they lack the abilities of
other creatures to gain food through use of fang and claw.
But rationality is a curse since it c�uses humans to forget the
natural order of things in ways oth�r creatures do not. A wolf
never forgets his/her place in the natural order. Europeans
almost always do . "
The simplicity o f this call is stunning . I n i t , w e are explic
itly urged to reject the "European" ,Christian concept of ima
go viva Dei, of man in the living image of God based on his
power of reason , and choose inst�ad the overt bestiality of
pagan Aztec fundamentalism . Anfl let us not forget that in
1 992 the establishment gave Men<thu the Nobel Peace Prize
to underscore their commitment to this policy . And they did
it on the eve of the October 1 992, celebrations of the SOOth
anniversary of the discovery and e"angelization of the Amer
icas-as a deliberate declaration pf war against everything
that Christianity stands for in the I'jIew World.
But is it really possible that M�nchu ' s call will be heeded
by Ibero-Americans? Will we see a return to a period of
Aztec ritual sacrifices? Will the Sjhining Path barbarians be
victorious in Peru?
Do not lightly dismiss the dflstructive influence of the
Black Legend. Across Ibero-Amenica, for decades, the popu
lation has been bombarded with thpse messages: If it is Span
ish, it is authoritarian; if it is Catholic , it' s irrational and
inquisitional; if it has to do with Spain' s conquest of the New
World, it was genocide against th� Indians; if it' s not Anglo
Saxon, it is inferior.
Just how corrosive and psychologically destructive this
Black Legend is on the Hispanic! mind is perhaps hard for
Feature
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many Europeans to fathom . I can only compare it to the
terrible damage done by the lie of "German collective guilt"
in the postwar period. Like German collective guilt, the anti
Spanish Black Legend is to be found everywhere , but it is
always intangible and invisible . It is like a poisonous fog .
And a s with the case o f so-called German collective guilt,
our association ' s unique responsibility is to shatter these crip
pling myths , if their sovereign nation-states are to survive .
The entire edifice of the Black Legend rests on a handful of
central historical lies. First and foremost, is the argument that
the Spanish conquest of the New World committed a mass
genocide against the native Indian populations, such as the
Aztecs and the Incas. The second, is that the Spanish destroyed
the valuable Indian cultures that they encountered, replacing
them with nothing but slavery, misery, and destruction.
Let us briefly study these assertions . In so doing , I will
make use of valuable original research by a number of my
colleagues in Ibero-America, in particular Carlos Cota in
Mexico and Sara Maduefio in Peru .
No one knows for sure how many Indians were living in
Mexico when the Spanish arrived , but the standard Black
Legend account asserts that there were 25 million , and that
the conquistadors killed 90% , or 23 million of them . They
left only 2 million alive-or so the story goes .
The only problem with that account, is that there could
not have been 25 million Aztecs and other Indians living in
the area in question in Central Mexico at the time of Heman
Cortes's arrival . Such numbers would have meant a popula
tion density in the area in question of Central Mexico of over
1 1 5 inhabitants per square kilometer-nearly three times the
population density of 40 that that very same region had in
1 985 ! And yet, the primitive agricultural and other techno
logies employed by the Aztecs-for example , they didn't
even have the wheel--could at best have supported a popula
tion density in the range of 20 people per square kilometer.
So simple physical economic calculations prove that the
Mexican population found by the Spaniards could not possi
bly have exceeded about 4 . 3 million . The other 1 8 . 7 million
Indians supposedly "butchered" by the Spanish never exist
ed-outside of the feverish imagination of British historians .
What did happen in reality? Many historians report that
the Mexican population had dropped to 2 million by the mid1 500s . But Alexander von Humboldt , an assiduous student
of population and economics in the New World, reports that
Mexico' s population in 1 570 was actually about 3 . 5 million .
So it is safe to conclude that somewhere between 1 and 2
million Indians , out of a population of about 4 . 3 million at
the time of the conquest, died in the first 50-60 years of the
sixteenth century . Why?
For two principal reasons . First, the majority of those
who died , died as a result of their contact with the new
diseases that the Spaniards brought with them to the New
World , such as measles . Secondly , the Aztec empire had
imposed on its subject population a level of cultural and
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economic pestilence which was al'ready destroying its poten
tial population density . Human sa¢rifice was a central feature
of society , reaching levels of thousands per year. Cannibal
ism was rampant. The most comhlon occupation was war
fare . It is safe to conclude that the Aztecs were well on the
way to self-extinction , and if anything , the arrival of the
Spanish saved them-from themselves .
What did the Spaniards bring to the New World? A new
concept of man , imago viva Dei, iexpressed, above all , in a
monumental city-building enterprise of Renaissance propor
tions (Figure 8) .
The first city built in the New World by Christopher
Columbus was called La Navidadl and it was constructed on
the basis of a plan drawn up by Leonardo da Vinci. In 1 494,
Santo Domingo was founded . In 1:5 1 1 , Santiago de Cuba. In
1 524 , Mexico City . In 1 53 5 , Lima. In 1 536, Buenos Aires .
And so on and so forth .
By 1 57 3 , after about 80 years of evangelization , the
Spanish had already built 230 new cities . That's a rate of
almost 3 cities per year. Just con$ider the enormous human
and natural resources that had to ,be mobilized to carry out
this task. By 1 630, a total of 330 new cities had been built.
And by 1 8 1 0 , the time of the wars of independence from
Spain began , over 600 cities had tieen built.
And who populated these new cities? Not principally
European immigrants , who totalled only about 2 ,500 per
year to the entire continent during this 80-year period up to
EIR
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Schiller Institute demonstration in Bogota , Colombia , April 1 985 , against the IMF ' s austerity demands .

1 5 73 . Rather, they were inhabited by a growing popul ation

And what about education?

of mixed-race Indian-Spanish people , the so-called mestizos,

In 1 5 3 4 , the first higher education i nstitute for Indians

a popu l ation whose growth exploded , particularly from the

was set up i n Mexico City . In 1 548 , Mex ico City saw its first

early ] 600s on . Thu s , a backward , pagan population was

school for girls-the same happened in Boston only in 1 825 .

progressively evange l ized and incorporated into modern sci

South Americ a ' s first university , the University of S an Mar

ence , technology , and Renaissance culture , as New World

cos , was established in Lima in

colonial architecture clearly attests .

founded until 1 00 years l ater. B i shop Zumarraga brought the

It is this mestizo feature of the Spanish evangel ization
that drives the B ritish w i ld to this day , because above all , it

1 5 5 1 -Harvard wasn ' t

first printing press to Mexico in I 5 39-the first one in North

America didn ' t arrive in B oston until 1 63 9 .

proved that all men , regardless of race , are in the l i ving

After visiting Mex ico i n 1 803 , Alexander von Humboldt

i mage of God . The battle over this concept of man surfaced

wrote : "There i s no city in the New Continent , not even in

repeatedly in both Spain and Spanish America during the

the United States , that can boast such great and sol id scientific

colonial period . For exampl e , on the question of sl avery ,

establishments as those of the capital of Mexico . "

as early as 1 494 , Queen Isabel of Spain had issued edicts

Mexico today i s , o f course , a far cry from what von

proclaiming that the Indians of the New World could not be

H umboldt found 1 90 years ago . It leads the world not in

ensl aved , as they were also children of God and therefore

science , but in being one of the first intended victims of

had soul s . Many in Spain opposed this outlook , however,

the oli garchy ' s criminal "Limes" project , as Mexico ' s new

and a fierce battle ensued over the next 50 years .
This crucial i ssue was definitive l y settled , at least from

"Berlin Wall" attests . But the fau lt lies not with the Spanish
evangel ization-as i mperfect and flawed as it certainly

the standpoint of law , in K ing Charles V ' s "New Laws of the

was-but with British- sponsored economic and cul tural poli

Indies" of 1 54 2 , which procl aimed: "We hereby order that

cies that have been imposed on Mexico and a l l of lbero

henceforth , for no reason w i l l any Indian be made a slave . "

America ever since . It i s such policies of "free trade , " "de

I n 1 55 1 , the viceroy o f Mexico , Luis de Vel asco , is sued an

mocracy , " and the " B lack Legend" that now must be put to

edict actual l y freeing the 1 50 , 000 slaves in Mexico . Thus did

their fi nal re st .

H i spanic America receive its Emancipation Proc l amation300 years before Lincol n ' s in the Un ited State s .
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It is for us to succeed in completing the Renaissance
efforts begun by the earl ier evange li zers .
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A world at war, from
the Balkans to Tajiki�tan
I

An Interview with Karen Vardanlan

I

I
Karen Vardanian, a member 0/ Presidium o/ the Union /or
Constitutional Rights (Armenia), was interviewed/or EIR on
Dec . 23, 1 993 by Konstantin George and Muriel Mirak
Weissbach . His answers were translated/rom Russian .
EIR: Everyone in the West is talking about the results of the

Russian elections of Dec . 1 2 . What is your general evaluation
of the Russian election results? In this context , could you
comment on what you expect from post-election Russian
policy toward Armenia and both the Transcaucasus and
North Caucasus?
Vardanian: First, I would like to talk about the external
conditions which accompanied the election . It must be said
that direct and clear pressure on Russia by U . S . and interna
tional organizations was very much in evidence. This was
confirmed by [U . S . Vice President Albert] Gore's visit in
Russia after the election and his statement about the Interna
tional Monetary Fund , his criticism concerning the IMF .
I think that all the necessary preconditions to destroy
the Russian economy have been already created , therefore
pressure on Russia from the U . S . and international organiza
tions will not be so overt . This pressure will b� directed
through certain channels , and it will not be so visible from
the outside .
As for Zhirinovsky , his victory as the main result or the
main , so to speak , indicator of the election , does not mean
that the policy will necessarily change , since Zhirinovsky
was elected with the help of the government , with the help
of the people who now rule the Russian state . The television
and radio coverage is quite revealing; they were advertising
Zhirinovsky as much as possible before tile election , and this
goes not only for Russian but also for western media. It is also
indicative that Russian radio and television are essentially in
the hands of the Yeltsin and Gaidar group , and that this very
36
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radio , television , and press wefe talking and writing about
the fact that Gaidar used Ameri 4 an taxpayers ' money for his
advertising , which means that * could use funds sent from
the U . S . to help reforms in Riu ssia, to prepare television
commercials for his party . This iw as a sort of self-discredita
tion . I do not mean Gaidar, of fourse , but the forces which
'
stand behind him .
They showed that Gaidar h�d dirty money-some of it
was government money, since qtany high officials were par
ticipating in his party and kindr¢d parties-while in the case
of Zhirinovsky not a word was said about whether his money
was clean or dirty . That automatically told people that Zhiri
novsky ' s and his party' s mone)1 was clean . This is very important.
I
Secondly , Zhirinovsky' s image . One has to give him
credit: He is a very good performer, and an experienced KGB
officer; he has been playing his irole very well. He plays the
role of an easily recognizable Russian guy with a very tough
attitude to life . This is a very! recognizable image for an
ordinary voter, the easily recognizable features of a simple
Russian man .
I
Besides everything else , the last 70 years in the Soviet
Union , and especially the last five years , were marked by
self-humiliation , denigration ofl one ' s own dignity in Russia
and the former Soviet republics� in relation to the West. This
is why the necessity to resist, and defend national dignity,
appeared . Before the election , I Yeltsin stopped the parties
which were running on a nationhlistic platform and thinking
about the Russian state in principle , such as IIya Konstanti
nov's party and others , but he iallowed the Communists to
participate in the elections . All tsorts of propaganda was di
rected against the Communists j but for some reason it was
nationalist parties which were l>anned . As a result, a voter
who participated in the electiolll did not have a choice . He
EIR
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In 1 992 , these displaced
Croatians, returning to
Lipik . West Slavonia ,
stare i n disbelief at their
destroyed homes . "I
think that after the
recent recognition of
Macedonia , the war in
former Yugoslavia will
get a new push . "

was agai nst Gaidar , he was against the Communists since he

What changes w i l l occur i n the policy toward the Trans

knew who the Communists were , so he had no other choic e ,

caucasus , and accordingly also i n the North Caucasus? It

especially s i n c e Zhirinovsky w a s running on national istic

seems that the situation i n the Transcaucasus i s changing

slogans-although he has nothing to do with the national

significantl y . The wars i n and around this region are spread

strength or national aspirations of Russia; this you can easily

ing , and their influence on the world i s increasing , and it

see . Voters do not understand the ins and outs , so as a result

looks as if in some time , maybe within a year , Russia will

they voted for Zh irinovsky .

participate more directly i n politics i n the Transcaucasus .

What can be said about a change of policy? I am sure that

The emergence of Zhirinovsky is also a lever for changing

Russia does not make its internal and foreign policy from one

the mentality both in Russia and in the West w ith respect

day to the nex t . In any case , the forces which shape Russian

to Russia-how much may Russia be allowed to do , so to

policies do this a few years beforehand , sometimes ten years

speak?

in advance . So I do not think that something w i l l change in
political terms-the strategy , the goals ; their goals will not

EIR: I n an exchange of views w ith partic ipants from Russia,

change , although it is difficult to discern them exactl y . The

Ukrai ne , Armenia, and Georg i a , hosted by EIR recently , you

election showed that the tactic s w i l l change . Zhirinovsky will

developed in a very coherent way the grave danger that the

be used as a pretext for changes in policy , but these will be ,

present war in former Yugoslavia and the w ars in the Cauca

of course , tactical changes . For one thing , Zhirinovsky will

sus could in the future merge into one vast regional conflict

help the government to extract as much money as possible

embrac ing all the B alkan state s , Turkey , the Caucasus , and

from the West . And apparently western countries are also

I ran , and also involve directly or indirectly the superpowers ,

interested i n thi s , at least people in governments or govern

putting the world on the verge of a Third World War. Could

ments . S ince it would be difficult for German , French , Brit

you el aborate that for our readers ?

ish , or American governments not to know what mechanisms

Vardanian : I would like to draw an analogy with the First

are functioning i n Russia and yet they continue to help , it

and Second World Wars . In both wars , the basic problems

may be assumed that these funds are somehow divided and

were connected with key points which had to be controlled .

part of them stay i n the West or are transferred to the West .

Today , in my mind , the most i mportant points are the B alkans

Because in Russia everything is being looted ; that is now

and the Tran scaucasu s . We see that war is going on in both

c lear to everyone . Somebody is making big money on this .

those region s . and there is also an i ntensifying w ar in Taj iki

Of course , the outward regulation of policies will change ,

stan . It would be desirable , therefore , to investigate the con

in the direction of d irect Russian partic ipation in local wars

nection among those wars . Both of these wars are of great

most probably , and Zhirinovsky w i l l help in this very much .

interest to Turkey . According l y , Turkey has concentrated its

Although it is difficult to say what the internal political situa

troops in those two directions: in the direction of the B alkans

tion i n Russia will look like , how high Zhiri novsky will go

in its European part , and in the direction of the Transcau

in the near future .

casu s .
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At present , war is being waged in Kurdistan and in the
western part of Armenia, the part which underwent the geno
cide and which has been a part of Turkey since the Russian
Turkish Treaty was signed on March 1 6 , 1 92 1 . So there is a
war going on there , and it is interesting that the mass media
are not very much concerned with this war, and do not cover
it too much , not to any extent commensurate with the scale
of the war. In reality , this war is a very serious war; hundreds
of thousands of people are involved . This is going on very
close to the Transcaucasus .
As far as the Balkans are concerned, Greece is the only
barrier separating Turkey from the theater of war. I think that
Greece will in some way get involved in these conflicts during
the next year; at first this may be with diplomacy , but it seems
that Greece will not be able to avoid direct participation .
What makes me think this way? I think we all remember that
after Croatia was recognized by the western countries , the
war in the Balkans greatly intensified . I think that after the
recent recognition of Macedonia, the war in former Yugosla
via will get a new push . Macedonia is the element which
directly connects Greece to the Balkan war.
Thus , from the Balkans to the Caucasus we have all the
countries involved in one way or another in the Balkan or
Transcaucasus conflicts . Of course, we should not forget
about Syria and Iraq , about the Cyprus problem or about the
Russian-Ukrainian division of the [Black Sea] fleet. In my
opinion , the problem with dividing the fleet is connected to
the possible use of this fleet, in the event of the wars in those
two regions expanding , as well as the Turkish front.
There is a process of expanding war under way . If we
trace these wars back two or three years , we can see how ,
gradually, they have become connected to each other.
Furthermore , let's look at Iran , which has big problems
with Azerbaijan-I am talking about so-called southern Az
erbaijan , which is part of northern Iran , where you have
20 million ethnic Turks (Azerbaijanis) . This represents one
more dangerous element which could destroy Iran from with
in , and Iran is one of the stablest countries in the Middle
East . U . S . policy toward this region provides the basis to say
that the policy of exploding Iran from within will continue .
For example , a few months ago , U . S . and British forces
wanted to transport natural gas from Kazakhstan through
Azerbaijan; they wanted to separate a part of Armenia
including Sisian and other regions-and connect it with
Nakhichevan , and through Nakhichevan reach Turkey and
the Mediterranean Sea. After this , however, Armenian forces
took over four regions south of Karabakh and established a
200 km border with Iran , which created an obstacle to the
American and British oil transport plans .
I think that the United States has switched to the second
scenario for the region , and will continue efforts to destroy
Iran from within . The first plan-connecting Azerbaijan and
Turkey-was for encirclement of Iran . Since that did not work
out , I think now the plan will be to blow it up from the inside .
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We all know the situation in iAfghanistan and the related
Tajikistan situation , and the wat going on there . According
to official data, Russia is covering 70% of Tajikistan ' s expen
ditures and 57% of Armenia' s . Ir we ask why , the answer is
obvious. Russia is maintaining i ts influence in those regions
by understanding (or planning) that
soon the situation there
I
may get really hot.
We see a huge region startin $ from the Balkans and end
ing on China' s borders , which �s involved in war-a war
with tanks , aviation , with all weapons systems except nuclear
and chemical means of mass des tuction-although many of
the surrounding countries have t�at option as well . Does this
mean we can talk about the onsetl of World War III? I think it
does , because the conditions fo World War III , or at least
War I and II, when
for its onset, are different from !World
I
direct military or political action� by the superpowers played
a role .
II
Now the situation has chang¢d , and the mentality . The
propaganda machines of the Sot- iet Union and the United
States, as well as Europe , have t hanged direction . For the
few last decades, there has been 3i campaign for non-interfer
ence , meaning that borders are! inviolable and cannot be
changed , and so forth. The superpowers should be held
chiefly responsible for this campaign , since they have run it,
and now they do not want to participate directly in any mili
tary actions. This is very important and changes the whole
environment. In today ' s world war, the superpowers and
international organizations want to act through puppets ,
through indirect, so to speak , participation , through the blood
of other countries and other nations . This is the main distin
guishing feature of World W ar II� , and the main danger.
Why is this a danger? Becaus� a puppet country is influ
enced by several forces . Besides tille external war, those small
countries face also a dangerous �ituation from within , they
are being destroyed from within, the economy collapses . The
people of those countries lose coll1trol over the situation, for
all intents and purposes , and it also gets out of any control by
the international community . I mean normal people in the
international community.
Therefore , I think we can sa)! today that World War III
has started , although the questioll1 of how to stop it has not
been answered yet by any of the approaches existing today .
I

�

EIR: Let us return to the Russian elections . An interview

with Vladimir Zhirinovsky was published by the London

Times on Dec . 2 1 . Zhirinovksy e�phasized that Russia needs

good relations with Turkey and with Afghanistan . He did
not mention Iran , which of cours¢ lies between Turkey and
Afghanistan . Was he hinting at some important side to Rus
sian foreign policy that' s not public? To be specific , how do
you , and how does Russia in your opinion assess the pros
pects of today ' s adversary relationship between Turkey and
Iran? Is Russia interested in stability or exploiting problems
between Turkey and Iran?
EIR
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Theater of war stretches from Balkans to the C h i nese border

Vardanian: Do we have to take seriously Zhirinovsky ' s

signal that Russia is working out w ith America, through

statement concerning Turkey and Afghanistan? And why

Turkey , a new push in favor of Azerbaijan? I s the recent

does he always forget about Iran , the biggest country i n this

renewal of Azerbaij an i attacks on K arabakh , which began on

region , and a country that has one of the oldest traditions of

Dec . 1 8 , another sign i n this direction?

statehood i n the world? What is the meaning of this ? I think

Vardanian : Concerning prospects for the Transcaucasus , I

that Russia and Iran continue the l i ne they drew as the basis

think that there has not been any fundamental change in

for their relations when they signed the treaty in the 1 9th

Russian policy toward Armenia recently . Kozyrev ' s de

century . To this day , they basically have been trying not to

marche was connected mainly with the Russian elections , I

pressure each other and not to i nterfere in each other' s affairs .

think; he w anted to show that he is a pro-Russian and anti 

We can talk about a certain sort of neutrality pact between

American leader. He found h i m s e l f a target-the Armenian

Russia and Iran during the last 1 50 years .

government , which in comparison with other states of the

Why is this forgotten , in regard to the question of whether
Russia w i l l try to worsen relations between Turkey and Iran ?

former U . S . S . R . is probably the most pro-American . Thus
it was , i n my opinion , a pre-election demarche .

Perhaps Russia w i l l be interested in stability in Iran . I think

Will the policy toward Armenia change in the near fu

that it i s unl ikely that Russia w i l l destabilize Iran ; it seems

ture ? I think that mil itary activities are intensifying on the

that the Turkish- Kurdish w ar serves Iranian interests and

Karabakh front , of course , but fundamental changes are

everything seems to indicate that Russia and Iran together

doubtfu l . Such changes may be i ntroduced next spring or

will use all possibilities for transferring Kurds and weapons

into the summer, when the Karabakh front w i l l have stabi

and so forth , through Iran to Turkey .

lized after these actions . As a result , it seems that the front

The possibility of a destabil ization of Iran stil l exists ,

will move in the direction of N akhichevan and Turkey , in

although it has become much smaller since the Armenian

which neighborhood military activities are going on now , and

takeover of the Fizuli , Agdam , and Jebrail regions [of Azer

it seems some confl icts w i l l be provoked on the Armenian

baijan] . The danger has dimini shed because of that , but it

Nakhichevan and Armenian-Turkish borders .

also does not have a real chance of becoming a serious prob

Why is Georgia being destroyed? It seems to me that the

lem right now , if only because Azerbaij anis do not have

main reason for th i s is the fact that Russia wants to have ful l

appropriate structures in Iran , which has a great tradition of

and absolute control over the railroad going through Georgia

governing a multinational state .

to Armenia.

EIR: Looking ahead i nto 1 994 , what do you see as the pros

ed? I think that the main reason for this i s an effort to restrain

pects for Armenia and the other nations of the Transcauca

Azerbaij an as a political factor in the ongoing war.

Why i s Azerbaij an being destroyed and its territory divid

sus-Azerbaijan and Georgia? Is the recent brutal condem
nation of Armenia by [Russian Foreign Minister] Kozyrev a

EIR
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EIR: Azerbaijan Pres ident Heidar A l i yev i s now in Pari s ,
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problem , which was defeated �ith the takeover of the Fizuli ,
Jebrail , and Agdam regions by! the Armenians .
Will the CSCE also continu� in this spirit? The immediate
future � ill sh?w , since it wou�d seem that it would have to
change Its pohcy fundamentally . What is our attitude toward
France as one of the centers 9f world policy? I think that
present and also past events prove that countries that wanted
to run policy in certain regions Ivery rarely worked construc
tively; basically they aimed a destruction and control by
means of destruction . I think, in this area, France does not
differ from Russia, Great Britai n , the U . S . , Germany, i n its
approach to politics-I do no� mean concrete actions , but
the approach . Although at firS glanCe, it seems that France
has the most positive attitude i Europe , I do not think there
is any real long-term basis fo this. Maybe there is some
,
short-term basis .
I

t

j
i

k

EIR: Armenia and Karabakh h ve been victims of a war that

on a state visit to France . He is asking for large French
investments in oil , etc . , in Azerbaijan. He also made a decla
ration that Karabakh is "an integral part" of Azerbaijan, and
could have a "special status," but only within Azerbaijan .
How d o you assess the Aliyev visit to France? How d o you
assess French , and in general western policy toward Azerbai
jan, toward Armenia?
Vardanian: The visit of the Azerbaijani President, Heidar
Aliyev , to Paris is, of course , very important, since Paris is
one of the main centers shaping policy for the Transcaucasus.
His project for French investments in oil will have , I think,
the same result as in [former Azerbaijani President] E\Cibey' s
negotiations for British investments .
As for the fact that he declared Karabakh an integral part
of Azerbaijan and said it might receive a special status within
Azerbaijan-I think that "this train has already left the sta
tion . " The propaganda ballyhoo around the impossibility of
changing borders , the Helsinki Act, etc . , really does not
affect the Transcaucasus since it was signed with postwar
Europe in mind , although even in postwar Europe we have
seen changes of borders in the case of German reunification
and the situation in the Balkans .
So, I think that Aliyev ' s statements were meant more for
a domestic audience in Azerbaijan than for the outside world ,
since today nobody in the rest of the world thinks that Kara
bakh is a part of Azerbaijan , everybody considers it to be part
of Armenia , where Armenia runs its own policy. Aliyev is
repeating the policy of the CSCE [Conference on Security
and Cooperation in Europe] and its approach to the Karabakh
40
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has lasted for five years and �hows no signs of stopping,
and equally important, victims of a blockade imposed by
Azerbaijan and Turkey . Wars and blockades produce terrible
human tragedies . Unfortunately the scale of the tragedy in
Armenia and Karabakh is not w�ll known in the West. Could
you please detail the suffering ofl the Armenian people, which
was especially terrible last winter, and we can assume this
winter as well?
Vardanian: The consequencesiof the war in the Transcauca
sus and the conditions in Armenia are as follows . After the
beginning of the Karabakh movement in early 1 988 , we re
ceived the first group of refugees from Sumgait , where po
groms against Armenians had $tarted, and also from other
regions of Azerbaijan . By the ;end of 1 98 8 , all Armenian
inhabitants were expelled from the regions which were his
torically part of Karabakh-not from the Nagorno-Karabakh
Autonomous Oblast itself, but ftom these other settlements.
At the end of 1 988 we had altteady a few hundred thousand
refuges. In 1988 , a strong eartlilquake affected one-third of
Armenia. It killed thousands of people and left about 600 , 000
homeless . After this, the flood bf refugees from Azerbaijan
continued until there was not a siqgle Armenian left in Azerbai
jan. We accepted about 500,000 tefuges from Azerbaijan.
I was talking about how the great powers have conducted
a policy aimed at destroying the Armenian economy . I would
like to mention the IMF's plan� for the destruction of the
Armenian economy . Those plans have basically already suc
ceeded , and today only 5% of Armenia' s industrial capacity
is operational .
Today , we have hyperinflatlion , the banking system is
destroyed , and we have a very ldw standard of living, with a
minimum wage of about 50¢ . Ouring the winter it is about
7°C [44°F] indoors , and that is only in the better apartments ,
those which have some heat.
We also have very high une'!nployment, in reality about
80% . Not to mention the families of those who were killed,
EIR
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In June 1 99 1 , Schiller
Institute representatives
Anno Hellenbroich and
Michael Vitt visited
Armenia , and spoke to
refugees who had been
forcibly expelledfrom
their villages in
Azerbaijan , which were
historically part of
Karabakh .

children left w ithout parents , war refugee s , etc .
These are , in short , the results of the war. I would say

Azerbaij an ' s policy , as there were none during the past five
. years . Apparentl y , this s ituation is similar to the case of

that the economic problems of the war are not the most dan

Shevardnadze . When Russia decided that Gamsakhurdia was

gerous , because in principle it would be possible , although

not adequatel y carrying out the taski of destroying Georgia,

difficult, to rebuild the economy , but the psychological re

Shevardnadze was brought to power.

sults are very alarming and dangerous , because people have

Today , when [ex-President] Elcibey did not destroy Az

developed a feeling of hopelessness; they do not see a solu

erbaij an well enough , Heidar A l i yev was brought to power.

tion , and do not know what to do .

Apparentl y , Moscow has serious tasks in Azerbaij an , if they

This reduces them to passive waiting and non-resistance ,
as a result of which , those who want to continue the destruc

use a KGB general i n such a small place .

tion in Armenia have an easier job .

EIR: When one looks at the Caucasus one notices that i n
t w o of t h e three n e w l y i ndependent nations , Georgia and

EIR: In a previous question we referred to Heidar A l iyev .

Azerbaij an , the ir Presidents are the same men , Shevardnadze

He was the former Communist boss of Azerbaij an and in

and Aliyev , who ruled them for Moscow during the Soviet

June returned to power in a coup . What forces were behind

period . it is c lear that the Soviet-era nomenklatura i s still in

that coup? Does the past career of Al iyev in the Soviet KGB

power . Is the same true for Armenia? I f not , what if any

still have an i mportance today ?

are the similarities between the Armenian situation and the

Vardanian: Heidar A l iyev is one of the most dangerous

situations in Azerbaij an and Georgia? Who exactly is Presi

figures in the former Soviet Union today . What does he repre

dent Levon Ter- Petrosian?

sent? Well , what could a KGB general represent , a man who

Vardanian: I think we see the same kind of situation in

ran security in such a region as the Transcaucasus? He is a

Armenia as I described in the connection of Sheyardnadze ,

well-trained person , cunning and smart ; a man who has wide

who is also a former KGB general , and Aliyev with Russian

connections in Russian political circles , and as a result those

politic s . Who is Armenian Pre sident Levon Ter- Petrosian?

c ircles have a great infl uence on him . They are members of

It is no secret that his father was an agent of the NKYD and

the same team , despite the fact that he is formally a head of

one of the founders of the communist parties in Lebanon and
S yria . Th is already says a lot . He was a well-known figure in

state .
Already during the Soviet era , Heidar Al iyev was running

the N K Y D , and he was involved in important tasks . Ter

operations in which the former Soviet U nion was used as a

Petrosian also had other connections to the nomenklatura

transit point in drug trafficking . Also he control led the drug

his brother was a member of the Central Committee of the

market and was one of the leaders of the drug mafia in

Commu n i st Party of Armenia , and headed one of the biggest

U . S. S. R. I think that he has not ceased to be one at the

enterpri ses of the mil itary complex ' n Armenia, which he has

present time .

destroyed .

As for his attitude toward other countries and his connec

The question is not only Ter-Petrosian , but also the peo

tions , I do not think there will be fundamental changes in

ple who surround him . Most of them went through special
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training while studying in Moscow and had connections to
the KGB . So did he . They received special training , which
they eventually used in their leadership positions in Armenia.
Of course , the nomenklatura is still in power, and it
would be difficult to suppose that it would be otherwise . The
old structures of power are in the process of being dismantled ,
and new structures are appearing. Connections to the interna
tional mafia are becoming closer, as are ties with internation
al organizations . The IMF' s policy , for example , makes it
possible for the nomenklatura to legalize and transfer its
capital to the West, and to exploit strategic resources very
cheaply , while destroying the economy .
EIR: Could you give us a "map" of the political parties ,
forces , and their platforms inside Armenia? There is also a
large Armenian diaspora, with heavy concentrations in
France and the U . S .A . What is the present role of the Arme
nian diaspora in Armenian politics?
Vardanian: The political map of Armenia is not very di
verse . You could say that 80% of parties and 80% of political
fights center around the is'sue of who will stand at the helm
of a puppet state and accordingly of who will be the best
puppet.
The government party , the party which is in power, is
called the Armenian National Movement, but in principle it
has nothing to do with being a national movement, and has
probably set a record in the Guinness Book of Records for
producing so many corrupt politicians in such a short time .
For brazenness and openness of corruption , this party has no
equal in the world; at least, you rarely read about such things
in the world press.
What can be said about the politics of the Armenian
National Movement? It does not have a program and it is
oriented to maximizing pressure; whoever pressures Arme
nia the most, it will be on the side of that force . This is the
key to its invulnerability and the answer to the question of
why it is difficult to dislodge . This is because , for any force ,
it represents the best puppet.
The Armenian Revolutionary Federation , the second
strongest party , came in from abroad , where it had been the
main executor of nationalistic ideas . One has to say that this
party has a great potential , but , evidently , so far it has not
been able to use this inherent potential adequately . It seems
that a bad understanding of political processes is the reason
for this. I think that, eventually , and soon , this party will
start to act in a more radical and responsible fashion , which
is the only way political life in Armenia could be changed
significantly .
The Liberal Democratic Party also returned from exile .
In political terms it is difficult to say what line it is promoting .
It is a rather amorphous party , but it has significant power
and support in business circles.
One must also point out in this political arena the commu
nist party-the Democratic Party, which consists mainly of
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former Armenian Communists w o have preserved their out
look on matters . They say openl they want Armenia to be a
part of Russia, they say openly t t Armenia should do what
Russia tells it to do . This politi al world view is coherent
with that of the government, sin e the government does ex
actly what Russia says to do, e en as the country is being
destroyed . In this sense , it is dif cult to see any difference
between the communists and the overnment.
There are a few small parties " among which is our party,
the Union for Constitutional Rigqts . Another is the Republi
can Party , which essentially has t�e same program. They are
the only parties pressuring the go�ernment to implement the
decisions of Dec . 1 concerning re4nification of Karabakh and
Armenia. They aim at buiding a unified state structure on the
territory of Armenia reunified
Karabakh .
The main problem here is t at outside forces want to
exert influence separately on A enia and on the Karabakh
part of Armenia, to use them
ainst each other and for
various other purposes . This helps to destroy Armenia's
unity , statehood , the psychological motivation of the popula
tion , and so forth .

Wi·

EIR: We mentioned before that iArmenia has been and re

mains a victim of war and blocka�e , a victim of aggression .
Aggression almost always involves the intention, among oth
ers , to redraw the regional map ati the expense of the victim.
So far, Armenia has been able to prevent this by its successful
military counter-offensives. How�ver, in our view , the dan
ger remains . To be specific , in one such scenario, the West,
using Turkish strategic planners as mouthpieces , has pro
posed an "exchange of territories and populations . " In this
"model ," Armenia would receive Karabakh , but in "ex
change" would surrender to Azerbiaijan the strip of Armenian
territory bordering Iran , which of course would complete the
international isolation of Armenia. Have you heard of such
plans?
Vardanian: Plans to settle the Karabakh problem and the
problem of the war between Armenia and Azerbaijan by
trading territory and population arc a propaganda trick which
has been used since 1 988 by certain forces in Moscow and
in western countries . They have' a very concrete political
I
purpose .
What does the exchange of tcyrritories mean? That was
first revealed on Dec . 6, 1 988 when Starovoitova, Sakharov,
Bonner, Batkin, and other so-called "democrats" visited Ar
menia. They came with the task defined by one of the insti
tutes of the Central Committee of the Soviet Communist
Party to discuss a possible exchange of territory , with the
leaders of the Transcaucasus repulillics. For example , Arme
nia would give to Azerbaijan the 'Sisian and other southern
regions, which means the southern part of Armenia, giving
Azerbaijan a direct connection with Nakhichevan; Armenia
would receive in return Karabakhl, and a part of the Gadrut
and Lachin regions. Additionally they wanted Armenia to
EIR
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Left to right: Levon Ter-Petrosian . the President of A rmenia ; Eduard Shevardnadze. the President of Georgia ; Heidar A liyev . the
President of Azerbaijan . It is clear that the Soviet-era nomenklatura is still in power in the Caucasus .

give away part of V ardenik and Krasnoselsk regions , so that

assessment

Azerbaijan would have access to Lake Sevan . S uch plans

America, B ritain , France , Germany?

have been discussed , also i n the press , since Dec . 6 , 1 98 8 ,

Vardanian: What can be said about the possible changes in

one day before the earthquake .
It was understood already then that such plans would

concerning

the

four

big

western

powers :

western policies toward Armenia? I think the policy of both
the West and the East , i . e . , Russia , toward Armenia will not

lead to the isolation of Armenia and its complete blockade ,

change in strategic term s . It is doubtfu l that the West would

although those who supported the plan were officially consid

change its mentality in such a short time , although this men

ered to be on the side of Armenia; i n reality , those plans

tality condemns its policy to failure .

would work against Armenia . Today , other reasons for this

What leaders most of all helped Armenia at that time?

policy have become clear. If we look at the plan to build an

Among foreign political figures , I think that the activities of

oil pipeline from Kazakhstan through the Caspian Sea and

the Schiller Institute , headed by Lyndon LaRouche , helped

Azerbaij an , we w i l l see that today the part of Armenia which

a lot to understand the IMF policy for destroying nation

they wanted to exchange is an obstac le to building such a

states , including Armen i a , as well as the mechanisms of this

pipeline .

destruction and how to resist it. I think that Mr. LaRouche ' s

Today I think it is doubtful that we could go back to thi s ,

work most corresponded t o the aspirations o f the Armenian

since regions south o f Karabakh have already been taken

people to build a nation- state . I mean the internal structure

over , which makes those plans for territorial exchange im

of a state , the role of infrastructure , the c urrency syste m , and

possible . Thi s , I think , belongs to the past and there is no

so forth .

basis for implementation of such a plan . From the present

I

It is difficult for me to name any concrete western leaders

perspective , those plans and policies allow us to understand

who provide any psychological , ideological , or material sup

what the direction of policy was in the Transcaucasus .

port for Armenia . I basically do not see such fi gures today .

EIR : To date , western policy toward Armenia has been mis

for the shaping of a policy toward Russia and the former

erable . Looking ahead into 1 994 , do you see any signs that
this could change? Which western political leaders or figure s ,

Soviet republ ics , France , Great Britai n , the U . S . , and Ger
many are the most influential . I think that , at present , German

including Lyndon LaRouche , in your view offer the best

policy toward the former Soviet Union as well as the B alkans

hope for Armenia? Could you give a country-by-country

is the weakest , the least resolute .

Which are the strongest western countries ? I think that

EIR
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Britain, U. N. threaten
Bosnia with starvatiQn
by Katharine Kanter

At the time of writing , all-important talks in Bonn between
Croatian President Franjo Tudjman and Bosnian President
Alija Izetbegovic continue to be sabotaged by the savage
bombardment which began on Jan . 8 . Sarajevo, the capital
of Bosnia-Hercegovina, lies under the heaviest shelling since
the Serbian war of aggression began; the airport, thanks to
the usual U . N . -Serbian coordination at critical moments for
Serbian interests , is yet again closed down .
Meanwhile , on Dec . 1 6 , according to the Bosnian news
agency TWRA , Bosnian Foreign Minister Irfan Ljubijankic
sent a letter to his British counterpart, Douglas Hurd, in
forming the latter' s government that Bosnia had decided to
withdraw its suit for "complicity to commit genocide" against
Great Britain, whereas , on Dec . 6, 1 993 , the suit was to have
been presented in the International Court of Justice at The
Hague by Prof. Francis Boyle of Illinois University . This
decision , which was taken under the most brutal pressures,
has unfortunately deprived the Bosnian leadership of their
most effective weapon against those who want to see the
nation destroyed .
As though on cue , friends and allies of the British in
Europe began to sling mud at Bosnian officials known to
oppose British policy . On Dec . 27 , Faris Nanic , editor of the
Bosnian paper Liljan. was arrested in Zagreb and held for 24
hours . It was he who, on Dec . 1 2 , at the Schiller Institute
conference in Kiedrich , Germany , had issued a joint state
ment with Croatian journalist Srecko Jurdana, calling for a
Croatian-Bosnian alliance against Great Britain and Serbia.
At almost precisely the same time , the Danish papers Politik
ken and Berlingske Tidende attacked Prof. Lamija Tanovic ,
a nuclear physicist teaching at the University of Copenhagen,
for allegedly inciting trouble among the Bosnian refugees
in the Danish camps, in particular, by demanding suitable
education for the Bosnian children . But, on Dec . 26 , the truth
came out: Prof. Eric Siesby , head of the Danish Helsinki
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Committee , wrote to Politikken t protest that the press cam
paign against her coincided oddlylwith the moment Professor
Tanovic began to raise funds to i pay for Professor Boyle' s
1
travel to the court at The Hague . I
In a press conference in Washington on Jan . 6 , Rep.
Frank McCloskey (D-Ind . ) said: 1"1 talked to [Bosnian Vice
President Dr. Ejup] Ganic and Izetbegovic . . . . But Lord
Owen apparently got them into a room and convinced them
otherwise . . . . They should polish up those papers and get
them back into action . The Bosnian government should not
take out the big guns and then withdraw . "
Food blackmail

The background was food blackmail , no less . In the
words of London Financial Timds U . N . correspondent Mi
chael Littlejohns on Dec . 2 1 , 1 99 3 : "A strong inducement
not to proceed with the case waS Great Britain's pledge to
ensure the delivery of humanitarian aid . " Translated from
Newspeak, this means , "We have' 20,OOO heavily armed Un
profor troops in your country . W¢ control your food supply,
and you have no weapons . If you want to eat, drop the suit
now. "

Lord Owen himself said this openly to the press o n Jan .
4: "Food aid is being channeled to fighters o n all three sides.
. . . We are changing the balance of the war and in a way
keeping it going. but we can justify keeping it going as long

as there is a real chance that the political and military leaders
are taking the peace process seriously" (emphasis added) .

Translated , again, from Newspeak, this means that the Brit
ish and French troops , who contrdl , as Vice President Ganic
said recently in Konigswinter, Germany, "who lives and
who dies in Bosnia, " are making sure the Serbians and Mate
Boban' s ethnic Croatian militia (lIVO) are resupplied until
such time as the Bosnian government collapses and signs the
tripartition "agreement" presented to it as an ultimatum at
EIR
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Geneva in July 1 993 .
Let us now look at what is happening on the ground.
Following the murder of a Danish U . N . driver on Oct. 23 ,
1993 , which the U . N . promptly claimed was a Bosnian ac
tion , U.N. convoys into Bosnia were haltedfor four weeks .
It now transpires , according to Danish press reports , that
the murderers were probably mercenaries in the employ of
Boban's HVO . But, no matter, the convoys stopped. In order
to eat, the Bosnian population was dependent upon private
organizations for the entire month of November. EIR has
attempted, over the last fortnight, to find out precisely what
the situation is now on the ground . As the private organiza
tions understandably fear to go into Bosnia without protec
tion from U . N . troops , they are most reluctant to speak to the
press about what the U . N . is really up to in Bosnia, lest they
get shot up on their next round.
Simply put, as Lyndon LaRouche did in a recent EIR
interview , the British are in a hurry to get a continental war
going , before the United States breaks with British policy in
Europe; for the British , Albert Gore ' s visit to Moscow to
denounce the International Monetary Fund (IMF) is the writ
ing on the wall . If the British can only keep their troops
in Bosnia till March or April, where they operate as the
Yugoslavian Army' s elite units , the Serbians will have
mopped up Bosnia, and can then move on to Kosova and
Macedonia. At that point, a pan-Balkan war leading into a
continental war, becomes unstoppable .
Hence, the British invasion of Bosnia.
British deployments in Bosnia-Hercegovina

What we are really dealing with in Bosnia is an invasion
and encirclement of that unhappy nation by the Entente Cor
diale powers , while the United States stands by and whistles ,
or, i n the words o f U . S . Chairman o f the Joint Chiefs of
Staff Gen . John Shalikashvili in early January, "There is
no military solution for Bosnia. " Perhaps a throwaway line
buried in the midst of a spread on NATO in the Franlifurter
Allgemeine Zeitung that same week may shed a little light on
the American high command' s "ho-hum" attitude to geno
cide in Bosnia. According to the paper, the real base for
NATO' s U . S . contingent is not the official NATO HQ in
Brussels , but "an undistinguished brick house in Grosvenor
Square , London , out of which is now run the U . S . Command
Center . . . . As a U . S . officer told us: ' London is fundamen
tal for all our operations . ' "
Forget all that twaddle in the London Daily Telegraph
about mujaheddin streaming in the thousands over the bor
ders to succor their Muslim brothers . You cannot get into , or
out of, Bosnia without running the gauntlet of British or
allied troops . There are now approaching 30,000 Unprofor
troops on the territory of former Yugoslavia, two-thirds of
them, i . e . , over 20 ,000 men , in Bosnia, nearly all the rest
defending Serbian conquests in Croatia. Whereas there are
no U . N . battalions sealing off Serbia' s long border with Hun
gary , Romania, and Bulgaria, over which Serbia receives,
EIR
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unceasingly , fresh supplies .
Northern Ireland model

On the territory of Bosnia, the most important grouping
is the ancient British regiment kn�wn as the Coldstream
Guards . These are no choirboys . Th� regiment is perhaps the
most qualified elite unit in Europe , and is personal guard to
the British monarch; it issues from Monck' s Regiment of
Foot, i . e . , Cromwell ' s New Model: Army , and has had un
broken combat experience , most r�cently in such pleasure
spots as Northern Island, the Mal� nas, Cyprus , and Iraq.
Lt. Gen . Sir Michael Rose , also of the Coldstream Guards,
has just been appointed to replace I.;.t. Gen. Francis Brique
ment as head of the Unprofor in BQsnia; he is described by
the Italian daily Corriere della Sera �s " an expert in guerrilla
warfare . " His biography includes SAS commander 1 979-82,
and service in Aden, Cyprus , and Nprthern Ireland.
In the latter province, the role; of the SAS in inciting
Catholic-Protestant hatred by "takipg out" selected targets
on both sides , until such time as the conflict became satisfac
torily self-moving , has been the subject of much discussion
in continental Europe; the presence iof SAS and elite British
military units at the outset of the ltIster troubles, and their
presence at the outset of Croatian-M.uslim strife in central
Bosnia gives food for thought.
Why a British expert in guerrilla warfare? The Serbian
mode of operation in Bosnia is dennitely not guerrilla war
fare; in fact , for the first time , a U .N . commander based in
Belgrade , the Norwegian Jantora Strandas , stated baldly on
Jan . 7 that regular Yugoslavian Army units are routinely
deployed in Bosnia. "Just stand in Zvornik and watch the
Yugoslav Army cross over, " he .id . It is the Bosnians,
isolated , cut off, and dispersed into! scattered militia detach
ments all over the terrain of their own country , whose mode
of warfare is increasingly that of � resistance, of partisan,
guerrilla warfare . That is why Ge$eral Rose is now being
sent out there: The Bosnians are cOJllsidered the enemy .
Do not underestimate the Briti�h soldiery in Bosnia be
cause they are few (2,500) in number. The British military
has , over the last 200 years , developed extraordinary skills
in controlling vast areas with a fe\\l dozen or hundred crack
troops , as the example of the SAS , in World War II shows.
The British control the only access route to central Bosnia
and to Sarajevo, in which immed�te area they get a little
help from those great humanists , th¢ French Foreign Legion,
and 6 ,000 or so other French choirboys .
The only passable roads now intp central Bosnia, notably
the so-called Diamond Road , were �ut last year by the British
Army ' s engineers; they know these roads like the back of
their hand , and they have their trpops all over them. Ac
cording to private aid agencies con�ulted , the British battal
ion will let only 25 trucks a day d�wn the road from Gorni
Vakuf through Vitez , another major base for the British forc
es, whereas at least 55 trucks a �ay could probably pass .
That route is critical to resupply Tuzla, center of Bosnian
International
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industrial production and capital of the largest province re
maining in Bosnian hands , not only with food for over a
million people , but with raw materials for its factories .
How bad the supply situation in British-occupied Bosnia
has become , is shown by a few lines which quietly appeared
in the London Times in early January. The United States will
be doubling air drops to the so-called "Muslim enclaves"
immediately, because , said the Times. the "U . N . -brokered
agreements for free passage of relief' have failed . Again
translated from Newspeak, this means that Unprofor are
sticking their rifles in the snow and smiling as the Boban
militiamen and the Serbians plunder the convoys .
Here are some of the facts concerning Sarajevo, supplied
to Scotland on Sunday by their correspondent in Bosnia, Paul
Harris: a bundle of firewood costs $3 1 , one candle $ 1 2 . 50,
whereas a doctor eams $ 1 . 25 a month . The U . N . High Com
missioner for Refugees has just cut the food ration in Sarajevo
by two-thirds. from 600 grams to 200 grams of food a day
with 20 ,000 heavily armed U . N . troops controlling every
supply road into Bosnia, and NATO patrolling every milli
meter of Bosnian airspace ! Incidentally , military sources
confirmed to EIR on Jan. 7 that Serbian personnel have been
invited by the U. N. to vet every relief package airlifted into
Bosnia from the military airport at Frankfurt am Main , under
the U . N . program "Provide Promise . "

A flawed approa�h
The Schiller Institute , founded by Helga Zepp-LaRouche ,
points out a number of serious flaws in the final communi
que of the "Conference of International Parliamentarians
and other Citizens against Genocide in Bosnia-Hercegovi
na," which met in Konigswinter near Bonn , Germany on
Dec . 1 -2 (see EIR . Dec . 1 7 , 1 993) .
1 ) The communique calls for international trade sanc
tions against Croatia. This is not the policy of the Schiller
Institute , whose spokesmen at Konigswinter called for
trade sanctions against Great Britain , and for breaking off
diplomatic relations with Great Britain until such time as
it ceases and desists from its support for Serbia. Were
sanctions imposed upon Croatia, its territory in Krajina
and Slavonia now occupied by Serbia would be lost forev
er. Economic sanctions only intend to starve the already
suffering population of Croatia and provoke rage against
Europe , a rage which could then be manipulated for desta
bilizing efforts .
2) The communique calls for air strikes only to ensure
that relief convoys get through . The Schiller Institute has
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The Croatian debacle

It is quite extraordinary how the British have managed to
deflect the world' s rage agai �st themselves onto Croatia,
unprincipled as be the government of Tudjman . As Owen
rumbled on the BBC on Jan . 5!, calling for sanctions against
Croatia as tough as those agai�st Serbia, U . S . Ambassador
to the U . N . Madeleine Albrilght flew into Zagreb to de
nounce , not the British , but the Croatians for war crimes in
Bosnia. It cannot be exclude<l that economic sanctions , or
even "allied" military actions , will soon be carried out against
Croatia.
Should that occur, many of the 800,000 refugees now in
Croatia would attempt , in order to avoid starvation, to flee
into western Europe , provokiJng absolute chaos in neigh
boring states, while hideous di�orders and degenerate social
movements will erupt within <troatia itself. Such is, doubt
less, British policy.
Diplomatic sources have r4cently remarked to EIR how
much they admire , if that is th� word , the ferocious energy ,
the resolve , the bitter determi�ation of British officers and
diplomats in their race to get �heir continental war off the
ground . These same sources fe. that were the Clinton admin
istration to deploy one-tenth 4>f that energy to break with
Great Britain and conduct a wincipled foreign policy, the
war in Bosnia could be stoppe� within 48 hours .

called and does call for air strikes now , against Serbian
supply lines, military depots , l and airbases , in order to
stop Serbia from further prosecuting the war.
3) The communique appeats to accept the permanent
existence of U . N . "safe areas" and "protectorates" inside
Bosnia. The Schiller Institute rqiects this notion of "Indian
reservations" for Bosnia. The o�ly lawful borders for Bos
nia are those as of the day it declared independence in
1 992 .
4) The communique does n�t, despite demands by the
Schiller Institute , refer in any way to the special criminal
responsibility of Great Britain � nor to the suit which the
government of Bosnia was briqging against that nation in
The Hague for complicity in gepocide .
5) The communique calls for replacing Lord David
Owen and Thorvald Stoltenber� with "impartial" media
tors at Geneva. The Schiller In*itute does not support the
Geneva talks , the sole aim of � ich is to force the Bosni
ans to sign a tripartition agreenlent.
The Schiller Institute holds the view that the only way
to stop the war in Bosnia, is a)' to bring about a strategic
rupture between the United S�tes and Europe , on one
side , and Great Britain on the lother, and b) for Croatia
and Bosnia to ally against their Fommon enemies .
I
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Interview

by local elements who allegedly have committed their lives
to Islam. So these would be the fundmnentalists . The reality
is different. For example , when the city of Vares was liber
ated by the Bosnian Army-these gu�s were filmed, video
taped , drinking alcohol . This was twd months ago.
EIR: It' s not a good sign of Islamic faith-to drink alcohol?
A: Yes . Of course . These guys are definitely not devout

Bosnian Muslim nails
fake British 'Muslims'
On Jan . 5, a Bosnian Muslim source who has been closely
following the situation in central Bosnia spoke to EIR from
Zagreb, Croatia .
EIR: As you remember, there were articles in the Croatian

Muslim fundamentalists . The probl�m is that some of the
platoons of this brigade; some of eve� the companies of this
brigade-it seems-have committed some crimes in some
villages. There are clues . The problem is: What we know is
that these brigades are being financed by Saudi capital . And it
is not controlled-as far as we know-+-either by the Bosnian
government or by the Bosnian Army . Even though it is for
mally under the III Corps of the Bosn�an Army command.
EIR: And of course there could be reason for embarrassment
for the central government to admit tb at these people are not
under control .
A: That' s right.

media, in particular Danas magazine , saying that the role of
the U . N .-i . e . , the British Special Forces deployed as U . N .
troops there-needed to b e investigated . They were talking
about the famous Cheshire brigade-normally deployed in
Northern Ireland-trained in guerrilla, counter-guerrilla,
and psychological warfare , and provocation operations .
Even [Bosnia-Hercegovinan] Vice President Ejup Ganic , in
a recent meeting in Petersberg near Bonn said on Dec . 2:
"These fundamentalists-they could be counted on the fin
gers of my hands , but suddenly they begin to pop up; they
don't speak the Bosnian language well , but they do speak
good English. "
A : A s far as I know there i s no fundamentalist danger; the
point is, however, that the Bosnian Army is advancing . Cen
tral Bosnia is very soon to be controlled by the Bosnian
Army. The Croatian media, and as well some media in Eu
rope have being constantly repeating that there is a funda
mentalist danger within the Bosnian Army circles , but we
don't know exactly how many fighters from all over the
Islamic world have come to Bosnia to fight as mujaheddin.
We do know that there are perhaps several hundred of
them-200, 300 at most-which have been formally submit
ted to the Bosnian Army , III Corps command . But only
formally . In reality they are taking orders from others . That's
the first thing .
The second thing is: There are clues that the so-called
Muslim brigades have been financed by Saudi capital , and
that some of the platoons and companies of this Muslim
brigade have committed some of the crimes which have been
proclaimed as Muslim crimes .

EIR: And what about the analysis frOm some of the Croatian
papers that some of these so-called fundamentalists have
been, in reality , trained and "invented" by the British.
A: It seems as though a lot of so-called volunteers who are
coming both to Croatia and Bosnia-to volunteer both for the
Croatian Army and the Bosnian Armf-didn't come there to
promote truth and democracy for their respective peoples but
to be there to spoil things , to muddy the waters .
The problem is that what the Croatian press has noted in
central Bosnia is that some of the leaders of the massacres
the military leaders of the Croatian uqits which have commit
ted massacres in the Bosnian villages� the Muslim villages
were actually British . These were "former" British officers
who came as volunteers to fight fQr the Croatian people,
during the period when Croatian extremist Mate Boban began
his chauvinist drive against the Muslim population . These
brigades committed crimes against the Muslims in central
Bosnia. . . . The second thing is that there is a similar process
which has been going on in the Bosp.ian Army . So some of
the former British soldiers-special forces soldiers
and officers-have offered their goo<J services to the Bosnian
Army , allegedly embracing Islam : and giving their good
services to train the Bosnian Arm)1 . We have some clues
that some of these units were led by those people , claiming
that they are fighting for the Musli\lIls and Islam and blah
blah , but still committing crimes against the Croats in central
Bosnia.

EIR: These are people who formed their brigade before join

EIR : Rumors are circulating that some of these people now

ing the official army .
A: Originally these brigades were formed in Bosnia without
any input from the central government. They were formed
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have ultra-orthodox Islamic nameSi. Their original names
were British . . . .
A: For example , there is a gentleman who was a colonel or
International
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captain in the British Special Forces , his name is David
Owen, no relation to the so-called mediator. At least for what
I know . Two years ago David Owen suddenly converted to
Islam and he became . . . Sheik Dawud.
EIR: What is he doing now: Is he in the army?
A: As far as we know , he has offered some of his very good

services to the Bosnian Army. We don't know where he is
right now , but for sure he has been operating there . Appar
ently, some of the officials of the Bosnian Army didn't be
lieve him; but I think he has found his way to go there .
Honest, competent military people, both Croatian and Bosni
an , are in the best situation to identify these provocations .
For the politicians it's more difficult.
EIR: The solution to this would be, basically , for the best
people in Croatia and Bosnia to get together and denounce
this manipulation .
A: That's right.
EIR: Do you see any possibility of this?
A: There are some clues that we might do it; Haris Silajdzic ,

the prime minister of Bosnia, has stated recently-l don't
know exactly when-that the problem is that these so-called
Muslim brothers , allegedly mujahideen, who have come to
fight for Bosnian freedom, and have been warmly welcomed,
did not play their role in that regard , but on the contrary .
He made the remarks when he was asked: What about
these mujaheddin? He said: The problem is that we were not
cautious enough. People came and we have accepted any
kind of help . But it appears that all of a sudden, they didn't
do what they have committed to .
As far as the Croatian side is concerned-I think the
military would be much closer to this conclusion than the
government. They know better; these idiots in the govern
ment , they don't know anything .
EIR: Do you think the military could do something about

this?
A: I think that there is some kind of a positive mood within
the military to solve this problem in a proper manner. Mean
ing that there are some generals who are very , very disap
pointed with developments; they would like very much to see
a shift in policy. How strong they are, that has to be discussed
with them . . . . There is a push to establish peace between
Bosnians and Croatians . But there is one war that is visible
and another war behind the scenes. Every time anything
positive happens to reduce the Bosnia-Croatia hostilities,
then it always follows that there is a massacre . Something
happens , somewhere . And then there are the British , to film
it, to show it to the world . Every time ! If they are not there
someone else is there-like a Canadian battalion . And then
they simply call the British battalion to help them. And the
artificial war between the victims continues . . . .
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Pakistan-India talks
hold a ray of hope
by Ramtanu Maitra
I

The outcome of the recently con� luded seventh round of talks
at the foreign secretary level �etween India and Pakistan,
held in Islamabad Jan . 1 -3 to normalize bilateral relations,
has turned into an enigma. While some senior Pakistani lead
ers , almost all Pakistani medial and the western press were
quick to dismiss it as a failure , i what has emerged in subse
quent days suggests otherwise . Although the talks did not
achieve a breakthrough in any df the disputes that plague the
two countries ' relations , there �s reason to believe that the
talks will continue , and therein bides a ray of hope .
There is, perhaps , no defini¢ measuring stick to evaluate
such talks , which bring to the fdre more than four decades of
hostilities and built-in suspiciohs, fostered further by three
wars over the possession of KaShmir. At the same time , it is
almost amusing to watch the swiftness with which some
labeled the talks irrelevant, the ;responsibility for which lies
squarely on Pakistan Foreign Secretary M. Shahryar Khan,
who is second in the ministry after Foreign Minister Sardar
Assef Ahmed Ali . The day the Indian delegation left the
Pakistani capital , Islamabad, h¢ told newsmen that the next
round of talks was dependent on an improvement in the situa
tion in Kashmir to Pakistan' s satisfaction .
Subsequently, the former prime minister of Pakistan and
leader of the opposition, Nawaz Sharif, who has been ac
cused of channeling funds to th� Kashmiri militants involved
in violence in the Indian-held !part of the Kashmir Valley
during his reign, called for cutting off any further talks with
India. While visiting Uzbekistan , Pakistan Foreign Minister
Sardar Assef Ahmed Ali said that unless the Kashmir dispute
is solved peacefully on the terms of international law and the
U . N . resolution , "there is always a danger of a fourth war in
South Asia . " He warned, "This I time around, the concern of
the world, the concern of Soutlil Asian countries is that if a
war takes place in South Asia� it might become a nuclear
war."
The contradictions

From such bluster one could easily interpret the talks as
a failure . However, on Jan . 6, Pakistan President and a senior
member of the ruling Pakistan Democratic Party (PDP)
Farooq Leghari said in Karachi that the Islamabad talks set in
motion the process of a "peaceful" resolution of the Kashmir
dispute and that the bilateral talks must continue in order to
find "a just and right solution to this issue . "
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President Leghari' s statement came three days after For
eign Secretary Shahryar Khan had put "conditionalities" on
the next round of talks . However, the Indian delegation ,
upon its return to Delhi , made clear that they were as much
surprised by Foreign Secretary Shahryar Khan ' s statement as
the subsequent campaign to denounce the talks as a failure .
Indian Foreign Secretary J . N . Dixit told Indian newsmen that
he did not get this impression from the Pakistani side . On the
contrary , when Dixit had suggested a four-month time frame
for the next meeting , it was Shahryar Khan who was categori
cal that the momentum generated by the talks must be kept
up.
The political gamesmanship exhibited by the Pakistani
foreign secretary and foreign minister indicates that there is
a concerted effort, mostly carried out by Washington and
Moscow , of late , to convince all that India and Pakistan are
incapable of resolving their disputes and are headed toward
a nuclear war. Nawaz Sharif, on the other hand , is busy
trying to extract some political mileage by espousing the
most rabid anti-India statements .
Why the gamesmanship?

The seventh round of talks assumed a great deal of sig
nificance because of the unending violence in the Kashmir
Valley , which is part of the Indian-held part of Jammu and
Kashmir, and the growing internationalization of the Kash
mir issue by the Clinton administration. There were indica
tions earlier that Washington, and even the U . N . , had offered
to mediate privately on Kashmir. But China' s categorical
statement that the Kashmir issue must be resolved bilaterally
by India and Pakistan, and the agreement to hold the seventh
round of talks , perhaps , made Washington change its mind .
However, it would be naive to believe that Washington
has given up its objectives on Kashmir. Its concern is cen
tered around two objectives . First, the threat of a nuclear
war between India and Pakistan has been drummed up , with
support from the Pakistani foreign minister, to generate
worldwide opinion to force both India and Pakistan to give
up their nuclear weapons programs and sign the nuclear Non
Proliferation Treaty (NPT) , a highly biased document that
favors the nuclear weapons states , before 1 995 when it ex
pires. Signing the NPT, besides abandoning nuclear weapons
for defensive use , means that both countries would have to
kowtow to a regime which will seriously impede any attempt
to develop nuclear power for commercial use .
The second objective of Washington , which is often stat
ed off the record , is to make Kashmir an independent nation .
While Washington believes that neither India nor Pakistan
can keep Kashmir within its territory because of the growing
support among the Kashmiris for an independent nation,
China believes that the purpose of making Kashmir an inde
pendent nation is to get a foothold in the subcontinent from
which anti-China activities could be run through Tibet and
Xingjiang . Recent activities of Washington in the newly
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formed Central Asian republics suggest that it is increasingly
meddling in the region.
.,

The nuclear threat

Assertions that a nuclear war is about to break out be
tween India and Pakistan is a relat�vely new campaign . On
July 28 , 1 993 , CIA head James WoQlsey , in testimony before
a congressional committee, had warned that the arms race
between India and Pakistan poses Pfrhaps the most probable
prospect for future use of weapons: of mass destruction , in
cluding nuclear weapons . Other CIA. reports have also been
cited to indicate that the two countries were preparing for a
nuclear war, and New York Times scribbler Seymour Hersh
has said that the two nations were (>n the verge of a nuclear
war. President Clinton , during his ispeech at the U . N . , said
that as the world marvels "at this era's promise of new peace,
we must also recognize that serious threats remain. B loody
ethnic , religious , and civil wars rage, from Angola to the
Caucasus to Kashmir. " This is the first time that any U . S .
President had mentioned the dispute i n Kashmir as a "bloody
ethnic , religious , and civil war." I
While Washington '_8 pressure OJl India and Pakistan over
Kashmir q;pters around the threat pf nuclear war and viola
tions of human rights, there are G:lear indications that the
State Department is busy giving it Ii different shape . Once it
is "established" that India and Pakistan, livid with hatred
toward each other and ready to usner in a nuclear conflagra
tion , are incapable of resolving theiKashmir issue since both
claim ownership , the next step is to fortify those forces which
support the cause of an independeqt Kashmir. The third way
is the only way , has become the: watchword of the State
Department.
Many seminars on the Kashmir �ispute are now sponsored
by U . S . think -tanks , and coordination between "independent
Kashmir" support groups from London and Washington has
recently been put in place . Also , R�bin Raphel , assistant sec
retary of state for South Asia and a "friend of B ill" from the
London days, challenged the legitimacy of Kashmir' s acces
sion to India. By announcing--off the record, of course
that the United States never recognized India' s claim over
Kashmir (either a slip or a deliberate lie) , Raphel is trying
to open up the instrument which g(>verned the annexation of
princely states following the depar$Jre of the British. The law
had allowed all princely states to ¢xercise their right to join
either India or Pakistan , or remain independent.
While Raphel's game quickly became transparent in In
dia, in Pakistan the statement was welcomed as pro-Pakistan .
But recent criticism of Azed Kashmir, the Pakistan-held part
of Kashmir, by the New York-based Asia Watch human
rights group, might have opened i up a few eyes . It is also
certain that Beijing ' s reactions , seqt through a military delga
tion, have not gone unnoticed ia Islamabad. It is in this
context that the statements of Sardar Assef Ahmed Ali and
Shahryar Khan pose problems .
International
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Ghost of Profumo scandal haUnts
John Major government in Bhtain
I

by Mark Burdman
As 1 994 opens , the specter of the 1 963 Profumo scandal is
hanging over the government of British Prime Minister John
Major. That scandal brought down the Harold Macmillan
government, ending 1 3 years of Conservative rule and open
ing the way for the Labour Party' s Harold Wilson to become
prime minister in 1 964 . Thirty years later, the view from
London is that Major's chances of surviving the year in power
are very slim.
The Profumo scandal was a sex-and-espionage case , cen
tered around call-girl Christine Keeler, who was having af
fairs both with the married John Profumo , then Britain 's
defense minister, and Soviet military attache Ivanov .. That
raised questions of ministerial impropriety and national secu
rity . Today, the political effect of the array of scandals erupt
ing around the Major cabinet and the Conservative Party is
likely to be similar to what it was then , given the methods
that the British establishment uses to engineer changes in
regimes .
The real issue today , as seen by influential circles in
London , is that the gray non-entity Major is regarded as
completely inadequate to deal with a world beset by increas
ing strategic challenges from Russia, a range of financial and
economic crises, and the growing sense of disarray and drift
in the West as a whole. He is being held responsible, as well ,
for clumsily handling Britain ' s cherished relations with the
United States, the so-called "special relationship" that is wor
shipped with religious fervor by the U . K . 's power syndi
cates .
The British establishment is now , indeed , paying the
price for their own policies of the past years . As one Scottish
influential stressed to EIR , Thatcherite free trade policies
have "deconstructed" much of British institutional life , plac
ing the budget-cutting exigencies of the British Treasury and
City of London financial institutions above all other consider
ations. That has had a devastating effect on certain institu
tional continuities and on the quality of political leadership ,
as well as on whatever remains of a real economy in the
British Isles . The catalogue of nightmare horrors of the Brit
ish economic collapse could fill volumes, whether it be the
breakdown of entire sections of the London subway (under
ground) system in November, or the threefold increase in
children on welfare relief in the 1 5 years of Thatcherite policy
hegemony, or the constantly growing unemployment . It is
50
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becoming politically and economically impossible to contin
ue imposing more and more austerity .
The intent to dump Major �s one aspect in the shifting
arrangements within the British ¢stablishment overall , which
are profoundly affecting such �allowed institutions as the
monarchy and Church of England . On Jan . 1 1 , Britain was
rocked by the news that the Dlilchess of Kent, wife of the
Duke of Kent , would convert to Catholicism Jan. 14; the
Duke of Kent is first cousin to Q�een Elizabeth II and Master
of the United Grand Lodge of FI�emasonry in Great Britain .
In Britain, such matters are of ! great sensitivity , given the
1 70 1 Act of Settlement that l�ally encodes , in effect, a
Protestant/Church of England t�eocracy over the U . K . (the
Sovereign being the Supreme Governor of the church) , in
cluding forbidding a Catholic fr�m being the sovereign. The
influential Lord William Rees-Mogg suggested , in a Jan .
1 3 London Times commentary , ! that the Duchess of Kent's
conversion could pave the wayl for phasing out the Act of
Settlement, and allowing a "Catholic to become king" in the
future .
I

' Weasel words of a wily wimp'

What is significant about the woes besetting the Major
government is the array and dens,ity of these cases all happen
ing around the same time . TM most publicized case has
involved Secretary of State for �he Environment Tim Yeo,
who has been forced to resign following the publication of
stories--obviously known to th� press and domestic MI-5
secret service for a long time-about his having fathered an
illegitimate child before his marriage . As reports begin to
filter into the press that other mipisters were also implicated
in similar activities , it was revealle d that on the night of Jan .
8 , the wife o f junior Transport Minister Lord Caithness was
found dead , evidently having sMt herself in the head . Caith
ness resigned from office Jan . 1 0 . What has since come out,
is that Caithness was having an extramarital affair with a
woman in the employ of the royal family .
Major has been caught in a trap partially of his own
making , but one which was also liaid for him at last summer's
annual Conservative Party convention . In the weeks leading
up to that event, there was a drumbeat building for him to be
dumped , and there were expectations that an alternative Tory
leader and prime minister would be anointed on that occaEIR
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sion . To avoid this , Major made a Faustian bargain with the
Thatcherite "right-wing" of the party , whereby he would
agree to their demands for a "moral crusade," based on a
revival of "Victorian values"-which were hardly ever prac
ticed in reality in the highly immoral Victorian period of
High Empire .
Major's "moral crusade" was enshrined in three words,
"Back to Basics ," which words , charged Financial Times senior
commentator Joe Rogaly Jan. 1 1 , have become "a deadly man
tra" incessantly repeated by Major, who now rules over a "mor
ally bankrupt government." Rogaly said that Major's proclama
tions were increasingly sounding like "the weasel words of the
wily wimp," especially as "the social disintegration" that Major
claims to be crusading against has occurred under 15 years of
Conservative rule. "In short, the government has been in office
too long," Rogaly affirmed.
' Sleazy administration run by a pygmy '

The attacks on Major, in many cases from pro-Tory
newspapers , have been devastating . On Jan . 9 , the Murdoch
chain' s Sunday Times lead editorial was entitled , "Going
Down . " It wrote: "John Major is becoming increasingly like
the Grand Old Duke of York, that risible character from the
Book of Basic Nursery Rhymes, who marched his troops to
the top of the hill , only to march them down again . . . . We
hardly know whether we are coming or going . " The paper
advised that when Parliament reopened during the week of
Jan . 10, "Major's entrance might well be greeted by the
chorus of the old rhyme: 'And when he was up , he was upl
And when he was down , he was downl And when he was
only half way up ,IHe was neither up nor down . ' "
The paper went on: "Such is John Major's Duke of York
leadership--a retreat into hypocrisy on a scale that even the
nominally Tory press finds impossible to swallow . This sim
ply will not do . The stench over this government is already
foul enough . . . . Marooned in muddles of its own creation
over the past 1 4 years , the Tory high command has no idea
of the depth of the resentment felt in the country--especially
among the middle class-about its performance . It is no won
der the government is heading for disaster in the local and
European elections [in June] . It will deserve its fate . Unless
Mr. Major takes a realistic stock of his position and acts to
retrieve it without delay , he risks going down with this party . "
A government that behaves the way Major' s government is
doing "cannot last long . . . . It may already be too late for
this government to show some remorse and regenerate itself.
. . . Time is starting to run out for Mr. Major. "
Sunday Times editor Andrew Neil stated Jan . 1 1 that what
was happening in Britain was "the highest level of hostility
for a Conservative government and prime minister" in the
post-World War Two period .
The tabloid Sun, known for its fierce loyalty to the Con
servative Party , editorialized, "This country desperately
needs leadership . " Columnist Richard Littlejohn charged,
EIR
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"Major has forfeited the right to lead the Conservative Party
and the nation . He is a weak, mediocre man , surrounded by
unprincipled spivs [sic] and chancets . . . . This is a sleazy ,
dishonest administration led by a pqlitical pygmy . A country
crying out for leadership is given spineless prevarications
,
and platitudes . "
Another ' annus horribilis' ?

The broader issue , a London source connected to the
circles of the Trilateral Commission stated in a discussion
with a journalist Jan. 1 1 , is that M�or is "inadequate" when
new strategic dangers are threatened from Russia, and other
profound crises , economic and oth¢rwise , are about to erupt
over the coming months.
Said this individual , who deals foremost with transatlan
tic strategic affairs: "What is preoccupying me more than
anything, at the moment, is our domestic crisis , rather than
the international issues . There are definitely parallels be
tween what is happening now and the Profumo affair of 1 963 ,
in the sense of the press both generating scandals and shaping
an atmosphere around them, even : if some of the details of
the scandals now are too absurd and outrageous to comment
on. Just like then, you now have a pattern of rumors about
rumors , all stoked by the press . . j It is possible that John
Major will go by high summer of tlilis year . "
The issue , h e stressed , is Major' s "inadequacy for the
job . He' s not up to the test. Some people are looking for a
bruiser, a real knock-down type , to replace him. The compe
tence question is uppermost, particularly at a time when we
face so many challenges ahead of us."
This source went on: "I would agree with the analysis that
Russia is now reverting to its traditi�nal Third Rome posture."
He said that the Russians believe, devoutly, that "history is on
their side," and they will profit mo¢ from the "disarray in the
West" than the West will profit f110m Russia' s troubles. He
warned that such factors are "greatly underestimated in the
West. . . . The reciting of self-consoling formulae about de
mocracy and the free market by weslern leaders won't suffice. "
A shakeup would be required i n western thinking.
What alternative do the British elites have in mind? If
they insist on the policy axioms of past years-which priori
tize financial speculation , wars against the countries of the
southern hemisphere , geopolitically motivated opposition to
economic development on the "Eurasian landmass," support
for tyrannies like Milosevic ' s Serbia, appeasement of Rus
sia-then a change of leadership would amount to rearrang
ing the deck chairs on the Titani¢ . Under such conditions ,
the British profile is to thrash out, to bring others down with
them , by igniting new wars and destabilizations . A post
Major "bruiser," in this light, is an ominous prospect.
1 993 began with Her Majesty moaning that 1 992 had
been an annus horribilis for herself and Britain . Will 1 994
be even more horrible , or will a significant faction of the
British establishment come to its senses?
•
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NATO guarantees
are worthless
by Konstantin George
Since the New Year began , western government leaders and
media have expended countless words on the theme of NATO
"security guarantees" for the states of central and eastern
Europe . These were buttressed at the Jan . 1 0- 1 1 NATO sum
mit with the Clinton administration's "Partnership for Peace"
formula-termed "P4P"-solemnly adopted by the NATO
heads of state . That's "P ," as in "p-ing in the wind ," which
is what NATO is doing by refusing to recognize the funda
mental issues at stake . The most important issue is the urgent
necessity for adopting a development -based economic policy
alternative to the International Monetary Fund (IMF) "shock
therapy" policies of the last years . If these policies are contin
ued , all talk of "security" is a cruel farce . By destroying the
economies and social fabric of all the eastern European states
and Russia, these policies are responsible for the fact that
Russia will again become a nuclear superpower'adversary of
the West.
American statesman Lyndon LaRouche made the point
quite graphically . In early January , he emphasized that any
NATO commitment to Poland or other eastern European
states "would be worth as much as the British and French
commitments to Poland' s security in 1 939 . . . . If we do not
get rid of the Jeffrey Sachs shock therapy, the IMF condition
alities policy , and related policies toward eastern Europe and
Russia, we're going to have hell breaking out , and all the
NATO alliances in the world will not save Poland or the other
eastern European states. If we don 't get rid of this insane
economic policy which is destroying those parts of the world
and which is driving Russia deeper and deeper into a Third
Rome dictatorship as a nuclear superpower. " The "Third
Rome" refers to the Russian imperial doctrine that Moscow
will become the head of a third and final world empite .
LaRouche described the travesty of the West's discussing
"security" for Poland , when the West has been destroying the
stability of that country in the post-communist era: "Poland is
being destroyed from the inside . The Polish economy is down
to 30% of what it was under communism in 1 989. The Rus
sians haven't yet done anything to Poland . The London
crowd, the Anglo-American crowd , has done a great deal to
Poland . "
The tragedy i s compounded by the fact that even i n the
domain of strictly military security , the summit was a failure .
The gathering , as the London Guardian aptly put it , was
haunted by the "Banquo 's Ghost" of � osnia . NATO ' s refusal
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to take effective military againSt a relatively puny aggressor,
namely the Serbian regime of Slobodan Milosevic , has not
been lost on either Moscow or i on any future east European
victims of a Russian empire redonquest policy .

I

Divisions in the U . S . est�blishment

As attested to by the results bf the NATO summit and the
first phase of President Clinton I s visit to Moscow and Kiev ,
the U . S . administration remain � committed t o the catastroph
ic IMF policies . Clinton' s pr� ise in Kiev on Jan. 12 of
increased economic aid to Ukr�ine , but only on "condition
that Ukraine implement econotnic reform policies , " i . e . , a
form of shock therapy , provided the latest proof of this .
However, it cannot be exclude4 that this could change . The
shock of the bloody October j;:vents in Moscow , and the
stronger shock produced by the (Victory of Third Rome advo
cate Vladimir Zhirinovsky , in �he Dec . 1 2 elections, have
catalyzed a debate in the Unit�d States on the wisdom of
pursuing IMF policies toward R!ussia.
The first public sign of this ajPpeared on Oct. 4, right after
the bloody crushing of the Russi$t Parliament, when President
Clinton said that his administrati�n "does not always agree that
the IMF's policies are good for � country like Russia. " Then,
in the wake of the high vote tota1 � for Zhirinovsky, Clinton said
that he regarded that vote as a s�gn that many Russians were
suffering from "economic hard �hips. " Since Vice President
Gore's pre-Christmas criticism of the IMF approach on aid to
Russia, frictions have
. intensified�

i
iI
The deeper Washington an d! NATO plunge in their pres-

Sabers rattle in the East

ent course , the more dangero � s becomes the situation in
Moscow . A foretaste of what c � uld happen was provided on
Jan . 1 0 . In murky circumstanc � s , Latvian officials arguing
with two Russian generals over the disposition of some Rus
sian military property-a handt)Jl of buildings in the capital
of Riga--detained the generals j and according to Moscow,
held them in handcuffs for sever�l hours . Whatever the facts ,
the Defense Ministry in Moscqw responded by putting all
Russian troops in the Baltics o � top alert , and the Russian
transport units ,? ased at
Airborne Division and milita
Pskov , just east of the Baltic r�public of Estonia, were or
dered to prepare for possible inv� sion of Latvia. Hours later,
Latvia apologized , promised to Ipunish the officials in ques
tion , and , this time around , the i crisis was cooled off. Most
significant of all , back in Brussels, there was no reaction
from NATO .
A day later, Russian Pres ldent Boris Yeltsin , in his
speech to the opening session of the the Parliament' s upper
house , announced Russia' s excl � sive claim to the entirety of
the former Soviet Union: "Each *ate is increasingly realizing
that it cannot survive on its own j Rapprochement among our
countries is under way . It is Russia's mission to be first
among equals . "

rjy
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LaRouche cases aired
at European Parliament
by Liliana Celani
On Dec . 9 and 1 0 , 1 993 , the "International League for the
Abolition of the Death Penalty by 2000" was officially found
ed at a conference at the European Parliament in Brussels .
The conference was attended by approximately 50 members
of parliament and jurists from Europe , including Russia,
Ukraine , Poland , Bulgaria, Azerbaijan , Uzbekistan , Moldo
va, Lithuania, Latvia, and Croatia, and from the United
States, Canada, Ibero-America, Africa, and the Middle East ,
including a representative of the Palestine Liberation Organi
zation. The attendees in tum represented 500 members of
parliament from all over the world who endorsed the first call
for an International League to Abolish the Death Penalty ,
which was launched at the congress of the Italian Radical
Party in Rome in February 1 993 .
Among the main speakers were Emma Bonino , general
secretary of the Italian Radical Party , and Sen . Alma Agata
Cappiello , a lawyer and a member of the Justice Committee
of the Italian Senate who recently traveled to Washington
to meet with members of the U . S . Congress to demand that
political prisoner Lyndon LaRouche be freed . She is also
one of 72 members of the Italian Parliament who endorsed
a call to President Bill Clinton to free LaRouche .
Bonino, who was also among the signers of the call to
Clinton to free LaRouche and who held a press conference
inside the Italian Parliament on the LaRouche case last April,
together with Sen . Flaminio Piccoli , former president of the
Christian Democracy International , reminded the audience
that the United States voted at the United Nations in favor
of a proposal to create a tribunal on war crimes in former
Yugoslavia which is based on the concept that, contrary
to the Nuremberg Code , no crime shall be punished by
imposition of the death penalty . Such an approach puts the
United States in a contradictory situation which should be
exploited, she said, especially considering the fact that "At
torney General Janet Reno has said she feels embarrassed
by being a cabinet member in a country which practices the
death penalty . "
Attending the conference for the United States were
Ashanti Chimurenga, a black representative of Amnesty
International from Chicago , and Gail Billington , wife of
political prisoner Michael Billington , an associate of
LaRouche serving a 77-year sentence for "securities fraud ."
EIR
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From the speech of Chimurenga, it became clear to all
participants how degenerate American "justice" has become ,
and how it became particularly bad 4uring the years of the
Bush administration , which used "j � dicial homicide ," as
Chimurenga called it, as a form of racial and social discrimi
nation , since the death penalty in the United States particular
ly hits "white poor and colored peopl¢ . " "Human life means
nothing in the United States," she said , citing the case of
Gary Graham, which has become a symbol in the United
States of those who are sentenced to death despite their
innocence . She quoted , as did many other speakers during
the founding conference , the recen� U . S . Supreme Court
decision allowing an execution to pro�eed in a case where the
defendant was possibly innocent . This "exposes the whole
fallacy of our judiciary system," she said , because with this
decision , "judicial execution becomejs straight murder. . . .
In the United States, once you commit a crime and go to
prison, you no longer have any rights . " She called on the
European Parliament to exert "pers�stent and strong pres
sure" to force the United States to ab�lish the death penalty ,
and to raise this issue also at the Unitttd Nations, particularly
"when the United States fingers others ," since it behaves in
an arrogant way and "does not listeJll to others . "
A note o f optimism

Senator Cappiello expressed mor¢ optimism that the situ
ation in the United States may chaQge under Clinton , and
cited the case of LaRouche . "The f�ct that Mr. LaRouche ,
who had been sentenced to a 1 5-year prison term, was re
cently granted parole , shows that in�rnational pressures, if
they are persistent, do have an effect in the United States ,"
the Italian senator said.
In the afternoon session , the case of LaRouche and his
associates came up again during the intervention of Gail
Billington . "I am honored to have tbe opportunity to speak
at this conference ," she said . "My name is Gail Billington ,
and I am the wife of a political prisoner in the United States
who has been sentenced to 77 years because of his suppport
for the LaRouche movement . Therf are five more people
who have been condemned along with LaRouche to very
long prison terms-between 39 and 10 years . LaRouche ran
as a presidential candidate during th¢ last elections , together
I
with Rev . James Bevel, on a platfqrm which included the
demand to abolish death penalty in the United States, and
the urgent need to create a new m9netary system in order
to allow economic development for all people in the world .
This explains the behavior of the Justice Department toward
him and his associates, a department which Rep . Henry
Gonzalez [D-Tex . ] recently correctilY defined as ' the most
corrupt he ever saw in his 40 years in Congress . ' " Billington
concluded by calling on the Europe�n Parliament to demand
oversight hearings on the U . S . Department of Justice and
on the cases of LaRouche and his associates, including her
husband .
International
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Conference in Sudan debates
future of Arab , Islamic world
by Our Special Correspondent
Khartoum, the capital of Sudan , played host in early Decem
ber 1 993 to a gathering of over 500 delegates to the second
Popular Arab and Islamic Conference , an institution founded
in the wake of the 1 99 1 anti-Iraq war as an attempt to reco�sti
tute the idea of unity which that war had shattered . Among
the delegates were leading Islamists , like the host and co
founder of the conference , Sudan' s Dr. Hassan AI Turabi, as
well as Arab nationalists (many of them Christians) , and
representatives of Muslim communities outside the Arab
world , from the United States, Europe , the Central Asian
republics of the former U . S . S . R . , Asia, and Africa .
The three-day conference witnessed hefty debate around
every major political issue on the agenda, whether the re
cently signed PLO-Israel agreement on limited Palestinian
autonomy , the war in Bosnia, the U . N . intervention in Soma
lia, the continuing embargoes against Libya and Sudan , or
the international campaign against Sudan . The final day' s
panel was dedicated to the relationship between Islam i n the
modem world and Christianity .
Heated disputes over PLO-Israel agreement

Discussion around the Gaza-Jericho accord , referred to
by many as "the Oslo-Washington agreement," was the most
heated , reflecting the various bands in the political spectrum.
By far the most vocal and most numerous were the speakers
from the "rejectionist" front, comprising ten Palestinian or
ganizations , the Islamist Hamas , as well as Iranian and Syri
an spokesmen . They argued against the agreement as a "sell
out" and pledged continued resistance in the form of the
Intifada, the Palestinian uprising in the Occupied Territories .
Most prominent among these was Nawaf Hawatmeh, the
leader of the Damascus-backed Democratic Front for the
Liberation of Palestine , who profiled himself as an alternative
to PLO Chairman Yasser Arafat . Unfortunately , Mr. Arafat,
although a co-founder of the conference , was not able to
attend; many , including Dr. Turabi , regretted his absence , as
the policy pursued through the agreement was therefore not
presented to the gathering and those among the attendees
supportive of it , did not come to the fore .
Regardless of the fact that a numerical majority wanted
to denounce the PLO-Israel agreement , the political majori
ty , so to speak , succeeded in toning down the final resolution .
The more moderate stance , adopted by Dr. Turabi , Gen .
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Mirza Aslam Beg of Pakistan , iand Sen . Kamil al Sharif from
Jordan , among others , reflected their commitment to prevent
civil war from breaking out among the Palestinians (between
the PLO and Hamas), and to thwart attempts on the part of
the rejectionists to escalate vidlence in the region . Senator aI
Sharif stated categorically , "We do not support terrorism. "
In the final resolution , the agreement was "rejected" but not
"condemned ," a distinction i $ formulation which reflected
the conference leadership' s inlention to allow disagreement,
i
but refuse violence .
This approach complemented that of the Sudanese gov
ernment , which was iIIustrat�d just days earlier by Gen .
Omar Hassan al Bashir in an i �terview with the French daily
Le Figaro . General al Bashin stated that "the government
of Sudan has recognized and � upported this [Gaza-Jericho]
agreement which engages a rleace process . " Some confer
ence delegates tried to infer �at Dr. Turabi ' s criticism of
the accord represented a long-term strategic option, whereas
General aI Bashir' s support f<br it was merely tactical . The
Sudanese have come to occupy a particular place in the politi
cal spectrum; their government was the first among the Arabs
to be briefed personally by Arafat on the accords . Further
more , the fact that they managed to bring representatives of
fundamentally divergent politi�aI factions together under one
roof at the conference points Ito the unusual status that the
country has acquired in the ey¢s of Arabs and Muslims .
!

The war in Bosnia

The other hot subject was 80snia. All were in agreement
regarding the need to mobilizje effective action against the
genocide being perpetrated there , the contours of which were
dramatically drawn by Azra Geric , the Bosnian representa
tive in Malaysia and wife of th� head of the Muslim commu
nity in Bosnia. Yet, the understanding of the geopolitical
war aims of the British was I�ited to few delegates. Most
speakers reiterated the notion I that the war is a war against
Islam per se . Particularly strikilng was the extent to which the
speakers from Bosnia articul�ted their radicalization along
religious lines . The head of tM Bosnian delegation began his
remarks by "confessing" that '�we did not heed the Palestin
ians' complaints until we sa'Y the destruction of our own
mosques," and explained by saying , "we did not know be
cause we had not read the Koran as we should have . " Now,
EIR
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he said , "we know we are being slaughtered because we are
Muslims . " This conviction was shared by the entire gather
ing . If B ritai n , in particular, hoped , by its orchestration of
the war, to victimize Muslims worldwide and convi nce them
that they are the new "enemy image" qua Muslims , the con
ference debate seemed to confirm that they have succeeded .
On the other hand , the conference as a whole did not fall
into the trap laid by such British geopol itical scheme s , known
in think-tank scenarios as "religious warfare" or "clash of
civil izations . " In the case of Bosnia, the conference resolved
to organize a boycott against the U nited States and B ritain
for one week in protest agai nst their support of the war.
In addition , the final document condemned the embargoes
against Libya and Iraq . It announced the formation of an
annually convened , i nstitutionalized conference with a per
manent secretariat and international board , which is to form
ad hoc committees to function as a mediating force among
parties in conflict; among the areas mentioned for possible
mediation were Afghani stan , A lgeri a , and Yemen .

The Islamic-Christian dialogue
More broadly , in reference to rel ations with Christianity ,
the conference dedicated a significant portion of its final
resolution to promotion of the Islamic-Christian dialogue .
This panel raised discussion to a h igher level . Several speak
ers stressed the need to define the common moral principles
in Islam and Christianity as parameters for judgment , rather

Pope John Paul II at the Green Park in Khartoum in February
1 993 . The Vatican is actively working to defeat Britain ' s religious
warfare scenario .

than believing simpli stic characterizations of the "West . "
Senator a l Sharif (who has often represented Crown Prince
Hassan of Jordan i n ecumenical conferences) pointed out that
"we should not overlook the West; there is a third camp in the

In Apri l , the Peace and Development Foundation of S udan

West with whom we can discuss seriously and rationally . "

hosted an international conference on religion , attended by

I n his opening remarks , Dr. Turabi had characterized the

1 00

Bosnian genocide as "a result of religious intolerance , of

the Vatican . At that conference , Helga Zepp-LaRouche

re ligious representatives from

30

countries , including

which true Christianity is i nnocent . " Therefore , he proposed ,

spoke for the Schiller Institute in favor of a di alogue predicat

"it is better for this conference not to address Europeans in

ed on the notion that all men are created in the image of God .

the name of Chri stianity . . . [but] to address the devout

Following the conferenc e , Dr. Turabi traveled to Rome to

Chri stians , whether they are Europeans or American s . " The

meet the pope .

reason i s , "What really counts is the real religious values of
a true devout individual , whether a Muslim or a Christian . "
Laith S hubeil at , a n i ndependent Islamist who was i n the

In the final meeting with the press at the December con
ference , the S udanese rel igious leader reported on the content
of his talks with the pope . The purpose of the dialogue with

last Jordanian Parliament , spoke of the "strategic , " not "tacti

the Vatican , he said , was the creation of "a joint front of

cal , importance of the ecumenical dialogue , " which he said

re li gion agai nst the irrel igious spirit of decay . " S aying that

must be based on "the notion that man i s created in the i mage

he and the pope "spoke almost the same l anguage , " Dr.

of God , and thus is endowed with dignity , as the center of

Turabi discussed "the revival of Islam and the revival of

the earth . He i s not an animal , but was created as imago viva

Christianity as re l igions in one common front against materi 

Dei . " Islam , which shares this view , he said , should seek

alism general l y , against secularism general l y , and corrupt

dialogue with "real Christianity , " not "pagan ism" in the

social life all over the world . " In fo llowup discussions with

West. In the economic realm , he said this entailed rejection

cardinals i nvolved in the Islamic-Christian dialogue , he dis

of the "free market theory , the real anti-Christ . "

cussed "measures and procedure s of organ izing not only the

The dialogue between S udan and Rome began when Pope
John Paul II visited Khartoum in February

1 993

dialogue , but regular cooperation , " scholarships , and "other

and ad

measures . " Commenting on Rome ' s view of Islam , Dr. Tura

dressed masses of S udanese , Muslims and Christians , in the

bi said , "I found they are not interested in western propa

Green Park . During that visit , he met with General al B ashir.

ganda . "
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LaRouche music book
presented in Europe
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1 984 .
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the Manual .
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radio station WQXR ,
, the guest of honor was
. , who led a "master
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York concert tuning of
B ergonzi called the "natuWolfe had presented the

Institute ' s international campaign to return to the "scientific

Manual in Eisenac h , J . S . B ach ' s

tuning fork" which sets middle C at 256 hertz (full vibrations

at the Detmold Conserv atory ,

student singers repl icat

per second) .

ed the experiment first carried

successfully by the famous

Ever since

1 98 8 , when Milan was the site of the institute ' s

Verdi baritone Piero Cappuc c i l l i

first conference to promote this campaign , the tuning fork has

ference on t h e Verdi A , h e l d at
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On that
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from Verdi ' s operas at two di
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Leji: The Sch iller Institute ' s Kathy Wolfe during a musical performance . R ight: Maestro Arturo Sacchetti ,
Vatican Radio , at a forum on the need to safeguard Italy ' s irreplaceable antique musical instruments . The
LaRouche ' s campaign for the Classical tuning fork of C = 256 at the Milan Conservatory .
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tuned for the event. He wanted the audience to hear the
changes in vocal color and the registral passage , which occur
when the orchestra raises its concert pitch by half a tone .
Bring morality back to music

In Milan , Kathy Wolfe was joined by Maestro Arturo
Sacchetti , an organist, choral director, and former artistic
director of Vatican Radio . The numerous singing students
present in the Puccini Hall (many of whom we're students
of Prof. Wilma Vernocchi , who sponsored the conference) ,
were not able to reproduce the experiment because both
pianos in the hall were tuned to the higher pitch , even though
the conservatory 's director, Claudio Abbado, had authorized
having one of them tuned to the Verdi A .
Mrs . Wolfe and Maestro Sacchetti therefore presented
the ideas of the Manual by letting the audience hear re
cordings which had been made of the same piece in two
tunings. To show that the modem pitch not only harms voices
and makes works like Verdi' s harder and harder to perform,
but "also betrays creativity and interpretation in Mozart,"
Maestro Sacchetti had two different recordings of Mozart's
Symphony K . 550 played , one with period instruments tuned
to A = 423 , where he pointed out the "difference in color both
in the low and high notes . " To show the contrast to the soft
timbre of this performance with the "Mozart A," he then
played a recording of Mozart' s Requiem at today' s ultra-high
tuning , which made it sound more like the Verdi Requiem .
The speakers then explained what "serious damage in
terms of placement, registration, and poetic interpretation" is
caused by the half-tone shift to all Classical pieces�amage
which is documented by the hundreds of musical examples
printed in the Schiller Institute 's Manual. A basic premise of
the Manual is that the human voice is the first and foremost
of all musical instruments , and that the laws which govern
it-appropriate to the geometry of living forms-cannot be
violated except at the cost of destroying music itself. This
moral premise lay behind LaRouche' s insistence on the fight
to restore the traditional tuning fork, as the key to rescuing
Classical music from its present decline .
"This very interesting publication is unique in its genre ,"
Maestro Sacchetti declared, "insofar as it is the first to take up
the complex question of tuning and registration by comparing
hundreds of examples ." He went on, "It is indicative that the
initiative to make the tuning fork a moral issue did not come
from the music world ," but from the Schiller Institute . The
music world-and the political one , too , which changed the
bill to make Verdi ' s A law again in Italy which had been
promoted by the Schiller Institute , and supported by thou
sands of musicians around the world-"does not even pay
attention to the judgment of Verdi, a judgment which ought
to count for something , at least for us Italians . "
To draw more of the music world's attention to this prob
lem, it was announced that an Italian edition of the Manual
will be published.
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Greenpeace accused of
bribery, terrorism
by Marj orie Mazel Hecht
The author is the managing editor oi2 1 st Century magazine .

After years of commanding top billing in the international
press as good guys defending the environment, Greenpeace
is now getting some bad press . Allei ations of financial mis
conduct, support for the terrorist gro�p Earth First ! and brib
ery of the International Whaling C0 mission hit Greenpeace
in a one-hour documentary by Danis� television network TV2 that aired Nov . 1 4 , 1 993 .
News of the broadcast spread rapidly throughout the Wise
Use networks in the United States�ranchers, miners , farm
ers , fishermen , loggers , and other gtassroots groups that be
lieve people come first in decisions about natural resources .
2 1 st Century Science & Technology magazine circulated a
news release on the film Nov . 1 5 , prefaced by a note that
urged citizen pressure to bear to get the film shown nationally
on U . S . television and to have the serious charges investi
gated .
The news broke into the daily U .S . press when the Wash
ington Times reported on the 2 1 st Century news release Jan .
10 in its widely read "Inside the B�ltway" column. At the
same time , investigative reporters b�gan filling out the story .
For example , "Green Fleece" is th¢ title of a special report
Jan . 9 that appeared in the Vancouver newspaper The Prov
ince . To quote columnist Brian Kieqm , "Greenpeace Interna
tional has a new cause-fighting allegations it engages in
sabotage and secretly hoards millions of donated dollars . "
Kieran discusses one o f the most serious charges i n the Dan
ish TV -2 documentary , that Greenp!!ace has direct links with
Earth First ! , the group that specializes in "ecotage," tree
spiking and sabotage of logging and other equipment.
Columnist Kieran interviews Barry Clausen , an investi
gator hired by logging and ranching groups to infiltrate the
Earth First ! group . Clausen joined Earth First ! for a year
undercover, and based on this eXI/'erience he tells Kieran ,
"Earth First is nothing more than: a terrorist organization
hiding under the environmental flag . . . . In the Seattle area,
half the people I worked with in Earth First were also part of
Greenpeace . "
As for Greenpeace' s participation in terrorist acts ,
Clausen said, "In some cases an ,action , like sabotage of
logging equipment, would be advertised as an Earth First
action , but the members involved were Greenpeace . "
Greenpeace has denied the charges made b y the Danish
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Greenpeace protesting the
use of Icelandic fish at Burger
King in Washington in 1 98 9 .
Inset: a Greenpeace whaler
harassment vessel, docked in
Stockholm harbor. The
organization ' s disguise as
self- sacrificing do-gooders
has collapsed.

TV-2 fi l m . Director of communications for Greenpeace In

various Greenpeace

ternational in London , according to Kieran , cal led the film

Whale s , Save the

"a potpourri of innuendo and unsubstanti ated charges by a

campaign s .

, including the S ave the
and S ave the Ozone Layer

col lection of disaffected former members . " But U . S . activ

Greenpeace was given the

by Danish TV-2

ists are pushing to have the film shown national l y in the

to refute the charges that the

supported Earth First !

and terrori sm . After much

U nited States so that viewers could j udge for themsel ves .
The Danish documentary , called "The Man in the Rain

Greenpeace , Uta B e l l i on ,

with Earth Firs t ! until pre-

bow , " was produced by a team from TV -2 with the assi stance

denies any Greenpeace

of international ly known Icelandic fi l mmaker Magnus Gud

sented on c amera with

mundsson , who has made two previous fi l m documentaries

then becomes very nervous
.
indeed , under certain

showing

the

unsavory

money-making

activities

of

Greenpeac e .

, the new chairman of
t o a n i nterview . She firmly

rn ..· n "" ,,·m

to the contrary . Bellion

finally acknowledges that ,
, Greenpeace and Earth

First ! work together .

The most explosive revelations in the fi l m were provided

Another major allegation in the Danish fi l m is that

by Frans Kotte , former chief accountant of Greenpeace in

Greenpeace ( along w ith other green groups) bribed officials

the Netherlands . B ased in Amsterdam , Kotte work ed closely

of several small nations i n order to pack the International

with the accounting offices of Greenpeace International and

Whaling Commission with m mber nations that would be

was able to track the movement of money raised by

willi ng to support the contr versial ban on commercial

Greenpeace in several nations . Kotte exposed the exi stence

whal ing .

of secret bank accounts with tens of millions of dol l ars that

The Danish documentary al 0 highlights the role of David

had been skimmed from contributions to Greenpeace cam

McTaggart in trans(orming Grbenpeace from a small envi

paign s .

ronmental action group i nto

multinational multimillion

These accounts were for "she l l " holding companies , ac

dol l ar business corporation , w�ich he ran as his own private

cessible only to top Greenpeace leaders , including former

empire . In the l ast scene of tHe documentary , Greenpeace

Greenpeace chari man David McTaggart , who is now the

founder Ben nett Metcalfe state , " I have created a Franken

honorary president of Greenpeace International . According

stein monster . " The interv iewe ask s , "Who i s this monster?"

to Kotte , the money was skimmed from contributions to

and Metcalfe answers , "David McTaggart . "
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Report from Bonn

by Rainer Apel

Worri es about stab ility i n the East
Defense and military officials are losing confidence in the ability
ofpoliticians to handle new crises .

A

presentation given at a defense
policy event in Wiesbaden on Jan. 1 1
highlighted the erosion of confidence
in the politicians among military offi
cials in Germany . Gen . Dieter Clauss ,
formerly at the staff of NATO' s Stra
tegic Headquarters , Allied Powers
Europe (SHAPE) , said that the time
when the "experts, " based on the
seeming "stability" and calculability
of the Cold War period with its clearly
defined differences between East and
West, were able to produce reliable
analyses on the strategic situation , is
definitely over.
The deterioration of "expert" anal
yses has left the politicians , who make
decisions on defense issues, unpre
pared to deal with the new situation,
and a dangerous vacuum has been cre
ated , Clauss warned .
At the moment, one might argue
that the Russian Armed Forces might
be too absorbed in the crisis in Russia
to pose a threat to NATO , but nobody
could tell now what Russia' s military
power will look like in five years ,
Clauss said . In 1 9 1 7 , when the czarist
armies dissolved, nobody imagined
that only a few years later, the Red
Army would knock on the city gates
of Warsaw , threatening to storm the
Polish capital .
And with Yeltsin reportedly seri
ously ill , that was one more big ques
tion mark over Russia and the future of
its Armed Forces and foreign policy .
One could not even make forecasts
about the near future in the West,
Clauss said . It is as uncertain whether
the current government in Bonn will
be reelected in October as it is proba-
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ble that Britain 's Prime Minister John
Major will not survive the ongoing
scandals . Nor could one predict what
France would look like at the end of
this year, because President Fran�ois
Mitterrand is in such bad health .
The alarming thing is that the po
litical elites do not seem to take these
assessments seriously , nor will they
even think a few years ahead . For the
armed forces , especially those in a
country so exposed to the highly un
stable East as Germany, this is an un
precedented situation . The German
Army does not yet know what its bud
get will be for this year; commanders
don't know yet whether the money
will be there to pay the new recruits ,
Clauss stated.
The German military has signalled
its deep discontent before , but the re
sults of the Russian elections on Dec .
1 2 , and the increasing aggressiveness
of leading representatives of Russian
politics in recent weeks , has led the
discontent among the military to boil
over. Before , it had been considered
inopportune and a violation of "rules
of conduct" to make one's discontent
public . Concern had been voiced be
hind closed doors and before select
defense policy audiences , but the mil
itary ' s protest against Bonn' s inaction
has now become open .
The first senior military spokes
man to break the institutional silence
on defense matters after the shock of
the Russian elections, was Defense
Minister Volker Riihe . In an internal
government document dating from
before Christmas but leaked to the me
dia at year's end , he warned against a

further weakening of national defense
at a time when "uncertainties and the
crisis potential in our close and broad
er neighborhood" provided "reason
for grave concern �nd unrest . "
"Nobody would cancel his fire in
surance when there hasn't been a fire
for a long time ," R;iihe wrote , pointing
out that without a " substantial German
contribution ," it would be impossible
to think of a "Europe that is capable
of action in military terms if need be . "
The attack on, Bonn became even
more direct in a s&itement Dec . 28 by
Peter Wiirzbach, the former assistant
defense minister, Who charged Chan
cellor Helmut Kohl with "irresponsi
ble conduct" for 3!1lowing the Finance
Ministry to plan new defense budget
cuts in an increasingly tense strategic
situation . This, lle indicated, would
send the message :that Germany is not
willing to defend itself.
Kohl ' s spokeSman , Dieter Vogel ,
felt compelled to denounce Wiirzbach
as a man "who tends to make head
lines by eccentric statements . "
The next blow against Kohl ' s in
action came Dec ., 30, when the daily
Franlifurter Allg�meine Zeitung pub
lished a summary of critical remarks
made by Willy W�mmer, the assistant
defense minister. IWimmer said he felt
highly alarmed at the neglect for secu
rity questions shown by the cabinet .
There has yet to be a cabinet mandate
for an in-depth assessment to deter
mine whether Russia is on its way to
becoming a "partner" of the West, or
whether a new G old War-style con
frontation is on' the agenda, he
warned .
So far, politicians have responded
with the discredited line: "We trust
Yeltsin; don 't dramatize the situa
tion . " So far, the political establish
ment in Bonn has shown itself unpre
pared to deal wi �h the crisis . For the
turbulent year \\(hich 1 994 will be
come , this is a b� omen .
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New Russian military
doctrine causes concern
The new Russian military doctrine may
seem to some to be reassuring to the West,
but looked at carefully, it provides the Rus
sian military with an "all directions" capa
bility , giving the chief of the General Staff
and the government a vast "latitude for ac
tion" and raising the likelihood of many in
terventions , particularly in the territory of
the Commonwealth of Independent States ,
writes Prof. John Erickson of the University
of Edinburgh in the French monthly Le
M onde Diplomatique in January .
He says that for the first time in history ,
the Russian military has been given full con
trol over all matters of military production,
something which they could not achieve
even under the czars . Troops will be sta
tioned "forward," namely along the fron
tiers of the former Soviet Union. The air
forces are greatly upgraded, as well as ca
pacities in "precision weapons . " Battalions
and rapid deployment forces are increasing
ly to be relied upon .
The Moscow Military District is being
upgraded, as the core of the first strategic
echelon, drawing upon forces from the west
and northwest. Elsewhere , unified com
mand structures are being put in place , im
mediately in the Far East, and next in Siberia
and Trans-Baikal . Such a group of forces
already exists in the Caucasus . Consider
able capabilities are being developed toward
the south , for intervention in "local con
flicts . "

Bonn looks to lrangate
ties in Barschel death
The case of the 1 987 death ofUwe Barschel ,
the prime minister of the German state of
Schleswig-Holstein, has been reopened ,
with reports in the German press on Jan . 6
indicating that Barschel was meeting with
top people in the international arms trade
right before he died . Although these ac
counts never explicitly call into question the
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official "suicide" story , the Frankfurter All
gemeine Zeitung and other papers hint that
Barschel may have been murdered.
The stories have been provoked by an
official response to a parliamentary question
put forward by a leading official of the Free
Democratic Party (FDP) in Schleswig-Hol
stein. The response affirms that "the Ger
man government has several hints that Uwe
Barschel , before he died, met several per
sons in Geneva. "
The Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
adds that "it is now known" that at the time
Barschel died, he had been involved in
meetings with arms traders , the which meet
ings included participation of Ayatollah
Khomeini's son Ahmed. Two top-level Ira
nians, Kashani and Habibollahi, bought an
airport in Schleswig-Holstein to which
Barschel' s brother Haike is connected.
Companies at this airport, which have also
been bought up by these Iranians, are in
volved in electronics and aerospace deals
with Iran. A third factor is that Schleswig
Holstein itself is the center of international
arms-trafficking to eastern Europe, South
Africa, and the Mediterranean. Fourth, the
Beau Rivage Hotel in Geneva, where
Barschel 's body was found , is owned by
Pakistani arms traders who are connected
to a Schleswig-Holstein industrial network.
Finally , the medicine that killed Barschel is
produced only in eastern Europe .
On Oct . 2 3 , 1 987 , soon after Barschel
was found dead, EIR published an article
titled "Uwe Barschel Affair May Upset New
Yalta, Irangate Arrangements ," with the
kicker, "Is German Politician's Death Tied
to North Network?" referring to Irangate's
Lt. Col . Oliver North .

Yeltsin 's policies seen
as like Zhirinovsky 's
Russian President Boris Yeltsin is pushing
imperialist policies not so different from
those of Third Rome ideologue Vladimir
Zhirinovsky , while cynically claiming to be
a bulwark against what Zhirinovsky repre
sents , wrote the Moscow correspondent of

I

the Swiss! daily Neue Zurcher Zeitung on
Jan . 4 .
"President Yeltsin, in his New Year's
speech, e �phatically assured Russians liv
ing outsi4e Russia of his solidarity," the
journalist Wrote . "Moscow is defending the
common ¥tterests , and will further defend
them, an�, indeed, ' with more energy and
greater d ' cisiveness . ' With these words,
Yeltsin 0 ce more demonstrated that he is
not inclin d to relinquish, without a fight,
the arena f chauvinism to the nationalists
of Zhirin9vsky and the communists . From
this standpoint, not only is it worrisome that
the latent iimperialist posture that the head
of state tlj.ereby has again adopted as his
own , but Jabove all the fact that he is not
decisivelYi battling the extremists , but is
rather P ?1 ally taking over their postulates .
"This f S however, playing with fire . If
'
today the¢ is still anybody who would be in
a situatio � to formulate a counterposition to
the aggre � sive Great Russian Zhirinovsky,
it is Yeltsip . However, the head of state has
been play � ng, even before the election suc
cess of the! right-wing extremists, the game
of confroritation with foreigners . For a good
year alrea4y , the President has let his minis
ters deal tlver more harshly with the states
of the CIS! and the Baltics. Simultaneously,
he present(; himself abroad as a type of bul
wark agai . st reaction and hatred of foreign
ers in Rus f ia. "
The aqicle points to the absurdity of sup
porting aSi legitimate , a man who seems to
make im�rialism "respectable," when that
can, at a�y time, turn into an "open and
aggressive imperialism . "

�
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Russi4;n troops built
Germqn mafia networks

;

Berlin's svecial prosecutor handling cases
of illegal �muggling by Russian troops in
Germany ; says that Russian officers are
building c ri minal mafias that will stay be
hind after Ithe last Russian troops leave the
country ail scheduled in the fall of 1 994.
Prosecutot Ulf Hagemann stated, "the sup
posed political advantages are overshadEIR
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B til1ly

owed by the mammoth damage to Germa
ny ," a reference to the clauses in the
Germany-Russian Treaty regulating troop
withdrawal .
The treaty forbids German police from
inspecting Russian bases and transport vehi
cles . The Russian troops , like NATO units ,
are allowed to import customs duty- and tax
free cigarettes, alcohol, stereo equipment,
etc . Import-export companies in Berlin and
other eastern German cities procure the
goods for supposed sale to the Russian mili
tary procurement offices on the bases, but
then divert the goods into the black market
in Germany . These companies are the legiti
mate fronts for the Russian mafia that will
stay behind once the troops leave .
According to Hagemann, Russian offi
cers control this procurement, which has al
ready run into billions of deutschemarks in
losses for the government.

China warns against
independence for Kashmir
The People' s Republic of China has told
both India and Pakistan that it opposes any
form of independence for Kashmir, because
it fears the United States could use Kashmir
as a base to destabilize China, the London
Daily Telegraph reported on Jan. 4 from
Lahore, Pakistan. High-level Chinese mili
tary delegations have visited both India and
Pakistan in recent weeks , and have told their
counterparts that although China would like
a negotiated settlement to the Kashmiri
problem, it is absolutely opposed to inde
pendence.
India and Pakistan have fought three fu
tile wars over Kashmir. Two-thirds of it be
longs to India and one-third to Pakistan; it
also borders on China. Talks on the Kashmir
crisis between India and Pakistan ended re
cently with no solution.
Pakistani Prime Minister Benazir Bhut
to did not get the "traditional" support from
China on Pakistan' s stance on Kashmir
when she was in Beijing in December. Ac
cording to a diplomat accompanying Bhut
to, "The Chinese said that the Americans
EIR
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are already undermining them through Tibet
and Xinjiang, and Kashmir would become
another hotbed of anti-Chinese activity . "
China has at other times likened a n inde
pendent Kashmir to "another Israel in the
heart of Asia. " Beijing has also said that
with three wars ongoing in the region-in
Afghanistan, Tajikistan, and Kashmir
China is also concerned about the spread of
Islamic radicalism in Xinjiang , the west
ernmost central Asian region of China. Sol
diers from Xinjiang are fighting in Afghani
stan, and hundreds were trained there during
the Afghani war against the Soviet Union .

Belarus finally joins
Russian-led community
Belarus agreed early in January to join the
Russian-led Community of Independent
States, when the old communist nomenkla
tura that controls the government and parlia
ment forced President Stanislav Shushke
vich to abandon his opposition to joining the
security pact. Given the correlation of forces
in Belarus, Shushkevich could have been
forced into capitulation much earlier, but
Moscow chose to time the event with the
eve of the NATO summit and with President
Clinton' s visit to Moscow and Minsk, the
capital of Belarus.
The decision means that Russia has for
all intents and purposes militarily expanded
westwards to the main part of the Polish
eastern border.
The decision was also timed to coincide
with the Moscow meeting between Belarus
Prime Minister Vyacheslav Kebich and
Russian Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyr
din, which resulted in signing an agreement
which brings Belarus into an economic
union with Russia. Under the terms of the
agreement, Belarus surrenders its sover
eignty in all crucial areas of economic and
financial policy, putting these under the con
trol of the Russian government and central
bank.
This Russian reconquest of Belarus will
be used by Moscow , with Anglo-American
support, to increase the pressure on Ukraine
in the coming weeks .

• YELTSIN IS DYING, alleged
the Swedish daily Expressen on Jan .
5 , citing sources close to the Swedish
government. 1ihe article reports that
the Russian �sident is suffering
from cirrhosis I of the liver, "a sick
ness which firSit and foremost hits al
cohol abusers . �' Swedish intelligence
services are teportedly discussing
how to deal with "a world without
Yeltsin. "
• TURKISIl Prime Minister Tansu
Ciller announq:d that plans to reduce
the size of the :Turkish military have
been reversed, due to continuing
fighting with tile Kurds . "We need at
least 1 10,000 U"oops in the southeast
for the fight," she said. The move will
reverse plans tIo cut the conscription
period from 1 $ to 1 5 months . Com
mentators clailll1e d that the move was
also a respon� to the instability in
Russia and pCi>ssible increased ten
sions with Greece .
• LITHUANIA on Jan . 4 became
the first form,::r Soviet republic to
apply to join Nv\TO . President Algir
das Brazauska� said in a televised ad
dress that he had written to NATO
Secretary Ge�eral Manfred Worner
formally pr¢senting Lithuania's
membership application.
i

• BOSNIAN Prime Minister Haris
Silajdzic , visitling Pakistan on Jan. 9,
charged that "the inteniational com
munity , whicll had promised peace in
Bosnia-Herce*ovina, has done noth
ing . " Those vtho have imposed the
arms embargq "should either act or
let us act," he said . "We should be
given an opportunity to defend our
selves . "
• BRITISH Foreign Secretary
Douglas Hurd; dismissed the idea of
extending NAtO, in a speech report
ed by the Financial Times on Jan . 10.
"Are the U.S, Congress, the House
of Commons, ,the French Assembly,
the [Germanli Bundestag solemnly
ready to guar:p.ntee with the lives of
their citizens ,' the frontiers of, say ,
Slovakia? If n bt, or if not yet, then it
would be a d�ceit to pretend other
wise ," he said�
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Clinton, Gore under : attack
from IMF asset-strippers
by Edward Spannaus

As President Clinton arrived in Moscow on Jan . 1 2 , the fight
over International Monetary Fund policies that erupted four
weeks earlier appeared to have subsided . During the period
since Vice President Al Gore ' s criticism of IMF conditionali
ties in Moscow on Dec . 1 6 , and then Strobe Talbott' s "less
shock, more therapy" statements a few days later, adminis
tration s.pokesmen have been at great pains to stress that Gore
and Talbott' s statements were "misinterpreted" and "taken
out of context. "
"More reform , more therapy ," was the sound-bite formu
la put forward by Clinton on Jan . 5 . By Jan . 1 3 , while Clinton
was in Moscow , the New York Times declared that the Gore
Talbott view of easing western conditions for aid "was
strongly opposed by the Treasury Department and seems to
have been firmly quashed . "
But, no matter how hard the spin doctors try to put their
gloss on what U . S . and western policy toward Russia should
be , the determining factor will be the economic and political
reality in Russia. The reality is that "shock therapy" is fin
ished . Russian Prime Minister Viktor Chernomyrdin has said
this on a number of occasions , most recently in the days
leading up to Clinton 's arrival there . As some sources have
indicated , this message will get through to Clinton , although
it may not be necessarily evident from press accounts of his
trip.
"There will no longer be shock reforms," Postfactum
news agency quoted Chernomyrdin as saying on Jan . 5 . Ad
dressing the opening session of the State Duma on Jan . 1 2 ,
Chernomyrdin said that the country would b e moving to
"another stage of the reforms , the stage of economic stabiliza
tion , in which emphasis in all the government's activities is
being shifted toward creating favorable conditions for the
work of the Russian commodity producer.
"We intend to act without succumbing to unjustified
spurts or poorly thought-out ' shock' decisions ," he said .
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What Gore said

i

As soon as Gore returned f�om Moscow , the terms of the
IMF discussion focused on thel idea of a "social safety net,"
L e . , providing assistance for Iworkers who become unem
ployed due to the shutting do�n of industries . The assump
tion of almost all sides in th� debate was that inefficient
industries (Le. , heavy industry) must be shut down and assets
sold off, as government subsi4ies are ended . But this is not
the emphasis of what Gore said .
Gore was in Moscow meeting with Chernomyrdin as part
of their work on the commission on space technology and
energy . In a joint press conference with Chernomyrdin , Gore
stressed the "devastating" imp.ct of cutbacks in the Russian
defense industry , noting that in some communities , as many
as 80-90% of the people employed have been employed in
defense industries . "And part df the tragedy is, these people
are extremely talented, well fducated, well trained, very
capable , and have a great deal �o offer to the world in terms
of their expertise and talents ,'l he said . Gore described the
joint U . S . -Russian efforts to o�en up new avenues for coop
eration , citing a number of agreements which are "all focused
on investment and on economi¢ progress . "
Responding to a question �ut the IMF, Gore made his
statement criticizing IMF and World B ank conditionalities .
"Now that right there may b e ¢nough t o create a diplomatic
incident ," Gore continued, " �ut I don' t care because the
world has to recognize the g�vity of this situation and the
enormity of the opportunity fC!>r the world to integrate this
magnificent nation with these wonderfully talented working
men and women , scientists an4 engineers and professionals,
into the common effort of huniankind to build a better way
of life for the peoples of our w qrld . "
Two days later, Chernomy�din said that the Russian gov
ernment would focus less on tight monetary policy and more
on big investments . "Now investment and production rise are
ElK
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becoming the main issues," he said , adding that the govern
ment would concentrate on launching high-technology
projects .
But, in interviews over the next weekend , Treasury Sec
retary Lloyd Bentsen and other Treasury officials attempted
to dilute Gore' s criticisms of the IMF; Bentsen said that there
has not been excessive reform, and that some conditionality
on loans is needed. Anonymous Treasury officials were
quoted as retailing the IMF line , that Russia' s problems are
caused by "too little reform rather than too much . " All of a
sudden the terms of the debate , at least as it was being carried
on in public , were whether there was too little or too much
shock therapy , and whether western aid should be provided
to enable Russia to create a "safety net" to catch those thrown
out of work. Except for a handful of voices who questioned
the wisdom of shutting down all industries , lost in this debate
was any emphasis on the need to keep factories open or to
increase production, not just trading .
IMF counterattack
On Dec . 30, a memorandum was issued by the IMF and

World Bank staff on economic reform in Russia. The note ,
a criticism of Gore and Talbott' s statements , said that the
problem in Russia was that reform had been "extremely grad
ual ," and needed to be speeded up . The note went on to say
that "the social dimension is best addressed through targeted
social safety net policies," of the sort recommended by the
IMF and World Bank, "rather than through generalized sub
sidies and credits" to industries . The memo demanded "mac
roeconomic stabilization," with tight limits on credit and
budget deficits; expanding of privatization programs and le
gal reform, liberalizing external trade , bringing energy prices
up to world levels , shutting down old power plants , and
keeping conditionalities .
Lawrence Summers , undersecretary o f the treasury for
international affairs , warned in a speech in Boston on Jan . 3
that there is no "third way" of economic reform, i . e . , between
communism and free-market capitalism . Addressing the les
sons of the recent Russian elections , Summers declared that
"it would be a grave mistake to infer from the election any
mandate for a 'third way ' approach to reform . . . . There is
no viable alternative for economies in transition besides the
hard work of [monetary] stabilization and privatization. " An
IMF official involved in drafting the Dec . 30 note told EIR
that the speech was a "direct reaction" to the IMF memo .
The alternative to communist economics

The argument of the pro-IMF faction-that the free trade
model is the alternative to communist economics-was de
molished in a memorandum by economist Lyndon H .
LaRouche on Jan . 8 . I n fact, LaRouche pointed out, Marx
didn't specify any particular form of economy; his work was
premised on the work of the physiocrats , and of Adam Smith
and David Ricardo. Marx' s work is a criticism of the British
model of capitalism, but it shares the same underlying premEIR
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ises . "Marx ' s criticisms are premised on the assumption that
British economy is the only model of capitalist economy ,
which is frankly , of course , absurd ," laRouche wrote . "The
American System existed before the British East India Com
pany had elaborated fully the system which Marx criticized,
the American System being based and derived largely from
the work of Leibniz and Leibniz ' s allies among the Mercantil
ists so-called. "
The problem o f the Bolshevik economy , LaRouche not
ed, is that it was characterized in most of the civilian sector
by a lack of willingness to accept i mproved technology , a
stubborn peasant resistance to technological progress . This
is the significance of the military industrial sector in the
Soviet economy-the sector emphasized by Gore in Mos
cow . LaRouche noted that it was only in the Soviet military
industrial sector that science and technology were actually
applied , and thus "it was in the militllry industrial complex
of Russia that all of the generated profit of the Russian system
was created . "
''The military sector o f Russia was a n economy essential
ly of exception," commented LaRouche . "It was a war econ
omy section which lay outside what is otherwise the general
economy of Russia. The result is that the dismantling of
the military-industrial complex means the collapse of the
Russian economy to a Third World condition . " Except for
this sector, LaRouche observed , the Soviet economy was a
complete failure , just as the free tride model has been a
complete failure .
LaRouche pointed out that in the Russian scientific and
military-industrial complex as a whole , there is "one of the
best set of scientists on this planet," at least before they were
dispersed by the Gaidar-Sachs reforms . The Russian scientist
is generally the key to seeing what the lsolution is; the Russian
scientist can understand exactly how a good economy should
function in terms of increasing the relationship between sci
entific progress and the conversion of these principles into
machine tool · applications , and then into knowledge and
products .
LaRouche concluded that we need that kind of mixed
economy which was anticipated implicitly by Alexander
Hamilton , and by his successors , including Friedrich List in
Germany , and by those who understood such matters , such
as Sergei Witte in Russia. This is Vlariously referred to as
the "dirigist" or "mercantilist" modc:l , or often just as the
"American System" of political economy .
Although neither Gore nor Talbott has come anywhere
near putting the issue in these terms , Gore has at least empha
sized the importance of preserving the scientific and intellec
tual elites which are concentrated in the military-industrial
sector of the Russian economy , and Clinton and Talbott have
shown a willingness to move away firom the policies of the
Bush administration . As against those who insist on the IMF
policy of asset-stripping , of shutting �own Russian industry ,
Gore ' s statements indicate a degree pf reality which is des
perately needed in the debate over Russian economic policy.
National
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State governments
slash own throats
by H. Graham Lowry
At a time when the nation' s economy is rapidly disinteg
rating , state governors are promising more austerity and fur
ther dismantling of vital state functions . The "state of the
state" messages delivered so far in the New Year are rife with
proposals for phasing out or eliminating programs , dumping
them on local governments , privatizing them, or slashing
their funding-in the case of welfare programs especially
without much concern for the consequences .
The only significant amounts o f new spending to have
found favor with the governors are for "fighting crime" and
constructing more prisons . California Gov . Pete Wilson
called for putting three-time violent felons behind bars for
25 years to life , and life sentences for arsonists , "sexual
predators ," and felons who use a weapon . He also asked for
$2 billion in new state bonds to construct six more prisons.
New York's Mario Cuomo demanded mandatory life senten
ces without parole for three-time violent offenders . Ohio' s
George Voinovich asked for a constitutional amendment to
eliminate automatic appeal of the death penalty , and funds
for construction of a new high-security prison for violent
felons .
Arizona Gov . Fife Symington called for a "war on crime"
and an end to parole. Iowa' s Terry Branstad demanded
tougher penalties for juvenile crime and boot camps for
young offenders . Washington ' s Mike Lowry called for pro
grams to combat violent youth crime . Massachusetts Gov .
William Weld has already signed a bill this year to force
prison inmates to serve at least two-thirds of their sentences .
So many governors harangued their legislatures about incar
cerating their citizens , that an uninformed observer might
think they had been elected wardens instead .
Collapse of central government

For the population still at large , many governors are plan
ning to "liberate" them from state assistance in maintaining
such vital functions as public safety , education , and welfare .
California's Governor Wilson is again seeking to lead the
way , having already slashed state aid to local communities
by $2 . 6 billion last year.
Wilson ' s new budget proposal features a swindle dubbed
"realignment ," which entails shifting control of $5 . 4 billion
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worth of secondary health and welfare programs to county
governments . In return , the counties will have to pick up the
tab for 50% of the cost of Aid to Families with Dependent
Children (AFDC) and 1 1 % o� Medi-Cal , the state' s program
of medical assistance for the Ineedy . Funds for the program
will come from redirecting l�al sales taxes, property taxes ,
and court fines back to the �ounties . Faced with massive
unemployment and soaring welfare rolls , Wilson has repeat
edly sought to slash welfare wyments by 50% and terminate
eligibility within two years . �ow , if the counties run short of
funds , they will choose hOW l and what to cut, or raise new
revenues themselves .
With maneuvers like thesle, Wilson claims he has a bal
anced budget, though many forecasts already project a deficit
of $ 10 billion or more . Wils�n' s numbers also assume that
the federal government will igive California more than $3
billion in reimbursements fot' "taking care of illegal immigrants . "
Another of Wilson ' s schemes for discarding the responsi
bilities of state government w�s a school voucher plan which
could have cut education spe.ding virtually in half. Califor
nia's voters overwhelmingly lrejected the proposal last No
vember, but deschooling measures continue to pop up around
the country . Arizona Governdr Symington proposed a vouch
er program in his "state of $e state" address , and Illinois
Gov . Jim Edgar called for ap experimental charter school
program which would allow 11 2 public schools to be run by
private businesses , free from ptost state requirements .
Edgar has already drastiqally reduced state funding for
public schools , and has dippe� into the state ' s pension funds
to cover a number of educational and other expenditures .
The Illinois auditor general's office reported Jan . 1 2 that
the state' s five pension fund� are now underfunded by $ 1 4
billion , an increase o f $ 1 . 2 billion from last year.
Less spending, more trouble

The governors continue qhipping away at the functions
of the state , while nowhere is there any significant discussion
of reviving the economy . Instead, there are pitiful gestures
toward developing small businesses through minor tax cred
its . Pete Wilson wants $2 b,llion to build prisons, but he
proposed a measly $ 1 ,000 tax credit for new businesses
which create up to 1 00 jobs inicalifornia. Los Angeles Coun
ty alone has /ost 425 ,OOO jobs since July 1 990 .
For Ohio, wracked by defense layoffs and shutdowns of
auto plants , Governor Voinolvich has proposed income tax
credits for displaced workeJ!s seeking retraining , and for
small and medium-sized corqpanies to invest in new equip
ment. Meanwhile , he has offj!red nothing to the state' s mu
nicipalities to reverse their , accelerating collapse toward
bankruptcy. A Miami (Ohio) University forecast for 1 994
projects serious financial pro�lems for 90% of Ohio' s cities
with populations exceeding �O,OOO. Almost 40% of them
expect deficits to top their cuqent budgets by more than 50% .
EIR
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New holes emerge
in Lockerbie coverup
by Jeffrey Steinberg
Five years after the tragic bombing of Pan American World
Airways Flight 103 over Lockerbie , Scotland, the coverup
of responsibility for that terrorist crime , carefully nurtured by
President George Bush and British Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher, is coming unglued . And , as a result , new evidence
has been surfacing that points to the Syrian and Iranian gov
ernments and the Popular Front for the Liberation of Pales
tine-General Command (PFLP-GC) as the likely culprits.
Pan Am Flight 1 03 exploded on Dec . 2 1 , 1 98 8 , killing
270 people , including a group of American intelligence offi
cers who were returning to the United States from Lebanon .
A controversial report by New York City investigator Juval
Aviv , released to Pan Am's insurance underwriters in 1 990 ,
charged that a U . S . intelligence drug sting at Frankfurt Inter
national Airport had been penetrated by the PFLP-GC , en
abling the bomb to be planted aboard the jetliner. Syndicated
columnist Jack Anderson fueled the controversy when he
charged in a series of articles that Bush and Thatcher had
conspired , beginning in March 1 989, to bury the evidence of
Syrian sponsorship of the terrorist attack in order to pursue
their political rapprochement with the Hafez ai-Assad regime
in Damascus , and to cover up aspects of the Iran-Contra
scandal that would have been devastating to their govern
ments .
The Aviv report had named top Syrian mobster Mansur
al-Kassar, a close associate of President Assad and his broth
er Rifaat al-Assad, as a pivotal player in the Lockerbie bomb
plot. AI-Kassar, in addition to his longstanding ties to the
Soviet intelligence services , had been paid millions of dollars
by Lt . Col . Oliver North to provide Soviet-made arms to
the Nicaraguan Contras and to help secure the release of
American hostages in Lebanon .
The Libya angle

A critical feature of the Bush-Thatcher coverup was the
appearance of "evidence" in 1 99 1 that a key component of the
Lockerbie bomb could be traced to the Libyan government.
Ultimately, two Libyan intelligence agents were charged
with the Pan Am 1 03 bombing , Syria and Iran were given a
clean bill of health, and the United Nations Security Council
moved to slap sanctions on Libya and to pressure Libyan
leader Muamar Qaddafi to tum over the two alleged terrorists
EIR
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for trial in England or the United States.
Now , the Libya story has been severely discredited . In
December 1 993 , Edwin Bollier, the Slw iss manufacturer of
the "zero series" timer that was used in the Pan Am 1 03
bomb , told the London Sunday Times and BBC ' s Radio 4
that Libya had not been the only client to purchase the timers
in the months leading up to the Locker� ie bombing . The East
German government also purchased i 4entical timers during
the same period . The Stasi (East German state security) main
tained close ties to the PFLP-GC cell in Frankfurt, according
to official records obtained by German authorities following
reunification. Further, Ulrich Lumpert. the chief engineer of
Bollier, had informed the West Germa� authorities about the
timer sales to East Germany in 1 990, and that information
was suppressed !
Writing about the new revalation� of the East German
and PFLP-GC links to the timers , SII-nday Times reporter
David Leppard on Dec . 1 9 , 1 993 scored Bush , British For
eign Secretary Douglas Hurd , and others for their rush to
exonerate Iran and Syria, which "sat qneasily with many of
the detectives involved in the Lockerbi� hunt. The American
CIA had traced a wire transfer indi� ating that up to $ 1 2
million had been paid by the Iranian gqvernment to the Vien
na bank account of Ahmed Jibril. . . . few could understand
the rush by the Foreign Office and StJtte Department to let
Iran and Syria so completely off the hQok . "
With crucial evidence discrediting( the Libya theory , at
tention is again focusing back on the S tria-Iran line of inqui
ry . And the Clinton administration appears to be distancing
itself from the hard-line stance of th� Bush White House
toward blaming Libya alone for the !blast (even the Aviv
report implicated Libyan intelligence in assisting in the terror
plan) . Administration officials have rePortedly been looking
at the possibility of holding a trial for tqe two accused Libyan
officers on Malta, where the climate I for a fair trial would
be better. Libya has apparently signaled its willingness to
cooperate in such a change of venue . the World Court in the
Hague is considering the Malta site . I
Some Washington sources interviewed by EIR believe
that the Clinton administration ' s willingness to reopen the
Syria-Iran line of inquiry is tied to renewed efforts to draw
Syria into the Middle East peace proce�s . According to these
sources , the evidence of the PFLP-Gq role in the Lockerbie
massacre was floated on the eve of the peneva summit rneet
ing between Clinton and Assad in ordeI1 to pressure Damascus
to abandon its opposition to the Israeli deal with the PLO and
its support of rejectionist front Palesti � ian radicals .
Whether the Clinton administratioll1 is using Lockerbie as
a lever for furthering the Mideast peaQe process or there is a
genuine commitment to get to the b�tom of the bombing ,
may prove to be of secondary conseq\lle nce . With Bush and
Thatcher out of power, with new ev idence surfacing , and
with new books and documentary film$ on the tragedy , it will
be ever more difficult to bury the truth;
National
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zalez has also called for the SEC , the Federal Reserve , and
others to investigate Soros' s shady dealings .
Financial writer Martin Mayer, who authored Nightmare

on Wall Street: Salomon Brotkers and the Corruption of the
Marketplace, told EIR that he has one witness who places

'New Republic' covers
for Soros's sleaze
by Scott Thompson
The Jan . 10- 1 7 , 1 994 issue of the New Republic has a garish
cover displaying George Soros , appearing as a Hindu deity ,
accompanied by an article titled "Mr. Soros' s Planet: A Trip
with the Billionaire Speculator . . . as He Tries To Save the
Eastern Bloc . " This article should have carried the stamp
"unpaid advertisement . " With no investigating , the article by
the flagship weekly of America's left-liberal establishment
dismisses myriad documentation, provided by congression
al , Justice Department, regulatory agency, and former busi
ness associate sources , all of whom believe that Soros is a
dangerous con man and thief.
New Republic associate editor Michael Lewis waves off
the trove of damning evidence against Soros with the glib
observation:
"In the past few years a glittering array of powerful people
has suspected him of something . The president of the Europe
an Community and representatives of the French and Bel
gians have accused him of orchestrating an 'Anglo-Saxon'
plot to undermine the French currency . The United States
Securities and Exchange Commission [SEC] leaked allega
tions that Soros was near the center of Solomon Brothers '
[sic] attempt to comer the U . S . government bond markets .
On or about as much evidence , the followers of Lyndon
LaRouche have put him at the center of an international drug
conspiracy; most recently they were spotted picketing Soros
outside an economic conference in Bogota. "
A fall guy for Salomon Brothers

Two Wall Street insiders have reported to EIR that Soros
Fund Management (SFM) , headed by George Soros , is a
target of a grand jury probe into the 1 990-9 1 effort by Salo
mon Brothers to comer the U . S . Treasury bond market . One
former business associate of Soros claims that he is trying
to make Stanley Druckenmiller, formerly with the Dreyfus
Corp. , and who became SFM ' s portfolio manager for hedg
ing and speculation , the fall guy for Soros ' s central role in
this alleged crime .
As House Banking Committee Chairman Henry Gonza
lez (D-Tex . ) said in October hearings , "Salomon Brothers
gypped the Treasury out of $2 billion . " Representative Gon66
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Soros , despite the speculator' s denials , at the May 29 , 1 99 1
meeting of Salomon Brothers and associates, where the plans
to comer U . S . Treasury bon� s were made . Martin firmly
believes SFM ' s Druckenmiller had been assigned as a "silent
partner" in the deal . SFM received a $4 . 3 billion line of credit
for the purchase of Treasury · bonds out of the $ 1 5 billion
Salomon had devoted for this auction , which covered 1 00%
of the "capital" that Soros' s Qijantum Fund would expend on
buying bonds . Mayer estimates that Quantum Fund made
$40-50 million, when those who had sold the bonds short
before the auction had to purchase them at higher prices
afterward from Quantum and the other participants in the
alleged conspiracy .
A former top business associate of Soros told EIR: "I
know how Soros operates . If he was not actually at that
meeting , he was in a phone hQokup with it . . . . Soros is the
brains behind Soros Fund Ma$agement. Even a recent issue
of Business Week reports that he is regularly on the phone
with his top staff like Druckenmiller, no matter where Soros
is in the world. There is no way Druckenmiller could have
done that without Soros ' s approval . All a prosecutor would
have to do is get the phone records . "
'Ivan Boesky-type behalVior'

The former business associate added: "Soros has gotten
greedier, and he thinks he has become invulnerable , but in
this case he just did what he i did in the Computer Science
case [see below] . There is a good chance someone will talk,
although I do not know how �ch pressure they are applying
on Druckenmiller to keep him quiet. Soros' s strategy is to
make Druckenmiller the fall guy for Soros ' s actions in the
Salomon Brothers case . "
According to this business: associate , Soros began to dis
play "Ivan Boesky-type behavior" in the late- 1 970s . Soros
set up a network through his synagogue to buy insider-trading
information . Soros told the fonner associate that money had
become more important to him than his reputation . Already
by 1 979 Soros was the target of a criminal investigation.
According to a Dunn and Bradstreet report:
"The Securities and Exchange Commission announced
on Sept . 1 2 , 1 979, Judge Charles S . Haight, Jr. of the United
States District Court for the Southern District of New York
entered a Final Judgment of :Permanent Injunction (,Final
JUdgment') against Soros Fund Management Inc . ( ' SFM ' )
and George Soros enjoining them from further violations of
the anti-fraud and anti-manipulative provisions of the Federal
Securities Laws in connection with certain activities . SFM
was reported as an investmemt advisor for various foreign
investment companies, and George Soros reportedly served
EIR
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as SFM ' s President. The two defendants consented to the
entry of the Final Judgment without admitting or denying the
allegations of the Commission' s complaint which was filed
on May 1 8 , 19?9�
"The Commission' s Complaint alleged that George
Soros and SFM manipulated the market price of Computer
Sciences Corp. ( 'CSC ' ) common stock by engaging in a
scheme to sell CSC common stock shortly before a public
offering of such stock which caused the offering price to
declne , and during such offering , purchasing approximately
165 ,000 shares of CSC common stock at an artificially low
price . The Commission charged that SFM and George Soros
thereafter purchased additional shares of CSC common stock
for the purpose of acquiring additional stock at artificially
low prices and causing the market price of CSC common
stock to increase . "
According to the former business associate , Soros paid
CSC tens of millions of dollars in an out-of-court settlement
of a civil suit it had brought to recover damages .
Again i n 1 983 , the former associate states , the same situ
ation repeated itself with the Commodities Futures Trading
Commission (CFTC) . It enjoined Soros from practices that
allegedly violated its rules on fraudulent behavior, and Soros
again responded with a consent decree that neither admitted
nor denied guilt.
As a result, should the SEC or the CFTC again find Soros
gUilty of fraud, he will likely face criminal prosecution .
In what may presage his manipulations with Salomon
Brothers , Soros' s former associate states that Soros told him
he had opened hundreds of fraudulent accounts so he could
exceed individual limits on the purchase of gilt-edged securi
ties from the Bank of England .
Soros used Kit Kat and Aiken, which has since been sold,
to set up the bogus accounts in the 1 980s . "Soros said to me
that he had them stay up all night at Kit Kat and Aiken to
manufacture bogus accounts , so Soros could exceed the lim
its on gilts ," the former associate said. Soros ' s partner at Kit
Kat in this alleged swindle was Nils O. Taube , who is today
a senior manager of Lord Jacob Rothschild' s St. James Place ,
which holds a major position on Soros ' s flagship Quantum
Fund NV . Lord Jacob Rothschild assigned the same Nils
Taube to sit on the board of Quantum Fund NV to represent
his interest.
"I do not know why British law enforcement agencies
were not more of watchdogs on this," the former business
associate said . But, a British intelligence financial investiga
tor has told EIR : "There was a lot of that in those days . I will
look into the charges . "
EIR's record

This is certainly more than the New Republic' s Michael
Lewis has done , whose squishy soft treatment of Soros , after
flying in the billionaire' s private plane for weeks , would
earn him a failing grade , even at the Columbia School of
EIR
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Journalism. As for Lewis ' s sneer at charges from "the follow
ers of Lyndon LaRouche ," EIR will soon reveal Soros' s orga
nized crime ties. This expose will '*>t only show Soros ' s
ties to lieutenants o f National Crime Syndicate chief Meyer
Lansky . It will also expose his business partnership in the
Newmont gold mine with Li Kai Shin� ("The Red Fat Cat") ,
who sits on the board of the Hongkong jIlnd Shanghai Banking
Corp . , which , as the EIR book Dope, Inc . demonstrated,
controls production , distribution , and initial money-laun
dering of all opium/heroin productio� in the "Golden Trian
gle . " Gold is often used as an intermediary for the purchase
of heroin .
I
As Gretchen Small documented 'in the Oct. 1 5 , 1 993
issue of EIR ("Peru Still B lacklisted Despite New Anti-Terror
Victories") , Peruvian President Albeqo Fujimori was threat
ened by Soros' s brother and bU$iness associate Paul
Soros in a Sept. 28 , 1 993 full-page Ntw York Times ad. The
ad demanded that Fujimori dismantle his military , which is
the only bastion against national chao� from the narco-terror
ist Shining Path, which is part of the, "Silver Crescent" co
caine-trafficking army . Paul Soros, who sold his internation
al construction firm (Paul Soros �ssociates) to Italian
investors , made it clear in the ad !Qat there would be no
investment in Peru, as long as Peru kept its national defense .
The ad said:
"When you can be sure that miJitary influence in the
government is really firrilly finished, the value of any invest
ment goes up 30, 40 , even 50% . In Latin America, whenever
the army , as an institution , is part <t the country' s power
structure , all investments are discou�ed because that intro
duces an element of instability . As tan investor, one likes
stability . "
George Soros also sits on the board of Americas Watch,
part of the "human rights" angle in the Anglo-American plot
to annihilate Ibero-America' s militari�s .
As for New Republic' s reference to the November inter
vention by "the followers of LyndOIi LaRouche" against a
speech by George Soros' s employee and Harvard punk econ
omist Jeffrey Sachs in Bogota, Colpmbia, LaRouche co
thinkers raised questions about wher4 Soros got his money .
As Soros has written , he hired Sachs to impose "IMF shock
therapy" in Poland , Russia, and other lformer East bloc coun
tries , with disastrous results . Sachs ciame , recommended to
Soros on the basis of his implemerltation of "IMF shock
therapy" in the "Silver Crescent" naticlm of Bolivia, where he
destroyed agro-industrial production While vastly increasing
cocaine production . Asked if he and $oros supported legal
ization of drugs , Sachs waffled , offering instead that Soros
is "a great friend of mine , a great philanthropist , a great
economist. He runs over 20 philanthropic organizations . "
The SEC , CFTC , British authori.ies , former close busi
ness associates, the chairman of the House Banking Commit
tee , a federal grand jury , and "the! followers of Lyndon
LaRouche" do not agree with Sachs ' S flunky praise .
National
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Response to "Prime Time Live "

Scare-Illongers on ABC program claim
DDT is causing breast cancer!
by J . Gordon Edwards , PhD
Dr. Edwards is a professor emeritus of entomoloy at San
Jose State University in California, where he has taught for
44 years.

On Dec . 9, 1 993 , the ABC News program "Prime Time
Live" presented a voodoo snake oil circus directed against
DDT (and its breakdown product, DDE) . The robust ring
leader of the show waS a living reminder that adipose tissue ,
itself, generates cancer-causing estrogens .
In addition to the carcinogenic effects of human fat tissue,
many other causes of breast cancer have been implicated,
including high caloric intake , alcohol ingestion , birth control
pills, supplemental hormones , early onset of menstruation
(before age 1 4) , delayed child-bearing (after age 30) , and
menopause . DDT (DDE) has not been blamed earlier, per
haps because it may even be anti-estrogenic , rather than
estrogenic . Congress allotted hundreds of millions of dollars
last year for research into the possible causes of breast cancer,
so some groups of "researchers" were desperately seeking to
cash in-and DDT is so famous that it seemd to offer a
possible way to attract attention . Widespread newspaper cov
erage blaming DDT (and DDE) as a cause of breast cancer
last April evidently failed to convince anyone , so the same
people are now trying to attract attention , and funding , via
ABC television . More than 80 scientific , peer-reviewed , arti
cles state that DDT is not carcinogenic !
The Prime Time propagandist even invoked the name of
Rachel Carson, evidently unaware of her lack of credibility .
It was stated that "Rachel Carson warned about DDT and
cancer in her book the Silent Spring, stating specifically that
synthetic estrogens have a combined effect that is a matter
that warrants the most serious concern" (emphasis added) .
That statement evidently was taken from page 236 of the
book , where she wrote: "The argument for the indirect role
of pesticides in cancer is based on their proven ability to
damage the liver and to reduce the supply of B vitamins , thus
leading to an increase in the ' endogenous' estrogens , or those
produced by the body itself. Added to these are the wide
variety of synthetic estrogens to which we are increasingly
exposed-those in cosmetics, drugs , foods , and occupation68
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al exposures. The combined effect is a matter that warrants
the most serious concern" (emphasis added) . It should be
pointed out that she was speaking of numerous possible ef
fects , but certainly not DDT and not breast cancer!
On page 238 Miss Carson wrote , "The individual ex
posed to DDT is almost certain Ito also be exposed to solvents ,
paint removers , degreasing a�nts , dry-cleaning fluids , and
anesthetics . " (Add: alcohol , icreosote , ammonia, arsenic ,
fluorine , vinyl chloride , PCBs, PBB s , methyl bromide,
chlordane , malathion, pyretlulum, rotenone, and numerous
common medications?) She then asked, "What then can be a
' safe dose' of DDT?" A much better question would have
been "What then can be a ' daqgerous dose ' of just DDT?"
What we know about breast cancer

It is unfortunate that telev�ion permitted the showing of
such an untruthful, scare-mongering attempt by a small group
of propagandists to gain support for unnecessary ''research.''
Research funds should not be \\laSted on such capricious activi
ties, when there are numerous ttuthful researchers endeavoring
to arrive at rational solutions to ithe breast cancer problem.
There has been a gradual increase of breast cancer detec
tions in the United States bet inning 1 0 years before DDT
was in existence . The National Cancer Institute attributes
three-fourths of the rise to the Use of better detection methods,
and agrees with the American Cancer Society that "there is
not now and never has been ;an epidemic of breast cancer
here . " Although there were .ncreasingly high numbers of
cases detected , due to the new mammography techniques,
the mortality rates for breast cancer have held steady over the
past 20 years , and the NCI reported that the incidence of new
cases actually declined in 1 988 and 1 989 (the latest years for
which records were available),
Prime Time Live stated that Long Island women have
"startlingly high rates of breast cancer . " Those same women
appealed to the Centers for Disease Control with their allega
tions , in 1 99 1 , and the CDC investigated the situation there
in 1 992 . Their data on the iI)cidence rates in the counties
where Prime Time produced this TV show were revealing.
The CDC reported that: "The women have a higher prevaEIR
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Schiller Institute to hold
February conference
The Schiller Institute , a think-tank for republican policy,
and the International Caucus of Labor Committees
(ICLC) , the philosophical association founded and led by
Lyndon H. LaRouche , Jr. , will hold their next semi-annu
al joint conference on Presidents ' Day weekend, Feb . 1 82 1 , 1 994 .
The conference will discuss a new theoretical writing
of Mr. LaRouche ' s , explaining his original contribution
to the Leibniz science of physical economy in the 1 94852 period. Titled simply , "LaRouche ' s Discovery ," it will
appear in the Spring 1 994 issue of Fidelio magazine .
The gathering will be the first international conference
marking the tenth anniversary of the Schiller Institute . It
was founded in early 1 984 at the urging of Mrs . Helga
Zepp-LaRouche , as a new institution working to mend
the dangerous rift then dividing the United States from
Germany , her native land, and indeed from western Eu-

lence of known risk factors , including a history of benign
breast disease , certain reproductive history traits , and ethnic
origin . " When the researcher controlled for these variables,
the women did not appear to have an extraordinarily high rate
for the disease .
Prime Time stated that "two months ago , Congress finally
funded a broad study of DDT and other pesticides with possi
ble connections to breast cancer. " In truth , Congress took
that action more than a year earlier than that , and did not
specify pesticide connections ! The National Breast Cancer
Coalition got millions of dollars , the NCI received $ 1 97
million, and the Department of Defense got $2 10 million .
Early in 1 992, Massachusetts had a $3 million budget for
breast cancer testing , education , and research programs , and
NCI agreed to match that amount . (The rate of breast cancer
in Massachusetts is 1 8% higher than the national average ,
and reasons for that are still unknown . ) The American Cancer
Society has been theorizing publicly that the odds of U . S .
women developing breast cancer are 1 i n 9 , but many authori
ties say the odds are between 1 in 500 and 1 in 1 ,000 (de
pending on the woman' s age) . The " 1 in 9 figure ," the ACS
recently stated, was "more o/a metaphor than a hardfigure"
(emphasis added) .
DDT saved millions of lives

Early in the Prime Time Live show , it was stated (with a
trace of sarcasm) that DDT was given a hero 's welcome after
World War II , but the reasons were not mentioned . The
EIR
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rope in general .
Although the most obvious aspect<; of the crisis were
strategic , political , and economic , from its inception the
Institute also plumbed the cultural and scientific failings
which lay behind the collapse , and pointed the way back
to the greatest moments in the two continents ' respective
histories , namely: the American Rev6lution , the Classic
period of Germany (Beethoven , Schiller) , the Golden Re
naissance of the 1 5th century which made possible the
discovery and evangelization of the Americas; and , echo
ing those , our century' s steps toward conquering outer
space .
This will be the first ICLClSchillet conference in five
years in which Lyndon LaRouche will : b e free . Incarcerat
ed on Jan . 27 , 1 989 after being railro�ed to a conviction
on false , politically motivated federal fraud and conspira
cy charges , he will be released on patole on Jan . 26 . He
is now 7 1 .
For information about registering tp attend the confer
ence , contact your EIR representative �r the Schiller Insti
tute national office at (202) 544-70 \ 8 before Feb . 1 1 ,
1 994 .

i

National Academy of Sciences wrote;; in 1 965 that "in little
more than two decades , DDT has prevented 500 million
human deaths that would otherwise have been inevitable ,"
and, in 1 973 , the World Health Organ.zation pointed out that
" 100 million humans who would have died of insect-borne
diseases are alive today because of DDT . " Millions more
escaped starvation and severe malnutrition, thanks to the fact
that DDT saved their crops and theit stored food . Perhaps
Prime Time did not consider such factS as relevant?
Why the great fear of DDT (DD� ) more than 20 years
after the innocuous pesticide was b�nned by the political
actions of William Ruckelshaus , then head of the Environ
mental Protection Agency? Prime T�me alleged that DDT
"doesn't disappear . . . it lingers mord than a century . " (Per
haps they were unaware that it has only been in existence for
half a century?) In 1 987, Science magazine reported that
only one-thirtieth of one year's prod�ction of DDT and its
metabolites could be accounted for in all the living things on
this planet, and in Gulf Breeze , Florida, the EPA proved that
92% of DDT and its metabolites disappeared from seawater
in just 38 days . More than 1 50 scientific articles documented
the removal of DDT and its metabolit�s from air, water, soil ,
and living creatures, and public health studies found DDT
residues were eliminated from animal fat tissues rather rapid
ly (within months) , much of it as D])A in the urine . Obvi
ously only traces now survive in the U . S . environment, and
there is not enough anywhere in our enwironments to kill even
the most sensitive insects .
National
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National News

Michigan j udge eclipses
Kevorkian in brutality .
On Dec . 1 3 , Wayne County Circuit Court
Judge Richard Kaufman ruled that Michi
gan's law against assisted suicide is uncon
stitutional because it deprives a "compe
tent" person with a "poor quality of life" the
right to "rational suicide . " Kaufman took up
the issue of the state's ban on assisted sui
cide after Jack Kevorkian's attorney Geof
frey Fieger asked that he dismiss charges
against Kevorkian in the September "sui
cide" of Donald O'Keefe . Fieger says the
ban violates the 14th Amendment protec
tions that no state shall "deprive any person
of . . . liberty . . . without due process of
law."
Kaufman called 99% of Fieger's claims
bunk, and then used the ravings of euthana
sia advocates that there is "significant sup
port in our tradition and history for . . . ap
proving suicide ," including one assertion
that Christ's death was a "suicide . " The
judge said that the state's interest in preserv
ing life sometimes takes "a back seat to other
protected rights" when a person's quality of
life is poor. Kaufman hinged his argument
on the Supreme Court's 1 927 ruling in Buck
v. Bell which upheld Virginia's right to forc
ibly sterilize "feebleminded" women whose
children would presumably suffer poor
quality of life. Oliver Wendell Holmes's
majority opinion was used to craft the Nazi
race purification laws.
The toll in Kevorkian's "assisted sui
cide" death march stands at 20.

CAN kidnapper
Rick Ross goes on trial
Rick Ross, one of the chief kidnappers of
the Cult Awareness Network (CAN) , went
on trial in Grays Harbor, Washington on
charges of unlawful imprisonment . Early in
1993, Ross made national headlines as an
expert on "cults" advising the FBI and Alco
hol , Tobacco , and Firearms (ATF) authori
ties on the Branch Davidians in Waco,
Texas .
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Ross and two others have been charged
in connection with the 1 99 1 abduction of
1 8-year-old Jason Scott, then a member of
a Pentecostal church in Bellevue , Washing
ton . According to the indictment, Ross was
hired by Katherine Tonkin, to kidnap and
"deprogram" her son . Ross reportedly told
her that if she paid him to "deprogram" her
son, she could make millions of dollars in a
civil suit against the church.
Federal prosecutors have dubbed the so
called anti-cult deprograrnmers associated
with CAN a "cottage industry . " CAN's best
known "deprogrammer," Galen Kelly , was
active in operations against the LaRouche
movement until his conviction last year on
a federal kidnapping charge .
Ross, a convicted jewel thief, has made
a living as a kidnapper for hire , portraying
himself as a "cult expert." Last year, FBI
and ATF officials relied heavily on Ross in
their planning and execution of the raids
against the Branch Davidians, which left
some 90 people dead . In a report prepared
for the FBI , Emory University Prof. Nancy
Ammerman sharply criticized federal offi
cials for relying on CAN and Ross , who ,
she wrote , "have a direct ideological (and
financial) interest in arousing suspicion and
antagonism against what they call 'cults . ' "

Buchanan , Kissinger rave
against expanding NATO
Former Republican presidential candidate
Pat Buchanan and former Nixon Secretary
of State Henry Kissinger both denounced
President Clinton's plans to extend NATO
to former Warsaw Pact nations in Jan . 7
media commentaries. Buchanan, writing in
the Washington Times, asserted that the
NATO treaty requires the United States to
"go to war to defend each of 1 5 NATO al
lies . But the United States is not going to war
against a nuclear-armed Russia to defend
countries east of the Oder River. Not now ,
not ever . . . . An America that would not
fight in Bosnia is not going to fight in Slo
vakia. . . . What Europe lacks is fortitude ,
vision , and will. America has provided
these for half a century; we cannot do so
forever."
In television interviews , Kissinger

opined tqat new NATO memberships
should be ; limited to the Czech Republic ,
Hungary , .and Poland. Geopolitician Kis
singer, wI¥> is frequently denounced by Bu
chanan , cQntinued, "I would have preferred
that the issue did not come up now , but if
once the i�sue has been raised, I would now
bring them in . " He referred to a more gener
al opening of the defense alliance as "one of
the poore� t ideas we have had in foreign
policy in � long time ," which would lead to
"a mushy kind of thing in which the victim
is groupe� together with the threat. "

Sagan' ( ! ) calls for revival
of scientific optimism
Astrophys.cist Carl Sagan deplored the
collapse 0' love for science and a sense of
hope in America, in an uncharacteristic es
say in the Jan . 9 Washington Post book sec
tion . Sagan, well known for his popular
anti-scien�ific PBS series "Cosmos," wrote:
"I hav/! a foreboding of an America in
my children's or grandchildren' S time
where we're a service and information econ
omy; when nearly all the key manufacturing
industries have slipped away to other coun
tries , when awesome technological powers
are in the hands of a very few , and no one
representi�g the public interest can even
grasp the l ssues; when people have lost the
ability to �et their own agendas or knowl
edgeably 'luestion those in authority; when,
clutching lour cry �t�ls and c?ns�lting our
.
horoscope;; , our cntlcal facultIes In dechne,
unable to . distinguish between what feels
good and ""hat's true , we slide , almost with
out noticirtg , back into superstition.
" . . . We might get away with it for a
while , butl eventually this combustible mix
ture of ignprance and power is going to blow
up in our �ces . " Sagan concluded that "the
best way to popularize science is through
books . . . .
"An extraterrestrial being . . . might
easily conclude that we are intent on teach
ing lour children] murder, rape , cruelty, su
perstition lind consumerism. . . . What kind
of societj would it be if, instead, we
drummed lnto them science and a sense of
hope?"
One SDurce of optimism was the anEIR
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B ri:l1ly
nouncement by NASA that it would begin
releasing results from the repaired Hubble
Space Telescope on Jan. 1 3 .

Sex offender starred in
cancelled condom ads
The Clinton administration had to cancel
one of its infamous "condoms prevents
AIDS" advertisements on Jan . 7, after it
became known that the rock star promoting
condoms was a sex offender. Anthony
Kiedis, from the rock band "Red Hot Chili
Peppers," was convicted of sexual battery
in 1 990 in an incident at George Mason U ni
versity in Fairfax , Virginia.
In the radio ad, Kiedis boasts of his exhi
bitionism: "I've been naked on stage . . . .
I'm naked whenever I have sex . But now
I'm on the radio . So I might as well get
naked again . . . . Now I'm naked. With a
condom . . . . Wear a condom if you're gonna have sex . Remember you can be naked
without being exposed ."
Health and Human Services Secretary
Donna Shalala defended the ad campaign,
however, saying , "We must not allow a sin
gle ad to overshadow the vital lifesaving
message in the campaign ." The secretary
was accosted during a speech the same day
by a protester who condemned the ads , and
demanded to know: "Where's the Manhat
tan-style project that Bill Clinton promised
during the elections to find a cure" for
AIDS?

Norfolk, Va. j ail horrors
typical of prison system
The newly elected sheriff of Norfolk, Vir
ginia brought press in to view the conditions
of the local jail on Jan. 3, after a coalition of
prisoners filed a lawsuit on Dec . 16 against
his predecessor, 1 2-year incumbent David
Mapp. The suit demanded a temporary re
straining order to prevent defendants from
"warehousing" prisoners , and that all pris
oners be tested for AIDS , tuberculosis , and
hepatitis . Sheriff Robert McCabe said of the
prisoners, "These people are not asking for
special treatment-they are only asking to
EIR
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be treated like human beings . "
The conditions shocked even jaded re
porters: One network showed footage of
cockroaches and vermin, broken plumbing,
overcrowding , and mattresses on the floors .
The sixth death in a year occurred on
Dec . 22, when a prisoner, ill with AIDS and
TB , died in a holding cell while awaiting a
court hearing for his early release . Whereas
the local newspaper Virginian Pilot claimed
he "was placed alone in a holding cell on the
first floor because he was considered too
infectious to be placed with other prison
ers," a press release from the prisoners said
that "he was in fact first put in a cell with
approximately 75 people in an area built for
25 ; he was breathing with great difficulty on
a mattress on the floor, with no sheets . He
arrived at approximately 7 p . m . , and was
removed sometime after midnight . " Ac
cording to prisoners , "It was obviously
known to the prison authorities that this man
had a full-blown case of tuberculosis-yet
he was put in an overcrowded area with oth
er prisoners-some of whom have AIDS
and some of whom have been shown posi
tive for TB by skin tests. This is a recipe for
a health disaster. "

Letters praise book
on U . S . Moon project

Twenty-First Century Associates, the pub
lisher of a new book How We Got to the
Moon , has received a number of letters from
space scientists praising the work, which
centers on the crucial contributions by the
team of German rocket scientists under
Wernher von Braun at Huntsville , Ala
bama. EIR excerpted a chapter from the
book in its special Jan . I , 1 994 issue . In a
personal note to author Marsha Freeman, a
senior NASA official , who started his career
in aerospace in the 1 96Os , wrote that "this
subject is near and dear to my heart . "
One o f the German space pioneers in
Huntsville welcomed the addition of How
We Got to the Moon to space history . It is
even "more welcome ," he wrote , because
"the standard works , such as The Rocket
Team , are out of print . We need new works
and new perspectives you present to refer
[to 1 journalists and historians who keep
coming to Huntsville ."

• FIRST LADY Hillary Clinton
met privately with Dutch Prime Min
ister Ruud Lubbers earlier this month
in Washington, kmd their discussion
included their mutual experience in
health care reform, according to the
Royal Embassy i of the Netherlands .
The Netherland� is in the forefront of
legalizing euthanasia. Mrs. Clinton
was invited to �peak at the interna
tional meeting <f Dutch Health Care
Insurers next fall.
• MORTON iHALPERIN, who
was nominated tp be Assistant Secre
tary of Defense fur Peacekeeping and
Democracy, withdrew his nomina
tion as a result o( strong opposition in
the Senate . Defejnse Secretary-desig
nate Adm. Bo�y Inman has indi
cated that the ! position is unnec
essary .
I

• PENNSYL'" ANIA gubernatori
al candidate Phil Valenti (D), an as
sociate of Lyn410n LaRouche , an
nounced his plans to hold a Martin
Luther King Me�orial March against
"outcome-based! education" at the
B irdsboro Elem,ntary Center on Jan.
14. At an earlier protest at the school ,
children, who ate victimized by the
methods of Dr! William Glasser's
"Control TheorY/Reality Therapy,"
cursed and thre\\l objects at picketers ,
and one child ,xposed himself re
peatedly .
• TEXAS plans to execute 1 4 pris
oners in JanuarY and another 8 be
tween Februaryl and March. Texas
holds the record for number of execu
tions in any sthte which, back in
1 93 8 , was 1 8 .
• THE MINNEAPOLIS Star
Tribune called for returning the Great
Plains to prairie J in a 1 4-page feature
on Dec . 1 9 . Th ' aper' s editors retail
the environment list lie that intensive
farming has ca sed depopulation of
the 1 2 breadba$ket states, because
the land will no longer support them.
These insane eCCllogists claim that the
farmers who are still "successful" are
adapting to the ,*"airie by raising buf
falo or raising tile native grasses for
tourism or decoration .
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Editorial
Remember Proposition 1 3
There is no question that this is not a society which
favors the elderly . Especially if they are poor they are
in serious trouble , and even the more affluent , in many

instances , are consigned to a life of boring irrelevance .
In 1 978, many Californians who were trying to live on

a fixed income were easily won to the argument that

there should be a cap on real estate taxes, which had

been rising so rapidly that they were in danger of be
coming homeless .
When in

1 978 this attack on "big

government" oc

curred , the economic situation in the United States , and

certainly in the state of California, was far more stable .

Since then the combination of an ideological assault
upon the role of government , and the actual financial
erosion of the tax base of state and local governments
due to the sharp economic downswing , has created a
situation in which essential services are being threat
ened , including schools but extending to water manage
ment and police and fire departments .
Under present circumstances there is no easy solu
tion to the problem . Nonetheless no solution will be

found as long as people are willing to accept the non
sense that privatization of essential infrastructure and

social services is the road to go . The story of what has
happened in California since 1 978 is a lesson to be
studied by all of those who are taken in today by this

ideology .
The anti-government ideological battle , begun in

1978, culminated in a ballot referendum called Proposi
1 3 , initiated by Howard Jarvis . This spawned a

tion

number of similar ballot initiatives in other states and
then fed into agitation for balancing the budget-na

tional as well as local-no matter what the social cost .
It is strange to bring to mind those days, when the
complaint was that the state of California, with its

$5

billion budget surplus , was too affluent; that it was
making money off the backs of citizens who could
not afford state taxes computed on the basis of highly
inflated real estate values , and so on . Most of all , it is
hard to remember the time when California ' s roads ,
hospitals , schools , and libraries were a pride of the
nation .
Today , sadly , just the opposite is the case-of
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course , a mistaken tax polic

t

is not the only cause .

The ravaging of the U . S . aerospace industry with the
perceived end of the Cold War is also a large contribut

ing factor to making once flo,rishing California poor.

Since July

1 990 ,

California has suffered an absolute

loss of 600 ,000 jobs , even while there has been a na
tional growth in service , industry-spawned employment .
,

Education is a case in point of the decline of Califor

nia. Not only has the standard of education in what was

once a top system of virtuall� free state universities ,

been eroded b y the enforcement o f political correctness
upon students and teaching staff, to the detriment of all

serious scholarship; since 1 990, some
have been cut from the curriculum .
The kindergarten to

1 2th

6,000

courses

grade situation is far

worse . Where California used to be among the top five
in the nation in spending per ! capita for pupils (which
did translate into top quality as well) , it is now among
the 10 lowest , spending half pf what New York does ,
and $ 1 ,000 per student below the national average .

r

Half of the state ' s school lib aries have been closed .

Classroom size is now the secbnd highest nationally .

In reality the Jarvis "refonns" were a boon to firms

such as Standard Oil of California , which owned real
estate and therefore shoveled : in 28% of the tax reduc
tion . In the first year alone , : Standard Oil saved

$47

million . The reason is simple� Property was now to be
taxed at its price on purchase rather than its assessed
value . For the elderly this wa$ welcome , but it was not
they who reaped most of the benefit . (If Jarvis really
wanted to help people with fixed income s , they could
have been offered a subsidy by the state to offset real
estate taxes , at far less cost . ) !
The moral of the story is: that calls to balance the

e!d

budget , to eliminate so-call
big government , or to
deregulate banking and natioqal finances can only make
a bad situation worse . They are usually thinly disguised
swindles on behalf of internatlional bankers or the large
multinational corporations , ot of the one-worlders who
wish to put an end to all n�tional sovereignty , and
therefore want to cut off the
i1ity of national govern

ments to govern effectively .
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Al l p r o g ra m s a re The LaRouche Connection u n l ess ot h e rw i s e n o te d .
ALASKA

DISTRICT O F COLUMBIA

• ANCHORAG E-ACTV C h . 40

• WAS H I N GTON-DCTV Ch. 25

Wed nesd ays-9 p . m .

S u n d ays- 1 2 N o o n

ARKANSAS

FLORIDA

• FAYETIEVI LLE-C h . 8

• PASCO C O U N TY-Ch

• LlTILE R O C K-Sto rer C h . 1 8

�f-R����
.

Tuesdays-8 .. 30 p . m .

Wed nesd ays-9 p . m .

Tu e.-9 p . m . , Th u .-8 p . m .

'

31

CALIFORNIA

EIR World News

Fnday through Monday
3 p.m., 1 1 p.m., 7 a.m.
. S T . PAU L-C h . 3 3

EIR World News

M o n d ays-8 p . m .

h

TEXAS

NEW JERSEY

• H O U STO N-PAC

• STATEW I D E-CTN

( C heck Loca l C h a n n e l )
M o n d a ys-2 a . m .

NEW YORK

• B R O N X- B r o n x N et C h . 67
•

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Weds., Feb. 9-6 p . m .
Wed s . , M a r. 9-6 p . m . . ;
T u e s d a ys-6 p . m . ( C h . ,2 7 )
T h u rsdays-3 p . m . ( C h . 3 3 )

M o n d ays-7 p . m .

Wede n s d ays-5 p . m .

IDAHO

• P O RTLAN D-Access C h . 27

• PITIS B U R G H-PCTV C h . 2 1

• ST. LOU I S-C h . 2 2

Thu rsdays-9 : 30 p . m .
• M O SCOW-C h . 37
• DOW N E Y-Co n t i . C h . 5 1
W e d n esd ays-7 p . m .
Thu rsd ays-9 : 30 p . m .
ILLINOIS
• E . L.A. t o SANTA M O N I CA
• C H I CAGO-CAN C h . 2 1
Centu ry C a b l e C h . 3
Th u rs . , J a n . 27- 1 0 p . m .
M o n d a ys-5 : 3 0 p . m .
• QUAD CITI E S-Cox C h . 4
• E . S A N F E R N A N D O VALLEY
M o n d a ys-9 : 30 p . m .
U n ited Artists C h . 25
S u n .-3 : 30 p . m . , Fri .-8 : 30 p . m . INDIANA
• S O U T H B E N D-C h . 3 1
• H O LLYWO OD-Conti . C h . 37
Frid ays-8 p . m .
T h u rsdays- 1 0 p . m .
• LA N C.lPALM DALE-C h . 3
MARYLAND
S u n d ays-2 p . m .
• BALTI M O R E-BCAC C h . 42
• M O D E STO-Access C h . 5
M o n d a ys-9 p . m .
-Th u rs . , J a n . 27-6 : 3 0 p . m .
• M O NTG O M E RY- MCTV C h . 4 9
Th u rs . , F e b . 1 7- 6 : 30 p . m .
T u e .- 1 1 p . m . , Thu .-2 : 3 0 p . m .
• M T N . VI EW- M V CTV C h . 30
• WESTM I N STE R-CCTV C h . 1 9
Tuesd ays-4 p.m .
Tuesd ays-3 p . m .
• PASAD E N AMASSACHUSETTS
Crown C a b l e C h . 56
• BOSTO N - B N N C h 3
K i n n e l o a C a b l e C h . 46
S a t . - 1 1 '. 30 a . m . (t ru J a n . )
T h u rsdays-4 : 30 p m
MICHIGAN
• SACRA M E NTO-C h . 1 8
• CE NTERLl N E
C h . 34
2 n d & 4th W e d .- 1 0 p . m .
:Tuesdays-7 . 30 p . m .
• SAN D I E G O• TRE NTON-TCI C h . 44
Cox C h . 24; Sat.- 1 2 N o o n
Wed nesd ays-2 : 30 p . m .
Sout hwest C a b l e C h . 1 6
S.aturd ays-9 p . m .
MINNESOTA
• SANTA A N A-C h . 2 0
• E D E N PRA I R I E-C h . 33
S u n d ays-4. p . m .
Wed.-5 : 3 0 p m , S u n .-3 : 3 0 p m
• W. S A N F E R N A N D O VALLEY
• M I N N EAPO L I S-C h . 32
CVI C h . 2 7 ; Tues.-8 : 30 p . m .
EIR World News

OREGON

PENNSYLVANIA

MISSOURI

-Ch ' 1 2
.
F n d ays- 1 . 30 p . m .

• C O N C O R D-TC I C h . 1 9

• ST. LOU I S PAR K-C h . 33

Satu rdays-6 p m
B R O OKHAVEN-TCI
( E . Suffo l k, L I . )
1 F l a s h o r C h . 99
Wednesdays-5 p . m .
B U FFALO-BCAM C h . 1 8
M o n d ays-6 p . m .
H U DS O N VALLEY-C h . 6
2 n d S u n d a y m o n t h ly-2 p . m .
MAN HATIAN-M N N C h . 69
Satu rdays- 1 2 N o o n
NASSAU C O U N TY-C h . 25
Sat., J a n . 22-6 : 3.0 p . m .
O S S I N I N G-Co n t o n e n t a l
Southern Westc h este r C h . 1 9
Rockla n d Cou nty C h . 26
1 st & 3rd S u n d ays-4 p . m .
R C H E STER-G R C C h . 1 5
F n . - 1 0 : 30 p m , S u n .-7 pm
STATE N I S L.-CTV C h . 24
Wed .-1 1 p . m . , Sat .-8 a . m .
S U FFOLK, LI .-C h . 25
2nd & 4th M o n days- 1 0 p . m .
W STC H E STE R-Access C h . 1 8
F n d ays-6 p . m .

<?
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M o n . , J a n . 24-4 : 30 p . m .
M o n . , J a n . 3 1 -5 p . m .
M o n . , F e b . 7-6 p . m .

The American System, Pt.

T u e s . , J a n . 2 5-7 p . m .

The American System, Pt. 2

T u e s . , F e b . 1 -4 p . m .
T u e s . , F e b . 8-7 p . m .

VIRGINIA

• AR L I N GTON-ACT C h . 3 3

S u n .- 1 p m , M o n . -6 : 30 p m
W e d n esdays- 1 2 N o o n
• C H E S TE R F I E L D-C h . 6

Schiller Institute Show

Tuesd ays-9 a . m .

• FAI R FAX-FCAC C h . 1 0

Tuesdays- 1 2 N o o n
Th u .-7 p m , S a t .- 1 0 a m

• L E E S B U RG-C h . 6

M o n d ays-7 p . m .
• MARTI N S V I L LE-Ca b l e C h . 6

S o m e Satu rdays-8 p . m .
Some S u n days- 1 - 5 p.m .
• R I C H M O N D/H E N R I CO-

Conti n e n ta l C a b l e C h . 3 8

Schiller Institute Show

Tuesd ays-6 : 30 p . m .

WASHINGTON

• S PO KA N E-Cox C h . 3 7

Sat. ' J a n . 2 2 - 1 p . m .

Saturd ays-9 : 30 p . m .

If y o u a re i nte rested i n g ett i n g these prog r a m s on y o u r loca l c a b l e TV stat i o n , p l ease ca l l C h a rles N o t l ey at ( 7 0 3 ) 777-945 1 .
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